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Abstract
This manuscript thesis presents four stand-alone papers which all contribute to the
investigation of projected impacts of climate change on the hydrology of Labrador’s
Churchill River Basin. The overarching goal of this undertaking was to provide useful
information to Nalcor Energy, a hydroelectric developer, regarding the change in the
amount and timing of water in the Churchill River between a base period (1971-2000)
and a future period (2041-2070).
Three separate multi-model approaches used data from the North American Regional
Climate Change Assessment Program to look at the impacts of climate change on the
Churchill River: (i) Bias-corrected precipitation and temperature data forced a hydrologic
model to investigate the changes in mean daily streamflow for the Pinus River, a subbasin of the Churchill River; (ii) A new approach (dubbed “fullstream analysis”) took
advantage of the full range of simulated hydrological variables from each ensemble
member and was used to study the expected changes in mean annual runoff of the entire
basin, and; (iii) Weighted multi-model ensembles examined the simulated impacts of
climate change on mean monthly runoff for the entire basin.
Several results were common across the various approaches. Ensemble mean annual
increases in runoff were found to be similar, between 8.9% and 14.6%. Further to this, an
increase in cold-season runoff amounts, an earlier onset of the spring melt (though not
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necessarily a larger spring melt) and no discernable change in the late summer and early
fall runoff were found.
In an effort to further understand sources of error and uncertainty of the climate models
used, water balances were investigated and the annual cycle of residuals quantified.
Residual magnitudes varied widely between months and models and were dependent on
whether one examined atmospheric or terrestrial balances. Water balance residuals
remained relatively consistent between time periods implying they are systemic and not
climate dependent.
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1. Introduction
Climate change is already having a noticeable impact on earth’s hydrological cycle
(Trenberth et al. 2003; Dery et al. 2009). As the changing climate’s influence becomes
more apparent, the need to investigate its potential future impacts increases. Small
changes in the distribution of precipitation can significantly alter mean annual streamflow
(Muzik 2001) and even modest perturbations in natural inflow tend to have amplified
impacts on reservoir storage levels (Christensen et al. 2004; Minville et al. 2008). These
impacts and others are of concern to hydroelectric developers and water managers whose
strong dependence on climatological factors, such as the balance between precipitation
and evaporation, make them vulnerable to climate regime changes.
The overarching goal of this work is to produce a thorough and useful projection of the
impact of climate change on the hydrologic system within Labrador’s Churchill River
Basin, specifically the amount and timing of runoff. The Churchill River Basin covers
approximately 92 500 km2 and extends from Labrador City in the west to Happy ValleyGoose Bay in the east. There is an existing hydroelectric project on the river (the 5,428
MW Churchill Falls Generating Station), one currently under construction (the 824 MW
Muskrat Falls Project) and one that is proposed for the future (the 2250 MW Gull Island
Project). With over 8500 MW of combined generating capacity and potential, the
Churchill River Basin is an important region for Newfoundland and Labrador, and for
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Canada in general. The impacts of climate change on the river need to be addressed to
facilitate its effective use for the coming decades.
To ensure a thorough examination of the potential impacts of climate change, multiple
analysis approaches will be used which, together, incorporate the full range of
hydrological data from an ensemble of regional climate models. Hydrological data used
in this thesis includes land-atmosphere interactions such as precipitation and evaporation,
runoff and terrestrial water storage, as well as atmospheric moisture convergence and
precipitable water content. The three multi-model approaches include driving a
hydrological model with bias corrected precipitation and temperature data, using all
components of the atmospheric and terrestrial water balances to approximate mean
annual runoff and employing a weighted ensemble of the climate models’ land-surface
schemes runoff output.
For the analysis to be useful for water resources managers a quantified representation of
uncertainty will also be presented. While there are many sources and forms of uncertainty
(discussed in detail in Section 2.6), the uncertainty referred to and represented throughout
this work is the spread of climate model output from the multi-model ensembles. If all
models projected the same climate change signals then uncertainty is minimal, while if
there is a large discrepancy between ensemble members then uncertainty is large.
One of the ways uncertainty is represented in this thesis is through the use of empirical
probability distribution functions (PDFs) (or alternatively cumulative distribution
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functions (CDFs)), which give the likelihood (based on the output of the climate models
used) of a change that falls along a continuous spectrum.
Another representation of uncertainty is through the use of “spaghetti plots.” This is
simply plotting the results of all individual ensemble members together so one is able to
easily see the spread of available simulations.
The final representation of uncertainty employed is the plotting of 80% and 90%
uncertainty ranges around a mean ensemble value. If the base period streamflow falls
below the 80% uncertainty range for future streamflow, for example, one can say there is
80% likelihood that there will be an increase in streamflow from the base period to the
future. Uncertainty ranges are especially useful for hydrograph plots to show the
projected changes, and confidence in those changes, of streamflow throughout the year
This manuscript format thesis contains four stand-alone research papers, presented as
Chapters 3 through 6, plus a broad literature review found in Chapter 2. At the beginning
of each chapter (after each abstract) there is a preface to discuss how the research paper
ties in with the previous chapter and how it contributes to the thesis as a whole.
Additional material, including supplementary calculation details and results, that may not
have been included in the respective research papers for publication or space
considerations will also be presented in the prefaces.

3

1.1. Research Contributions
The primary research contributions of this work are as follows:
1. A procedure for climate researchers with limited resources to investigate the
impacts of climate change on runoff in their watersheds of interest, while
capturing a range of uncertainty. This includes the development of the
“fullstream” analysis approach.
2. An understanding of climate change impacts on the hydrology of the Churchill
River Basin including a probabilistic projection and a quantified representation of
uncertainty.
Secondary contributions include:
1. The quantification of the NARCCAP models’ mean annual cycle of atmospheric
and terrestrial water balance components and residuals. Atmospheric water
balance residuals were found to be consistently higher than their terrestrial
counterparts.
2. Atmospheric and terrestrial water balance residuals were found to be consistent
between base and future periods (for each ensemble member), implying that they
are systemic in nature and not climate dependent.
3. Recommendations to climate modeling groups and consortiums regarding postprocessing and publishing variables.
4. Regional climate models have a substantially larger contribution to uncertainty in
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runoff’s climate change signal than general circulation models.
5. Choice of runoff approximation (i.e. upstream, midstream or downstream when
using fullstream analysis – see Chapter 5) also had a larger contribution to
uncertainty in runoff’s climate change signal than general circulation models.
6. Relatively little difference in the impacts of climate change on the annual
streamflow cycle was found between different weighting schemes, including
equally weighted models.

1.2. Co-authorship Statement
The Canadian Water Resources Journal published Chapter 3, entitled “Modeling the
Potential Impacts of Climate Change on a Small Watershed in Labrador, Canada” in 2012
(Roberts et al. 2012). Jonas Roberts, the thesis author was the primary and corresponding
author, Amy Pryse-Phillips, a masters student, was the second author and Dr. Ken
Snelgrove was third author. All authors were part of the same research group, which was
led by Dr. Snelgrove. For the work in Chapter 3, the design of the research was
developed with input from all members of the group. Mr. Roberts was responsible for the
writing of the manuscript, extracting and bias-correcting the climate data as well as
preparing it for input into the hydrological model. He was also responsible for all data
analysis, discussion and plots within the manuscript. Ms. Pryse-Phillips was responsible
for setting up and running the hydrological model WATFLOOD and providing feedback
on the writing of the manuscript. Dr. Snelgrove’s role was primarily guidance in the
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research and writing of the manuscript. He also wrote one portion of the FORTRAN code
which facilitated the bias correction process.
For the remainder of the thesis, Mr. Roberts performed the entirety of the research,
literature review, data collection and preparation, analysis and writing. Dr. Snelgrove, in
his supervisory role, provided guidance for the entire process.
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2. Literature Review
2.1. Summary
There is a need for water resource managers and developers to investigate the impacts of
climate change on the hydrology in their regions of interest. An ensemble of GCMs
dynamically downscaled using a variety of RCMs is an effective way to capture a wide
range of uncertainty for simulations of future climate. Comparing historical simulations
of models against observations is useful for bias correction, required for hydrological
modeling, and determining model skill, which can be applied to determine ensemble
member weights. The results of simulating the hydrological impacts of climate change
can be effectively presented via a probabilistic approach and the use of probability
distribution functions (PDFs).
There are a vast number of studies exploring the potential impact of climate change on
the hydrology of various basins, large and small, around the world. Some studies use
runoff output directly from the land-surface schemes of climate models, while others bias
correct climate model output (directly or via statistical downscaling) before using it to
force hydrological models. Another method, which is also widely used for validating the
representation of the water cycle in climate models, involves calculating the atmospheric
moisture convergence along with the atmospheric and terrestrial water balances. Each of
these methods has advantages and disadvantages, which are discussed in detail in the
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following literature review. Previous studies only rarely employed more than one of the
above methods and have never used all three methods to explore uncertainty.

2.2. Climate Change
Earth’s climate is controlled by complex interactions between solar forcing, various
properties of the atmosphere, ocean and land-surface along with a multitude of feedback
mechanisms. The climate is not constant and irreversible changes can be induced by
changing the strength of any of its interacting or driving variables, such as the solar
radiation balance.
According to Le Treut et al. (2007) there are three fundamental ways to change the solar
radiation balance and thus the climate system. The first method is to alter the incoming
solar radiation, either by solar output or orbital fluctuations. The second is to change the
albedo of the earth so a greater or lesser amount of shortwave radiation is reflected back
into space. The last method requires modifying the longwave radiation emitted to space,
which relates to atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations and cloud radiating
feedback. The climate system responds to all these changes directly or via feedback
mechanisms.
Global temperature change due to increased concentration of greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere is dictated by the strength of various feedback mechanisms, the effective heat
capacity of the ocean and how heat transport to deep oceans depends on changes at the
surface (Allan and Ingram 2002).
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2.3. Effects of Climate Change on the Hydrological Cycle
As climate and hydrological cycles have a complex interdependency (Peixoto and Oort
1992), we know that climate change is affecting water resources (Trenberth et al. 2003;
Maurer 2007).
There are several robust responses of the hydrological cycle to projected climate change.
Held and Soden (2006) studied model runs generated for the fourth IPCC assessment
(IPCC 2007) and found that there will be a decrease in convective mass fluxes (to
maintain the balance between precipitation and the boundary layer mixing ratio) but an
increase in horizontal moisture transport, as well as an associated enhancement of the
evaporation-precipitation pattern and its variance. These responses stem from the
increased amount of water vapour that can be held in a warmer lower troposphere and
result in a general intensification of the hydrological cycle. Here, dry areas are expected
to get drier and wet areas are expected to get wetter (Bates et al. 2008; Trenberth 1998).
Unfortunately, it is substantially harder to quantify the range of possible changes in the
hydrological cycle than the global mean temperature because of fewer observations and
weak physical constraints (Allan and Ingram 2002).
For typical temperatures of the lower troposphere, the Clausius-Clapeyron Equation 2.1
predicts that the saturation vapour pressure (es) will increase by 6 to 7% for each degree
Celsius temperature (T) increase (Lv and Rv are the latent heat of vapourization and gas
constant for water vapour, respectively). However, Allen and Ingram (2002) showed the
energy constraints reduce that increase to 3.4% per degree, due to the limiting ability of
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the atmosphere to radiate away heat created from condensation. As such, the hydrological
cycle is controlled more by the availability of energy rather than the availability of
moisture, though extreme event intensity will increase primarily with an increase in
moisture. Additionally, regional changes in precipitation are dependent on local changes
in atmospheric circulation (Allan and Ingram 2002).
des Lv es
=
dT Rv T 2

(2.1)

It has been shown that small changes in the distribution of precipitation can significantly
€
alter mean annual streamflow (Muzik 2001) and even modest perturbations in natural
inflow have amplified impacts on reservoir storage levels (Christensen et al. 2004;
Minville et al. 2008). As such, it is important for water managers to investigate the
potential impacts that climate change will have on their regions of interest. To do so
requires the application of climate models.

2.4. Climate Modelling
Observations, theory and models are all required for climate research (Rummukainen
2010). Numerical models are built on theories based in the physical sciences, while
observations are used to calibrate and validate the simulations.
According to physical theory, there are seven equations and corresponding variables that
govern the state and evolution of the atmosphere (Peixoto and Oort 1992). Equation 2.2 is
based on Newton’s second law (conservation of momentum) and can be broken down
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into three velocity component parts. Equation 2.3 is the continuity equation or the
conservation of mass, while Equation 2.4 is the conservation of water mass. Equation 2.5
is the first law of thermodynamics (conservation of energy) and Equation 2.6 is the
equation of state. The variables corresponding to the governing equations include three


velocity components u, v, w, (represented by the vector v ) pressure p, temperature T,
specific humidity q, and density ρ . After various approximations and simplifications

€
these equations are used as the computational basis for numerical climate models.

€

 
Dv
1
 
= − ∇p − g + F friction − 2Ω × v
Dt
ρ

(2.2)

€

∂ρ

= −∇ ⋅ ( ρv )
∂t

(2.3)

€

∂pq

= −∇ ⋅ ( pv q) + ρ(E − C)
∂t

(2.4)

€

Q = Cp

€

dT 1 dp
−
dt ρ dt

(2.5)

(2.6)

p = ρRg T


g = apparent gravity vector

C = condensation


F friction = force due to friction

Q = heating rate per unit mass

€


Ω = angular velocity of the earth

Cp = specific heat

€

E = evaporation

Where:

€

Rg = gas constant

€
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The most powerful tool used for the simulation of historical and future climate is the
General Circulation Model (GCM). However, due to the low spatial resolution of GCMs,
they are insufficient for regional climate change analysis (Gagnon et al. 2009). GCMs
typically have spatial resolution from 200 km to 500 km, and are unable to resolve
subgrid scale features such as topography and clouds (Grotch and MacCracken 1991;
Fowler et al. 2007). This necessitates the need for approximations and physical
parameterizations. It is well established that GCM output requires downscaling to
effectively examine the impacts of climate change on basin scale hydrology (Dibike and
Coulibaly 2005; Sharma et al. 2011).
Downscaling Techniques
Downscaling can be grouped into two broad categories: dynamic and statistical. Dynamic
downscaling involves the nesting of a high resolution, physically based regional climate
model (RCM) within a coarser resolution global model. Statistical downscaling, on the
other hand, employs statistical methods to determine the state of various climatic
variables, typically at the point scale. Table 2.1 provides an overview of the advantages
and disadvantages of statistical and dynamic downscaling (modified from Wilby and
Wigly 1997; Fowler et al. 2007).
This research will focus on various processes of basin scale hydrology. Since RCMs are
based on the physical principles of conservation of energy, mass and momentum (Laprise
2008; Gagnon et al. 2009) and are more comprehensive than statistical downscaling
methods (Rummukainen 2010), dynamic downscaling will be used. Statistical
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downscaling will not be explored further here; For further information on statistical
downscaling Fowler et al. (2007) and Themeβl et al. (2011) provide a broad overview of
the most common approaches including regression models, weather typing and weather
generators.

Statistical Downscaling

Dynamic Downscaling

Advantages

- Computationally cheap.
- Can provide point-scale climatic variables.
- Can be used to derive any climatic
variable.
- Transferable to other regions.
- Based on accepted statistical procedures.
- Directly incorporates observations into
method.

- Resolves more atmospheric
processes at smaller scale than
GCMs.
- Gives broad selection of variables
for entire simulated domain.
- Responses are based on physically
consistent processes.

Disadvantages

Table 2.1 – Advantages and Disadvantages of Statistical and Dynamic Downscaling

- Need long and reliable observation record
for calibration.
- Dependent on choice of predictors.
- Must assume stationarity between
predictor and predictands.
- Climate system feedbacks are not
included.
- Dependent on GCM forcing.
- Domain size, region and season affect
downscaling skill.

- Computationally expensive.
- Limited number of available
scenario ensembles.
- Strongly dependent on GCM
boundary forcing.

The primary disadvantage of dynamic downscaling is the computational effort required
(Maurer 2007), so it is generally not feasible to run a large ensemble with multiple RCMs
for small studies such as a PhD thesis. However, there are international regional climate
modelling efforts covering (or planning to cover) most geographic regions on earth,
including North America (NARCCAP), South America (CLARIS), Europe
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(ENSEMBLES and PRUDENCE) and east Asia (RGMIP) (Rummukainen 2010).
Projects like these improve realism of control simulations and more accurately represent
variability and extreme event statistics at a higher spatial and temporal resolution (Fowler
et al. 2007).
A state-of-the-art RCM’s representation of atmospheric climate processes is “as complex
as in comprehensive GCMs” (Rummukainen 2010). In fact, they represent local climate
variability and extremes better than GCMs. With resolutions of roughly 50 km they are
able to realistically simulate regional features such as orographic precipitation (Frei et al.
2003), extreme events (Fowler et al. 2005; Frei et al. 2006) and regional scale anomalies
and non-linear effects (Leung et al. 2003). They also improve the simulation of mesoscale precipitation processes and therefore produce better higher moment statistics than
GCMs (Schmidli et al. 2006).
RCMs are able to produce many complex processes involved in the hydrological cycle,
including those based on principles of energy and water conservation. As such, they can
be useful in quantifying runoff in regions of sparse in situ observations (Music et al.
2009). However, the complexity of many land-surface and groundwater processes can
limit the ability of various RCM land-surface schemes to adequately reproduce observed
regimes on a regional scale (Music et al. 2009). RCMs are useful tools for quantitative
studies of the hydrological cycle on subcontinental scales, however deficiencies in landsurface models and biases in the forcing GCMs can induce errors in RCM simulations
(Music and Caya 2007). Other RCM errors are created due to modelling approximations
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and the nesting approach (Music et al. 2009). A conceptual issue which plagues RCM
simulation is that their output is strongly influenced by their GCM forcing data, resulting
in “garbage in, garbage out” situations. In other words, if there is a large bias in the GCM
forcing then there will be a large bias in the RCM output.
GCM biases cascade through the RCM and subsequently the hydrological performance of
an RCM is dependent on the ability of the driving GCM (Music et al. 2009). In light of
these biases, Sharma et al. (2011) found that further downscaling RCM data improved
the performance of the hydrological model over raw RCM data (magnitude and timing of
changes were more consistent when downscaled data was used). Regardless of the
method used, the general patterns of changes in future flow are quite similar using either
raw or downscaled data. This improvement might be attributed to the inherent bias
correction in statistical downscaling and is not necessarily related to an increase in
resolution.
This thesis uses dynamically downscaled climate model simulations (RCMs driven by
GCMs) from the freely available North American Regional Climate Change Assessment
Program (NARCCAP) for all simulations of future and base period climates.

2.5. Hydrological Impact Modeling
Hydrological impacts are strongly dependent on the GCM. Differences between
competing GCMs relate primarily to the spatial variability and magnitude of precipitation
rather than the change in temperature (Thorne 2011). Differences in annual runoff from a
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RCM when forced with GCMs versus observations have been shown in certain cases to
be comparable to a RCMs internal variability (Music et al. 2009). Ludwig et al. (2009)
found that “modified climatic boundary conditions cause dramatic deviances in
hydrological model response.” Ludwig et al. (2009) also showed that the uncertainties
introduced by hydrological models can be of similar magnitude to the climate model
output scenario used as inputs. They also emphasized that physically based model
processes are vital to ensure the predictive power of hydrological models. The magnitude
and distribution of climate change combined with specific basin characteristics determine
which impacts are most important locally (Menzel 2002; Matondo 2004; Xu et al. 2011).
Several studies have shown that in order to achieve realistic results, preprocessing is
required to remove biases in climate output fields before they can be used to force a
hydrological model (Feddersen and Andersen 2005; Hansen et al. 2006; Christensen et
al. 2008; Piani et al. 2010). As mentioned above, this can be accomplished inherently
through statistical downscaling or with direct bias correction methods (discussed later).
Even the best RCM-GCM contains biases that mask climate change impacts within
regional hydrologic models (Maurer 2007). Hydrological climate change impact studies
have used RCM output directly (Wood et al. 2004; Graham et al. 2007a; Graham et al.
2007b), bias corrected RCM output (Wood et al. 2004; Fowler and Kilsby 2007; Fowler
et al. 2007) and other statistical approaches (Fowler et al. 2007). While hydrological
models driven by raw model output tend to perform poorly (Prudhomme et al. 2002), bias
corrected RCM output tends to reproduce hydrology fairly well (Wood et al. 2004),
particularly when corrections are applied sub-monthly (Haerter et al. 2011).
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There are three generations of land-surface models used within atmospheric models that
represent three levels of complexity. The first generation land-surface schemes are based
on the “bucket” method, originally proposed by Manabe (1969). Here, the land-surface is
represented by a bucket with a single adjustable parameter: bucket depth. Once the
bucket fills (i.e. land-surface is saturated), excess water spills over and runoff occurs.
Second generation schemes increase complexity (and thus realism) by representing
multiple soil levels, surface water and energy balance calculations with some vegetation
and canopy processes (Music et al. 2009). Newer third generation land-surface schemes
include vegetation carbon processes in addition to those of second generation schemes.
Ludwig et al. (2009) found that complex and middle complexity models behave more
similarly than their simple bucket model counterpart, however there remain significant
differences (e.g. spring flood intensity, spatial water storage patterns). They make the
argument that land-surface model complexity should be included in the uncertainty
discussion, though they are uncertain as to what level of complexity is required for
effective climate change impact studies.
Runoff
Runoff integrates weather events and water availability over time and space (Frigon et al.
2010). There is evidence that simulated runoff is less sensitive to changes in a RCM’s
physical parameterizations than precipitation, evapotranspiration, moisture flux
convergence and terrestrial water storage tendency (Music and Caya 2007). That being
said, the physical parameterizations in land-surface schemes do have a substantial impact
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on runoff, particularly with first and second generation models. When validating a
RCM’s runoff output Gagnon et al. (2009) suggest not to pair a RCM tile with a weather
or hydrometric station, as it is more applicable to consider the entire watershed versus
each tile separately.
Observed station discharges lag precipitation events due to routing, prolonged snowmelt,
seasonal ponding and other factors. This results in basin storage on a monthly, annual and
potentially even longer time scale. High runoff variability can be due to the lack of lakes
and routing (rivers), as a simulated water drop located on an upstream tile will move
faster than a physical upstream water drop (Gagnon et al. 2009). It has also been shown
that lakes dampen the spring melt signal (Hirschi et al. 2006) and the implementation of a
lake model would likely have significant effects on the simulated hydrological regime
due to improved representation of surface fluxes of heat, water vapour and momentum
(Music et al. 2009). Therefore, to compare discharge observations with simulated runoff
over a short time frame may not be appropriate if storage and basin lag time are not
incorporated (Thomas and Henderson-Sellers 1991; Gagnon et al. 2009). Roads et al.
(2003) and Serreze et al. (2003) describe streamflow and river discharge as lagged and
routed runoff. As runoff is not directly observed one can approximate it as observed
streamflow divided by the drainage area. Similarly, multiplying the model runoff by the
drainage area is used in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 to approximate total basin streamflow.
Naturalized flow, which negates the effects of damming and water management, is often
used for model validation (Music et al. 2009), as in Chapter 6.
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Atmospheric and Terrestrial Water Balances
To determine the amount of water moving into and out of a basin, one can perform
atmospheric moisture convergence and water balance calculations. Water balance and
moisture convergence equations can be found in Rasmusson (1968) as well as Peixoto
and Oort (1992), and are discussed in Chapter 4.
Terrestrial water storage is a key part of the water balance and hydrological cycle as it
determines the partitioning of the water and energy fluxes at the land-surface (Mueller et
al. 2011). Soil moisture, in particular, is important for regions with high precipitation
recycling (Schar et al. 1999; Hirschi et al. 2006). Seneviratne et al. (2004) and Hirschi et
al. (2006) showed that one can effectively estimate basin scale terrestrial water storage
using two water balance equations from reanalysis data plus streamflow measurements.
Serreze et al. (2003) provides a procedure for calculating precipitation recycling that
gives a sense of the importance of land-surface processes on the hydrological budget.
One can expect smaller and smaller recycling ratios for decreasing region size (value
would be 1 for the entire globe) (Brubaker et al. 1993).
Typically, estimates of soil moisture on a large scale differ greatly from model to model
(Reichle et al. 2004; Hirschi et al. 2006). Point scale in situ soil moisture measurements
are not representative for larger areas, resulting in the need for satellite observation or an
atmospheric-terrestrial water balance approach to provide more information on the
distribution of terrestrial water storage (Mueller et al. 2011).
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Derived from terrestrial water balance residuals, the commonly touted critical size for
water balance computations using atmospheric reanalysis is on the order of 105 km2. That
being said, Hirschi et al. (2006) performed water balances on three Churchill River-sized
basins (84 144, 85 223 and 94 836 km2 respectively) with acceptable imbalances. Even at
scales much greater than 105 km2, Serreze et al. (2003) found that P-E was roughly 920% lower than the observed discharge for large arctic basins, though given the
uncertainties in computed P-E, the authors considered the water budgets to be reasonably
closed. All analyses mentioning critical basin size have used roughly 1 degree resolution
and larger, and it is uncertain whether the critical domain size will decrease with higher
resolution data sets.
The components and residuals of simulated atmospheric and terrestrial water balances are
discussed in detail in Chapters 4 and 5.

2.6. Uncertainty and Bias
It is widely known that the primary factors limiting useful application of model output are
the uncertainties inherent in climate and impact modelling (Minville et al. 2008; Khalili
et al. 2006; Ludwig et al. 2009). This uncertainty in climate projections and subsequent
hydrological response to climate changes complicates the understanding of the impacts
on water resources (Minville et al. 2008; Treut et al. 2008; Xu et al. 2011).
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Sources
Sources of uncertainty in hydrological impact studies (Déqué et al. 2007; Maurer 2007;
Thorne 2011) include: (i) amplitude of greenhouse gas concentrations, (ii) formulation
and accuracy of GCM algorithms, parameterizations and feedback mechanisms, (iii) high
resolution RCMs or alternative downscaling technique, (iv) selection and implementation
of a land-surface hydrology model, and (v) sampling uncertainty. Wilby and Harris
(2006) examined sources of uncertainty individually and described the “uncertainty
cascade” which combines and propagates the above mentioned sources of uncertainty.
Sources of uncertainty that can’t be objectively deduced from numerical simulations
include the reliability of SRES greenhouse gas emissions scenarios, RCM-GCM
responses to a previously unobserved climate forcing and unexpected phenomena such as
volcanic eruptions.
It is also important to note the effect that non-linearity and chaos play in numerical
climate model uncertainty. Lorenz (1963) developed a simple non-linear mathematical
model for atmospheric convection, which he derived from the governing equations
(Equations 2.2 to 2.6), discussed earlier. In this model, a minuscule difference in initial
conditions (for certain parameter values) leads to a divergence of results. In other words,
the system is chaotic. This sensitivity to initial conditions holds true for more complex
climate models and contributes to a model’s uncertainty.
The primary constraint on quantifying the impacts of climate change on water resources
and the hydrological system are GCM projection uncertainty (Minville et al. 2008; Wilby
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and Harris 2006; Xu et al. 2011). Differences between individual GCMs result in a larger
impact on simulating hydrological change than differing emissions scenarios (Graham et
al. 2007a), even though emissions scenarios play a role (Jasper et al. 2004). Thorne
(2011) found that even with a prescribed +2o global mean temperature change, individual
GCMs gave different outcomes for the Liard River Basin in Northern Canada due to the
differences in algorithms, parameterizations and feedback mechanisms. It is
recommended that multiple GCMs should be selected for use in impact studies (Ghosh
and Mujundar 2009; Kingston et al. 2011; Thorne 2011).
While GCM structure and physics generally play a majority role in uncertainty, RCM
formulation has been found to have a comparable or sometimes dominant influence for
simulated variables, depending on the region of study and season (Rowell 2006; Déqué et
al. 2007; Roberts et al. 2012). Relative contributions to uncertainty vary according to
spatial domain, region, season and variable (Déqué et al. 2005; Fowler et al. 2007).
Another source of uncertainty in climate change projections is the current inability of
models to adequately simulate the water cycle, particularly its complex and multi-scale
processes (Music and Caya 2007). All parameterizations (including large-scale
condensation, convection schemes, soil parameterization, snow-albedo feedback, etc.)
contribute to biases in RCMs (Hagemann et al. 2004; Fowler et al. 2007). This implies
that variables other than precipitation, such as soil moisture and evapotranspiration
(which are all, of course, interrelated – the degree to which depending on region and
season, also contribute to runoff bias (Gagnon et al. 2009). This helps justify the need to
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evaluate atmospheric moisture convergence and water balances, independent of
hydrological models driven by bias corrected data, when investigating the impacts of
climate change on the hydrology of a basin. This is undertaken in Chapters 4 and 5.
Prudhomme and Davies (2009a and 2009b) and Thorne (2011) found that hydrological
uncertainty can be as large as natural variability in the hydrological regime but that GCM
uncertainty on monthly mean flow projections is higher still. Kingston et al. (2011) found
varying parameters and algorithms in a hydrological model contributes little to the
uncertainty of the projection. Complex basins have to consider many aspects of
uncertainty in hydrological regime simulations (Thorne 2011) but it is important to note
climate models contribute more uncertainty than hydrological models (Hingray 2007a;
Fowler et al. 2007). As such, it is more important to include multiple GCMs and RCMs
than multiple hydrological models in a climate change impact study in order to describe
the range of uncertainty.
As RCMs are constrained by their lateral boundary conditions, natural variability
generally surpasses internal RCM variability (Christensen et al. 2001; Braun et al. 2012;
Frigon et al. 2008; Frigon et al. 2010). However, sampling uncertainty, which exists
because climate statistics are estimated from a finite sample that doesn’t cover the entire
range of natural variability, is typically marginal.
Model Validation and Representing Uncertainty
Effectively representing the uncertainties involved in climate change impact projection is
essential for helping water managers and hydroelectric developers create and adopt
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coherent and informed strategies (Dettinger 2004; Kipari and Gleick 2004; Maurer 2007).
Employing an ensemble approach and quantifying uncertainty is important for obtaining
the best estimate (Déqué et al. 2007). Using different models forced with the same
greenhouse gas scenarios is one way to evaluate uncertainty (Crossley et al. 2000; Déqué
et al. 2007). Although various greenhouse forcings are required for a more complete
assessment of uncertainty (Frigon et al. 2010).
Uncertainty of historical simulations is traditionally evaluated by the root mean square
error (RMSE) between simulations and observations (predicted versus actual value) while
uncertainty in future simulations is represented by the spread of all available projections
(Déqué et al. 2007; Shrestha et al. 2010). Model skill assessment must be unique for each
catchment and application as there is no all encompassing assessment criteria (Fowler et
al. 2007). Historic RCM evaluation is typically done using “perfect boundary conditions”
provided by reanalysis based observations, which is important for validating variability
and extremes (Mearns et al. 2012). NARCCAP’s NCEP driven RCMs are used in the
analysis of Chapter 4.
There is no established method to evaluate which models best simulate the future (Déqué
et al. 2007). However, there are many ways one can represent the uncertainty of future
projections. These include response intervals, mapping spatial variability, cumulative
distribution functions (CDF), empirical probability distribution functions (PDF) among
other methods. Any of these representations can be accomplished using either weighted
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or unweighted ensembles. Several of these uncertainty representations are utilized
throughout this thesis.
The response interval, in which the minimum and maximum ensemble values provide the
boundary of a confidence interval, is a simple and useful approach to quantify
uncertainty. The response interval’s major drawback is that the results strongly depend on
the most and least sensitive models and are subject to any outliers in the sample.
Additionally, adding more models simply increases the amplitude of the intervals (Déqué
et al. 2007). The Gaussian assumption reduces the width of the confidence interval
boundaries. The Gaussian character of mean responses is increased by means of the
Central Limit Theorem, averaging over several experiments and grid spaces (Déqué et al.
2007). The Central Limit Theorem requires that variables are independent, identically
distributed and random, which is difficult to confirm with the relatively small sample size
used in this thesis. This should be kept in mind when interpreting results from Chapter 6,
where the Gaussian assumption is applied when calculating hydrograph confidence
intervals.
Thorne (2011) represented uncertainty by mapping “spatial variability of the absolute
value between the maximum and minimum projected change between seven GCMs” by
season. This approach allows one to determine the regions of higher uncertainty, which is
useful for larger basins (such as the Liard River Basin, 275 000 km2). Thorne found that
projected changes in precipitation varied more than temperature spatially and in
magnitude.
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Ghosh and Mujunder (2009) use weighted ensembles to address inter-GCM uncertainty
and account for “partial ignorance uncertainty,” which arises when some GCM output is
not available. They create bands around CDFs generated by all GCMs. In particular they
use an imprecise CDF which is an envelope that includes all GCMs but also the
uncertainty from missing GCMs.
Déqué et al. (2007) use variance decomposition to take full advantage of design of
experiments (DOE) theory for individual statistics – data reconstruction reduces the bias
in the overall estimation of uncertainty due to overrepresentation by a certain RCM or
GCM. This approach is used in Chapter 5 to isolate and compare the magnitudes of each
source of uncertainty.
An ensemble approach using probabilistic methods is very useful for representing
projection uncertainty and is discussed in detail in Section 2.7.
Bias Correction Methods
Several studies have shown that in order to achieve realistic streamflow simulations
preprocessing is required to remove biases in climate output fields prior to use in
hydrological models (Feddersen and Andersen 2005; Hansen et al. 2006; Christensen et
al. 2008; Piani et al. 2010).
A simple and widely used statistical downscaling method is the change factor approach
(aka. shift, scaling factor, delta-change, perturbation, etc). Here, the difference between
the base period and future simulations is imposed on observations (Graham et al. 2007a;
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Fowler et al. 2007) and as such, inherently accounts for systemic bias. Caveats for this
method include i) the assumption that GCMs are better at modelling relative change than
absolute amounts (i.e. assume a constant bias in time), ii) simple examination of point
locations will not take into account changes in variability and spatial patterns, and iii) it
produces an unchanging temporal sequence of wet and dry days (Rummukainen 2010;
Maurer 2007). An emerging alternative is to rescale time series from RCMs, allowing for
changes in variability and extremes, which is important for impact modelling (Graham et
al. 2007a; Shrestha et al. 2010).
Maurer (2007) uses an empirical CDF mapping bias correction from Wilks (2006) to
ensure simulated precipitation and temperature CDFs line up with the corresponding
observations.
The methods used by Roberts et al. (2012), originally from Leander and Buishand (2007)
and Shabalova et al. (2003), employ a simple non-linear transformation, Equation 2.7,
that corrects both the mean and coefficient of variation of precipitation and led to a better
representation of uncertainty. They used a straightforward linear approach for correcting
bias in the mean and variance of temperature, Equation 2.8. Corrections for both
precipitation and temperature were performed on a 5-day mean basis, which is an
appropriate correction timescale for hydrological models (Haerter et al. 2011; Roberts et
al. 2012).
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(2.7)

P * = aP b

€

Where:

€

T * = Tobs + (TRCM − TRCM )

σ (Tobs )
σ (TRCM )

(2.8)

P*, T* = corrected precipitation,

TRCM = uncorrected model

temperature

temperature

P = uncorrected precipitation

Tobs = observed temperature

a, b = correction parameters

T = climatological average

corresponding to mean, CV

temperature

σ = standard deviation

€

Other methods for addressing model bias are statistical downscaling and numerical
€
weather generators. Rahman et al. (2012) apply such concepts when assessing the
impacts of climate change on a southern Ontario watershed. Others, such as Minville et
al. (2008), use a combination of the change factor method and a stochastic weather
generator. Themeβl et al. (2011) provides a thorough comparison of various precipitation
bias correction techniques.
Bias correction is imperfect, however it remains a useful and necessary tool for helping to
determine climatic change in hydrological regimes between current and future
timeframes (Roberts et al. 2012).
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2.7. Ensemble Projections
An ensemble approach incorporating multiple RCMs nested in various GCMs can be
employed to provide a useful measure of uncertainty (Murphy et al. 2004; Kotlarski et al.
2005). It is well known that no single climate model is best at simulating all climate
variables and their various statistics. A single projection represents only one of many
possible realizations of the future climate and is not robust (Christensen and Christensen
2007; Maraun et al. 2010). A comprehensive assessment of climate change driven
hydrological projections requires a wide spectrum of modelling choices (Frigon et al.
2010). The design of experiments approach, such as that used by the North American
Regional Climate Change Assessment Program (NARCCAP), helps define the range of
fundamental uncertainty. The need for robust decision making tools for water
management that encompasses future uncertainties (Fowler et al. 2007) can be met in part
by the probabilistic representation of these ensemble projections (Hunt 2005). That being
said, there is no broad consensus on which approach is best for constructing the
probability density functions (PDFs) that graphically relate results.
Among the first probabilistic treatment of climate change simulations were Allen et al.
(2000) and Wigley and Roper (2001). Since then, research on climate change modelling
uncertainty has advanced on several fronts (Ghosh and Mujundar 2009). New and Hulme
(2000) used Bayesian Monte Carlo simulation to provide a probabilistic quantification of
uncertainty and Raisanen and Palmer (2001) used 17 models in their probabilistic
approach. Giorgi and Mearns (2002 and 2003) created the Reliability Ensemble
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Averaging (REA) weighting approach in their probabilistic analysis where they varied
model parameters. A regional application of the probabilistic approach began in 2003
(Stott 2003, Tebaldi et al. 2004b). Murphy et al. (2004) used 53 ensemble members to
create PDFs and explore intra-model variability. Tebaldi et al. (2004a and 2005) used a
Bayesian approach and REA to create PDFs, though they did not consider temporal
variability. Wibly and Harris (2006) used a probabilistic framework to explore the
uncertainty cascade and compare relative influences. More recently, regional PDFs have
been created to represent climate change impact assessments within hydrological systems
(Ekstrom et al. 2007; Hingray et al. 2007a). Furrer et al. (2007) investigated a similar
approach at the grid point scale. Ghosh and Mujundar (2007 and 2008) used nonparametric kernal density estimation to create PDFs and explored equally weighted and
non-equally weighted GCMs.
Multiple GCMs produce a variety of climate change signals even when forced with
identical climate forcing (Meehl et al. 2007; Rummukainen 2010). Similarly, RCMs have
large differences even when forced with identical boundary conditions (Jacob et al. 2007;
Eum et al. 2012). This discrepancy between model projections is justification for use of
an ensemble of RCMs and GCMs to produce realistic climate change assessment.
Combining ensemble member simulations generally increases the skill, reliability and
consistency of results (Tebaldi and Knutti 2007; Eum et al. 2012).
A weighted multi-model ensemble typically improves performance over a single model
(Palmer et al. 2004; Kendon et al. 2008; Eum et al. 2012). Quantifying the likelihood of
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each model’s simulation is required to avoid potentially erroneous analysis as each model
has different skill and simulation capability (New and Hulme 2000; Eum et al. 2012;
Shrestha et al. 2010). Eum et al. (2012) also found that improvements were due to the
reliability and accuracy of the RCMs rather than the ensemble size, though many models
are still required due to the uncertainties of future climate.
All weighting schemes are based on a subjective measure of model skill in reproduction
of past climate characteristics (van der Linden and Mitchell 2009). Eum et al. (2012) has
a thorough review of various weighting methods. A straightforward and widely used
method is the Reliability Ensemble Averaging (REA) (Giorgi and Mearns 2002). This
approach has two weighting criteria: i) accuracy of historical simulation and ii) level of
convergence with other models while simulating the future. It is not clear how to most
effectively consider model performance when constructing future climate projections
(Weigel et al. 2010; Frigon et al. 2010), though intuitively a model with larger biases in
current climate simulation should be given lower confidence in future projections. That
being said, a low bias in base period simulations doesn’t necessarily mean a model will
accurately reproduce the future climate. Also, there is no consistent relationship between
skill of present and future simulations (Jun et al. 2008; Knutti et al. 2010), though the
amplitude of climate variable responses from the past are indicative of the likelihood of
future amplitudes (Eum et al. 2012). Ghosh and Mujundar (2009) feel convergence is an
important weighting criteria to prevent an overly strong influence of outliers. While the
robustness of responses across models must be considered (Fowler et al. 2007),
weighting ensemble members based on the convergence of future simulations may result
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in discarding important information regarding possible, yet unlikely, situations. An
unweighted ensemble is compared to multiple weighted ensembles (most of which use
convergence weighting criteria) in Chapter 6.

2.8. Previous Studies
To get an initial idea of the expected change in streamflow, the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change’s (IPCC) Technical Paper VI - Climate Change and Water,
describing the effects of climate change on the hydrological cycle (Bates et al. 2008), was
consulted. The IPCC used a multi-model ensemble, based on the SRES A1B emissions
scenario (IPCC 2000), to simulate the projected change in runoff from the base period
1980-1999 to the future 2080-2099. Based on Bates et al. (2008), Labrador can expect
between a 10 and 20% increase in mean runoff, with at least 80% of the models used in
the ensemble agreeing with the direction of change. Unfortunately due to the coarse
resolution of the models used in the study, the results represent a very broad spatial scale
and it is impossible to evaluate local effects. As such, it is prudent for any hydroelectric
developer to investigate local influences and details related to the time evolution of these
changes (Roberts et al. 2012).
While many studies have been conducted in nearby Quebec and other regions of Canada
(Filion 2000; DesJarlais et al. 2004; Dibike and Coulibaly 2005; Minville et al. 2009; and
others), relatively little research has been conducted focusing on the impacts of climate
change on Atlantic Canada’s energy sector (Vasseur and Catto 2008). Several of the
studies examining basins on the Quebec/Labrador peninsula are discussed below.
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Gagnon et al. (2009) is one of many papers validating various aspects of the Canadian
Regional Climate Model (CRCM). They explore the daily maximum and minimum
temperature, precipitation and runoff in two small Quebec basins. The CRCM produced
reliable results but with significant bias for each variable during at least one season. Total
runoff is strongly overestimated (by 30% or more) in both watersheds for most of the
annual cycle and is highly variable in the winter and spring, though there is strong
simultaneity (r=0.74). The CRCM typically has a cold, wet bias upstream (in the
predominant wind regime) of Labrador, though biases have been shown to exhibit
different behaviour in two close watersheds. (Plots of regional variation in precipitation
bias can be found in Appendix B.)
Frigon et al. (2010) explored the sensitivity of annual runoff on lateral boundary
condition update frequency along with internal variability and natural climate variability,
in various Quebec/Labrador basins, including the upper Churchill Basin. They do not
examine the annual cycle, though all simulations show an intensification of the
hydrological cycle during climate change. For the Churchill River the change in runoff is
21±6%, with the 6% being the maximum deviation from the median ensemble value.
Frigon et al. (2010) also showed that the ensemble spread of basin runoff related to
natural variability is typically around ±10%.
Music et al. (2009) looked at runoff modelling in Quebec/Labrador basins, ranging from
13 000 to 177 000 km2 in size. Sharma et al. (2011) uses CRCM4.2 in a Quebec
watershed (9 700 km2) along with two common downscaling techniques.
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Zadeh et al. (2012) showed that the mean annual minimum flow in Labrador is strongly
related to catchment area (R2=0.97) and that all examined basins in Labrador can be
grouped into one homogeneous hydrological region.
Other Regions
There have also been many studies based in other regions of the world that explore the
effects of climate change on hydrology. Methodologies and analysis techniques are as
numerous as the publications themselves and a brief sample of this work is discussed
below.
Gagnon et al. (2009) examined the ability of RCMs (RegCM - Halenka et al. (2006),
MM5 - Hernandez et al. (2006) and CRCM - Caya et al. (1995); Caya and Laprise
(1999)) to effectively simulate hydrometeorological variables for regions on the order of
104-106 km2.
Xu et al. (2011) looked at extreme monthly and mean annual discharge. While they
discuss Q05 and Q95 flows, their approach is not fully probabilistic. One of their two
catchments of interest was a sub-basin of the Yangtze River, where precipitation is
roughly 1070 mm/year, similar to that of the Churchill Basin. This paper examined each
source of uncertainty individually and plotted each ensemble member’s projections
against each other.
Shrestha et al. (2010) used NARCCAP data to analyse the effects of climate change on
mean monthly and seasonal hydrometeorological variables in the Lake Winnipeg
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watershed. They only used CRCM-cgcm3 (Music and Caya 2007), HRM3-hadcm3(Hudson and Jones 2002) and RCM3-gfdl (Pal et al. 2007) and attributed all variability in
results to the RCMs, while neglecting the impact of the GCMs. They also did not
consider different RCM-GCM combinations or use the full range of dates available
resulting in an unrepresented sampling error.
Ludwig et al. (2009) used three hydrological models of varying complexity for a 709 km2
basin in Germany. Various flow indicators such as flood frequency, 7-day and 30-day
low flows as well as maximum seasonal flow were evaluated in the attempt to determine
the level of hydrological model complexity capable of providing the required advice to
water managers.
Maurer (2007) used eleven GCMs with two SRES forcing scenarios (A2 and B1) to drive
a hydrological model in the Sierra Nevada.
Thorne (2011) found that the magnitude in the river discharge of the Liard River Basin, a
sub-basin of the Mackenzie River, showed an overall increase under climate change but
was highly uncertain. Thorne (2011) mentioned that reducing uncertainty is difficult due
to inherent differences between GCMs as well as “inadequate ground based
measurements.” The study used HadCM3, CGCM3.1 and CCSM3.0, among other GCMs
and found that winter flow and the secondary autumnal streamflow peak is enhanced by
warming. Mean annual runoff change ranged from a 3% decrease to a 15% increase and
the author attributed this degree of uncertainty to differences between ensemble members
in simulated precipitation and temperature. Thorne (2011) did not use a probabilistic
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approach or validate the hydrological model once it was calibrated (calibration period
was 1973-1990).
Atmospheric Moisture Convergence and Water Balance
Calculating the atmospheric and terrestrial water balances is a useful and common way to
validate a model’s ability to simulate the hydrological cycle. In order to close the water
balance one must calculate the atmospheric moisture convergence, which reflects how
much water is advected in or out of a basin via the atmosphere over a period of time.
Seneviratne et al. (2004) has a detailed description of the computation of moisture flux
convergence. Hewitson and Crane (2006) found these circulation dynamics may be more
robust to non-stationarities than parameterized fields, implying a justification for the
water balance / atmospheric moisture convergence approach. The studies discussed
below illustrate a range of situations in which the moisture convergence and water
balance approach is useful. A detailed description of moisture convergence calculations
and equations can be found in Section 4.4.
Strong et al. (2002) performed an analysis to close the Mackenzie Basin (1.7x106 km2)
water budget using calculations based on Rasmusson (1968) as part of the Mackenzie
Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment Study. The study’s primary objective was to
quantify all aspects of the hydrological cycle of the Mackenzie River basin for purposes
of investigating the impacts of climate change on the water budget. The task was
complicated by the importance of snow cover, soil and water body moisture storage, the
size of the basin, corresponding lags in discharge as well as the course resolution of
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observational data. Most of the uncertainties involved in closing the atmospheric and
surface water balances were due to sparse or erroneous observational data. Strong et al.
(2002) used the Canadian Meteorological Centre’s (CMC) Run-0 operational model runs
(Rutherford 1976). (At the time of analysis, North American Regional Reanalysis
(NARR) was not yet available.)
Music and Caya (2007) performed a comprehensive validation of water budget
components of a basin with respect to the annual mean and annual cycle, again using the
standard equations from Rasmusson (1968). In early versions of the CRCM, closure
errors in atmospheric water balance calculations were partly attributed to the semiLagrangian numerical scheme which induces a slight non-conservation of the prognostic
variables (Music and Caya 2007). In more recent versions this error is accounted for by
using a small correction to the specific humidity values at each grid point.
Serreze et al. (2003) uses NCEP/NCAR global reanalysis (Kalnay et al. 1996; Kistler et
al. 2001) to calculate precipitation minus evapotranspiration (P-E) from the moisture flux
convergence for several large arctic basins. All basins exhibit summer maxima in
precipitation and minima in P-E. “Unlike P-E computed from analyzed wind and
humidity fields forecasted P and E are purely model outputs and suffer from deficiencies
in model physics and parameterizations” (Serreze et al. 2003). As such, raw NCEP
precipitation is not accurate enough for direct hydrologic applications (Serreze and Hurst
2000; Cullather et al. 2000). The residual between long-term discharge and P-E means
was found to be 9-21% which was satisfactory to the authors as the discharge and P-E
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were from independent data sets. Serreze et al. (2003) also provides a good synoptic
forcing overview.
Hirschi et al. (2006) looked at monthly and annual basin means in their water balance
analyses of 37 mid-latitude river basins, including several that were of similar size to the
Churchill River Basin. They found that ERA-40 reanalysis substantially underestimates
the amplitude of the seasonal cycle.
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3. Modeling the Potential Impacts of Climate Change on
a Small Watershed in Labrador, Canada
3.1. Abstract
Hydroelectric power producers are strongly dependent on the climate to deliver the fuel
necessary to generate electricity. This fuel source is watershed runoff, which is
manifested as the balance between components of the climate system, primarily
precipitation and evapotranspiration. Climate change threatens to alter global
hydrological regimes and impacts need to be assessed to determine production
vulnerabilities and opportunities. In this paper, dynamically downscaled regional climate
models (RCMs) from the North American Regional Climate Change Assessment
Program (NARCCAP) have been combined with statistical bias correction techniques to
generate 30-year time series of temperature and precipitation for a base period (1980s)
and a future period (2050s). These time series are transformed into streamflow using the
WATFLOOD hydrological model that has been calibrated for a sub-basin of the Lower
Churchill River. Results are consistent with IPCC results and show increasing mean
annual streamflow of approximately 9% between the base and future periods with larger
increases in winter runoff and little or no change during late summer and fall. Inter-model
comparison and probabilistic methods are used to provide further insight into simulation
results.
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3.2. Preface
This chapter was published in the Canadian Water Resources Journal in 2012 and is
referred to as Roberts et al. (2012) throughout the thesis. Some formatting changes were
made from the published version to ensure consistency with the remainder of the thesis.
Many hydro-climatology studies use climate model output to drive offline hydrological
models to determine the impacts of climate change on the streamflow of a river.
Beginning the thesis with this traditional approach provides a baseline analysis for the
methods used in later chapters. Setting up and running a hydrological model on a basin
the size of the Churchill River Basin is a large undertaking and due to limited time and
resources, this chapter focuses on the Pinus River, a 770 km2 sub-basin of the Churchill
River. The Pinus River is one of three tributaries of the Churchill River that has a
continuous record of streamflow measurements, which are needed for calibrating the
hydrological model, and contains no control structures, making it an appropriate
candidate for study. The other two potential gauged and uncontrolled tributaries were the
Minipi River (2330 km2 watershed area upstream of the streamflow gauge) and the East
Metchin River (1750 km2 watershed area upstream of the streamflow gauge). More
details on the selection of the Pinus River can be found in Section 3.4.

While not as representative as a hydrological model covering the entire basin, the impacts
of climate change found from studying this sub-basin provide insight into the impacts on
the Churchill River. Zadeh et al. (2012) showed that the mean annual minimum flow in
Labrador is strongly related to catchment area (R2=0.97) and that all examined basins in
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Labrador can be grouped into one homogeneous hydrological region. This implies one
can infer similar results for other regions in the Churchill Basin from studying the Pinus
River. Supporting this inference further, it was found that tributary streamflow volumes
of all magnitudes throughout the year are also highly correlated. Between November
1998 and October 2013, the Pinus River streamflow gauge is correlated with the Minipi
River and East Metchin River gauges at 0.86 and 0.97 (Pearson correlation coefficient)
respectively for mean monthly flows, and slightly less (0.79 and 0.94, respectively) for
daily flows.

Figure 3.A – Streamflow gauge measurements for uncontrolled tributaries of the Churchill
River, from November 1998 to July 2013. (Water Survey of Canada)
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The plot of 15 years of mean monthly streamflow measurements for the Pinus, Minipi
and East Metchin gauges, in Figure 3.A, shows how the major features of the different
hydrographs agree over time. The underlying assumption is that each river will respond
to climate change in a similar manner.
Pinus River Peak Flow Magnitude and Timing
Discussion about the magnitude and timing of the spring melt was not included in the
paper (p. 44), though are still of interest to water resource managers.

Figure 3.B - Probability distribution functions for peak flow magnitude (left) and timing (right) for
ensemble members during the base period (top) and the ensemble means for base and future periods
(bottom).
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Figure 3.B shows the simulated magnitude and timing of the peak annual flow for each
base period ensemble member as they compare to observations. It also includes the mean
projected ensemble changes between base and future periods. While there was some
variability between ensemble members, the ensemble mean simulation of peak flow
timing was a good match to observed values. The peak flow magnitude, however, tended
to be underestimated, except for the MM5I-CCSM ensemble member, corresponding to
results presented in Figure 3.11.
The projected change in mean peak flow magnitude between the base and future periods
is not significantly different (p-value = 0.26, via the Wilcoxon Rank Sum test) while
timing of the peak flow occurs significantly earlier in the future (p-value = 1.7x10-8).
While more cold-season precipitation may lead one to believe that there would be
additional snow-water-equivalent to increase the magnitude of the spring melt, the higher
temperatures (discussed in Sections 3.6 and 3.8) lead to additional winter runoff events,
mitigating the impact of higher precipitation. The earlier spring melt corresponds with the
higher average temperatures.
Bias Correction
The bias correction was undertaken using a combination of FORTRAN code and GrADS
scripts. These developed tools are adaptable to any region within the NARCCAP domain
and were used by other members of the research group for hydrological studies in
Newfoundland’s Humber River Basin (Jasim 2014). The primary GrADS scripts for
performing the actual bias correction on climate model precipitation and temperature
output can be found in Appendix A.
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The geographical influence on precipitation bias was also explored. The annual cycles of
normalized precipitation biases were calculated for thirteen geographically diverse
locations across Canada (e.g. Vancouver, Yellowknife, St. John’s, etc) for each ensemble
member available at the time of analysis. While the plots may be interesting and may
provide motivation for future work, they are outside the scope of this thesis and can be
found in Appendix B.

Figure 3.C – Geographical influence on normalized precipitation bias in the Churchill River
Basin for CRCMcgcm3. (Annual averages shown in parentheses.)

Similarly there were four locations in and around the Churchill River Basin where
Adjusted Historical Canadian Climate Data precipitation data (Mekis and Hogg 1999),
used for observed data, was available (Happy Valley-Goose Bay, Churchill Falls,
Labrador City, and Schefferville). Plots of normalized precipitation biases were also
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created for these four sites, an example of which can be seen in Figure 3.C. This shows
that while the bias is very similar across the basin there are slight differences, which may
be attributable to the climate models or the precipitation gauges. Plots for the other
ensemble members are available in Appendix B.

3.3. Introduction
As the impacts of climate change become more apparent in day-to-day life, the need to
investigate its potential future impacts increases. This is especially true for hydroelectric
developers whose strong dependence on climatological factors, such as the balance
between precipitation and evaporation, make them especially vulnerable to climate
regime changes. It has been shown that small changes in the distribution of precipitation
can significantly alter mean annual streamflow (Muzik, 2001) and even modest
perturbations in natural inflow have amplified impacts on reservoir storage levels
(Christensen et al., 2004; Minville et al., 2008).

In this paper, base period (1971-2000) and future period (2041-2070) hydrological
regimes of the Pinus River sub-basin, part of the Lower Churchill watershed, are
simulated. The main objective of this work is to develop an initial assessment of how
climate change will affect the Lower Churchill River system, proposed site of the Lower
Churchill Hydroelectric Project, by modeling future hydrological regime changes in the
Pinus River. While many studies have been conducted in nearby Quebec and other
regions of Canada (Filion, 2000; DesJarlais et al., 2004; Dibike and Coulibaly, 2005;
Minville et al., 2009; and others), relatively little research has been conducted focusing
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on the impacts of climate change on Atlantic Canada’s energy sector (Vassseur and
Catto, 2008).

In addition to this Atlantic Canadian focus, an ensemble approach incorporating multiple
regional climate models nested in various general circulation models is employed to
provide a useful measure of uncertainty (Murphy et al., 2004; Kotlarski et al., 2005). It is
well known that no single climate model is best at simulating all climate variables and
their various statistics, as a single projection represents only one of many possible
realizations of the future climate and is not robust (Christensen and Christensen, 2007;
Maraun et al., 2010).

Climate model output and analysis results are presented as mean annual timeseries and
hydrographs as well as probability density functions, similar to Minville et al. (2008),
where each ensemble member was given equal weight as was each year in all respective
projections.

3.4. Background
Lower Churchill Hydroelectric Project
The Churchill River is located in Labrador, Canada. While the existing Churchill Falls
generating station has a capacity of nearly 5428 MW, the river’s full hydroelectric
potential is yet to be developed. There are two potential development sites downstream
with a combined capacity of 3074 MW. The Lower Churchill Project encompasses Gull
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Island (2250 MW) and Muskrat Falls (824 MW), respectively located 232 km and 291
km downstream of the Churchill Falls station. The Upper Churchill basin has an area of
approximately 69 200 km2, while the Lower Churchill basin adds an additional 23 300
km2. (Nalcor Energy, 2009)

Pinus River Basin
As a preliminary step to modeling the Lower Churchill watershed, the Pinus River subbasin, shaded black in Figure 3.1, was selected for study. This basin was chosen partly
due to the existence of a streamflow gauge that has been in operation since 1998, the data
from which can be used for calibrating the hydrological model. Four other hydrometric
stations in the Churchill River Basin had records of sufficient length to be considered for
this work. Two of these were in regulated watersheds making model calibration difficult
without naturalized flows. The third station was not chosen as it is located at the mouth of
a large lake that provides significant attenuation to flows and while these might be
negligible over long time frames, details on the elevation-volume relationship and
outflow characteristics of the lake are not known. The fourth station was not chosen
because it lies in a basin with very flat headlands and the drainage divide is difficult to
delineate based on the 1:50 000 scale used. The Pinus River does not have any of the
above complications. The watershed area upstream of the streamflow gauge is
approximately 770 km2. The Pinus connects to the Churchill River between Gull Island
and Muskrat Falls.
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Figure 3.1 - Churchill River Basin and Pinus River Sub-Basin.

Previous Hydrological Forecasting
Short and medium-term forecasts along with long-term projections of reservoir inflow are
important for every hydroelectric development. Short-term forecasts consist of hourly
predictions required for decisions on operational efficiency, while medium-term forecasts
can range from days to weeks and even months ahead (Li et al., 2009). Longer-term
projections are important for larger reservoirs with multi-year storage potential.
Projections on a multi-decadal scale, including those discussed in this paper, are
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fundamental for the planning of future hydroelectric developments such as the Lower
Churchill Project.

To get an initial idea of the expected change in streamflow the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change’s (IPCC) Technical Paper VI - Climate Change and Water, which
describes the effects of climate change on the hydrological cycle (Bates et al., 2008), was
consulted. The IPCC used a multi-model ensemble, based on the SRES A1B emissions
scenario (IPCC, 2000), to simulate the projected change in runoff from the base period
1980-1999 to the future 2080-2099.

Based on Bates et al. (2008) Labrador can expect between a 10 and 20% increase in
mean, with at least 80% of the models used in the ensemble agreeing with the direction of
change. Unfortunately due to the coarse resolution of the models used in the study, the
results represent a very broad scale and it is impossible to determine local effects. As
such, it is prudent for any hydroelectric developer to investigate local influences and
details related to the time evolution of these changes.

Data Sources
NARCCAP
The North American Regional Climate Change Assessment Program (NARCCAP) is an
international collaboration designed to investigate the uncertainties in future climate
projections on the regional level (Mearns et al., 2007; Mearns et al., 2009). NARCCAP
data includes a selection of regional climate models (RCMs) of 50 km horizontal
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resolution nested within multiple atmosphere-ocean general circulation models (GCMs).
Each GCM is driven by the SRES A2 scenario, which falls on the higher CO2 emissions
end of the IPCC emissions scenario spectrum (IPCC, 2000).

NARCCAP’s ensemble approach allows the representation of uncertainties introduced by
GCM choice, which has been found to have the greatest impact on uncertainty in most
regions and seasons in several multi-model ensembles (Deque et al., 2007, Minville et al.,
2008), RCM choice and their respective structural formulations (Maraun et al., 2010).
Unfortunately, other important sources of uncertainty including those related to different
potential emissions scenarios, modification of various parameter settings, internal
variability induced by choice of initial conditions, and choice of spatial resolution
(Kotlarski et al., 2005) are not represented.

The timeframes covered are from 1968 to 2000 for the base period and from 2038 to
2070 for the future period, including three years of model spin up data at the beginning of
each run, which is not included in this analysis.

Due to budget constraints not all of NARCCAP’s possible RCM-GCM combinations are
being run. Each GCM will be coupled with half the RCMs and each RCM will be
coupled with half the GCMs, resulting in a representative sample of twelve simulations
(both future and current). The results of all 12 simulations were not ready for distribution
at the time this work was conducted and as such, this study samples six of the seven
available data sets, shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. (The only available data set that was not
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incorporated in this study was HRM3-hadcm3 due to inconsistencies arising from
hadcm3’s 360-day year.) The six ensemble members in this study use a variety of grid
sizes and map projections, vertical coordinate systems and number of vertical levels,
dynamics and physics schemes, land surface schemes and vegetation classes, and
timesteps among other varying parameters and characteristics (refer to
http://www.narccap.ucar.edu).

Table 3.1 - Details of NARCCAP’s RCMs and GCMs.

Regional Climate Models

CRCM
MM5I
RCM3
WRFG
Model
CCSM3
(ccsm)
CGCM3.1
(cgcm3)
GFDL CM2.1
(gfdl)

Aliases

Modelling Group

Full Name

Canadian Regional Climate Model
/ le Modèle Régional Canadien du
MRCC
Ouranos / UQAM
Climat
MM5,
Iowa State
MM5 – PSU/NCAR mesoscale
MM5P
University
model
RegCM3
UC Santa Cruz
Regional Climate Model version 3
Pacific Northwest
Weather Research & Forecasting
WRFG
National Laboratory model
Driving General Circulation Models
Ensemble Member
Sponsor
Full Name
Used
b30.030e (ctl),
NCAR
Community Climate System Model
b30.042e (fut)
Third Generation Coupled Global
CCCMA
CGCM #4
Climate Model
NOAA20C3M, run2;
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
GFDL
sresa2, run1
Laboratory GCM
Table 3.2 - NARCCAP ensemble members used.

RCM

NARCCAP
Name

GCM
cgcm3 ccsm gfdl
CRCM
X
X
MM5I
X
RCM3
X
X
WRFG
X
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The output from these models was bias corrected and used as input for the WATFLOOD
hydrological model, from which daily streamflow values were obtained for the base and
future periods mentioned above.

Observed Data
To independently validate the RCM-GCM results the base period output was compared to
Adjusted Historical Canadian Climate Data (AHCCD) precipitation data (Mekis and
Hogg, 1999) and Environment Canada’s surface air temperature station data for Goose
Bay, Labrador (referred herein as observed data). AHCCD precipitation data was used
because of the persistent problem of wind-induced undercatch by precipitation gauges,
while the AHCCD temperature data was not used as it was found to be very similar to
actual gauge measurements. While some gridded data sets are available for the region of
interest (such as CANGRID, which uses AHCCD data but only covers up to 1990; or
Agri-Geomatics which covers up to 2003 but does not use corrected data and does not
have the required mean daily temperature data), Goose Bay’s AHCCD precipitation and
measured temperature data were selected for use as it was believed they provided the
most accurate and complete weather record for the study region.

Biases were found between base period simulations and the observed data for both
precipitation and temperature, with the largest biases occurring for precipitation and in
winter. The bias correction process and results are discussed later in detail.
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WATFLOOD Hydrological Model
WATFLOOD is a grouped response unit based numerical hydrological model (Kouwen
et al., 1993) that is suitable for short-term flood forecasting (Cranmer et al., 2001) and
has been shown to effectively translate climate patterns from corrected climate model
data into hydrological responses (Sung et al., 2006; Dibike and Coulibaly, 2007).
WATFLOOD uses conceptual equations to represent vertical water budget processes and
a physically based model for horizontal routing processes (Bingeman et al., 2006).

WATFLOOD can be considered a hydrological model of intermediate complexity. It
represents water balances well but does not represent energy-related processes, such as
evaporation, with the same degree of sophistication. An advantage of this simplistic
representation of energy processes is that only precipitation and temperature data are
required as inputs. Thus the evaporation component, which employs Hargreaves
equation, ignores the effects of humidity, wind and radiation. Despite these
simplifications, a useful result is achieved for the purpose of comparing average flows in
different climate periods.

WATFLOOD Calibration
As there are no climate observation stations in the Pinus River basin, precipitation and
temperature data from nearby Goose Bay, approximately 90 km east of the basin
centroid, was used for WATFLOOD calibration. There was a slight lapse adjustment
made to the observed Goose Bay temperature data to compensate for the difference in
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elevation between the two locations – the Goose Bay climate station is at an elevation of
approximately 50 m whereas the Pinus River basin has an elevation range of between 360
and 480 m, resulting in colder temperatures in the Pinus River basin.

More than ten years, 1998 to 2008, of measured daily streamflow data on the Pinus River
were available from the Water Survey of Canada for WATFLOOD model calibration.
The intent of the calibration, which was based on the mean annual cycle streamflow
values of the observation record (not shown), was not to fit the measured daily flows
exactly but to reproduce the “climate signal” (i.e. monthly average flows, timing of
spring runoff, baseflow recession periods, etc.). As with any model, the chosen
hydrological model cannot give a full picture of reality; however, it is important that the
model represents well the main features of the system dynamics relevant to the particular
study (Dibike and Coulibaly, 2007). As such, the model was calibrated using monthly
summaries of the measured data alone and validated against the ten years of daily
hydrometric data, shown in Figure 3.2. Good agreement was found with the daily results.
The Nash-Sutcliffe model efficiency coefficient (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970) for the
validation in Figure 3.2 was 0.80 while the r-squared correlation coefficient was 0.81.
These were deemed acceptable values for the purpose of climate change impacts
assessment on average basin flows.
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Figure 3.2 - Observed and WATFLOOD simulation daily average flows

Due to the short period of record of the hydrometric gauge and the approximate nature of
the calibration, no additional data was used for a separate model validation. If this model
continues to be used for impacts research, additional years of streamflow data should be
withheld from the monthly calibration process to perform a separate, more independent
model validation based on unseen daily measurement. For now, the validation is not fully
independent since the model has already ‘seen’ the monthly summaries of the data
through calibration.
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3.5. RCM-GCM Bias Corrections
Each of the six ensemble members was found to have varying biases for the location of
interest in both temperature and precipitation. In particular, it was found that there was a
relatively consistent cold bias throughout the year (likely due in part to the elevation
difference between the RCM grid spaces used and the observation station in Goose Bay),
while winter precipitation was greatly underestimated.

Several studies have shown that in order to achieve realistic results some form of
preprocessing is required to remove biases in climate output fields before they can be
used to force a hydrological model (Feddersen and Andersen, 2005; Hansen et al., 2006;
Christensen et al., 2008; Piani et al., 2010). As such, model outputs were corrected to
statistically match observations from the same period, the benchmark standard of bias
correction procedure acceptability (Wood et al., 2004). These corrections, as described in
detail below, were then applied to the corresponding future periods.

Precipitation Bias Correction
While linear scaling corrections are commonly used for bias correction, Leander and
Buishand (2007) found that a simple nonlinear transformation, first used by Shabalova et
al. (2003), correcting both mean and coefficient of variation (CV) led to a better
reproduction of observed precipitation. They recommended a straightforward linear
approach for correcting bias in the mean and variance of temperature. While Leander and
Buishand suggested that basin averages be used in the bias corrections there are no
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observation stations within the Pinus basin. As a result the authors compared data from
the nearby Goose Bay station to the RCM grid points closest to Goose Bay.

Corrected precipitation values were determined using Equation 3.1.
P* = aPb

(3.1)

Where P* is the corrected precipitation, P is the uncorrected model precipitation, while a
and b are the correction parameters corresponding to mean and CV respectively. To
reduce sampling variability these factors were determined for 5-day periods (73 periods
throughout the year) using data from the 30 preceding and 30 proceeding days (for a total
of 65 days of data per year for each 5-day period) and averaged over the entire base
period (1971-2000). Parameter b was first determined iteratively (using the NewtonRaphson method) by ensuring that the CV of the corrected precipitation matched that of
the observed, then parameter a, which depends on the value of b, was determined by
matching the means of the corrected and observed precipitation. Then it was a simple
matter of using Equation 3.1 for each of the 73 5-day periods.

Figure 3.3 shows the impact of the bias correction on the CRCM-cgcm3 ensemble
member for the base period simulation along with a comparison of each model’s
normalized precipitation bias. By inspection it is apparent that the corrected precipitation
is a much better fit to observations than the uncorrected data. It is also evident that
precipitation biases were consistently greatest in the cold season.
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Figure 3.3 - Examples of base period simulated precipitation bias corrections for the CRCM-cgcm3
ensemble member (left) and a comparison of normalized precipitation bias (right).

Temperature Bias Correction
The temperature bias corrections were completed using Equation 3.2, simplified from
Leander and Buishand (2007), as previously mentioned there was no need for spatial
averaging.

T* = T obs + (TRCM − T RCM )

σ (Tobs )
σ (TRCM )

(3.2)

Where T* is the bias-corrected temperature, TRCM is the uncorrected model temperature,
€
Tobs is the observed data, T is the climatological average temperature for each 5-day
period and

is the standard deviation. Reducing sampling variability was achieved in a

€
manner identical to the precipitation bias correction.
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A typical example of the bias correction for CRCM-cgcm3 is found in Figure 3.4, along
with a comparison of the ensemble’s normalized temperature biases. Similar to
precipitation, it is apparent that the corrected temperature data is a much better fit to
observations than the uncorrected data. The normalized temperature biases show that the
variability of biases between ensemble members was greatest in the cold season.

Figure 3.4 - Examples of base period simulated temperature bias corrections for the CRCM-cgcm3
ensemble member (left) and a comparison of normalized temperature bias (right).

Bias Correction Assumptions
When applying a bias correction derived from the comparison between base period model
output and observations to some future period, it is assumed that the correction will still
be valid for a future, potentially different climate. Unfortunately, this necessary
assumption of stationary seasonality cannot be validated or invalidated until the future
timeframe is upon us (Trenberth et al., 2003).
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The bias correction method discussed above uses a two-month correction window as it
moves over the data. While there may be some time bias due to the potential future
shifting of seasons, there is a significant overlap that helps to mitigate any negative
influence potential non-stationarity may have.

Bias correction is imperfect, however it remains a useful and necessary tool for helping to
determine the climatic changes in hydrological regimes between current and future
timeframes.

Alternatives
Other methods for addressing model bias are statistical downscaling and numerical
weather generators. Rahman et al. (2012) apply such concepts when assessing the
impacts of climate change on a southern Ontario watershed. Others, such as Sushama et
al. (2006) do not apply any bias correction methods and simply analyze the differences
between the base period and future period model outputs, while Minville et al. (2008) use
a combination of the change factor method and a stochastic weather generator. See
Themeβl et al. (2011) for a thorough comparison of various precipitation bias correction
and statistical downscaling techniques. Leander and Buishand’s bias correction was
chosen because of its simplicity and effectiveness in reproducing the observed climate.
One should keep in mind the primary caveat of bias correction, which is that the process
is not physically based implying the model output cannot be assumed to be physically
consistent across all of its variables and caution should be used while interpreting results.
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3.6. Bias Corrected Climate Simulation Results
In this section the base and future period results of the bias corrected precipitation and
temperature bias are presented alongside observations.

Simulated Precipitation
Corrected mean results of the precipitation simulation (Figure 3.5 and Table 3.3) show
that monthly precipitation is consistently higher in the future period simulations than in
the base period, except for a small decrease in October. The largest increases occur in
winter, with an increase of almost 25% in February, while the smallest occur in spring,
with increases typically around 6%. The mean simulated base period precipitation and
observed precipitation are both 3.1 mm/day, while the mean daily simulated future
precipitation is 3.4 mm/day, over a 9% increase.

Note that individual ensemble members show a high variability of precipitation change,
with a difference of over 1 mm/day in some months. This illustrates the importance of
using an ensemble approach – some uncertainty was exposed in the simulations,
represented by the different climate realizations manifested as a range of possible
changes in monthly precipitation rates. It also indicates that the mechanisms involved in
simulating rainfall are not robust or consistent across the various RCMs and GCMs.
When looking at the variability of mean change projected by any particular GCM or
RCM (e.g. ccsm paired with three different RCMs or CRCM paired with two different
GCMs), the same overall pattern of inconsistency emerges.
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Figure 3.5 - Changes in daily precipitation from simulated base period to future period. Ensemble
mean represented by thick black line.

Probability density functions (PDFs) of corrected and uncorrected base and future period
simulated precipitation from ensemble mean daily precipitation values are plotted with
the observed precipitation in Figure 3.6. It is assumed that each ensemble member
projection has an equal probability of occurrence and that each day within respective
projections has equal likelihood of being representative. All PDFs were created using a
smoothed empirical distribution with Gaussian kernal density estimation. The probability
that the precipitation rate, in Figure 3.6, will be below a given value is represented by the
area under the curve to the left of said value. As such the total area under a PDF is equal
to one, while there is equal likelihood (50%) that the precipitation rate could be above or
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below the median value. The units of density on the y-axis are the inverse of the x-axis
units (e.g. for precipitation rate, density units are (mm/day)-1).

Table 3.3 – Ensemble mean monthly and annual changes in precipitation rates.

Mean Precipitation Rate (mm/day)
Month

Current
Observations Period
Simulation

Future
Period
Simulation

Increase in
Precipitation
(mm/day)

Increase in
Precipitation
(%)

January

3.0

2.8

3.2

0.4

14.3

February

2.6

2.8

3.5

0.7

24.9

March

3.0

2.8

3.2

0.4

12.5

April

2.7

2.8

2.9

0.2

6.0

May

2.4

2.6

2.8

0.2

5.9

June

3.4

3.2

3.4

0.2

6.4

July

3.9

3.7

4.0

0.3

8.3

August

3.4

3.6

3.8

0.2

6.1

September

3.4

3.3

3.6

0.4

12.2

October

2.9

3.2

3.2

0.0

-1.3

November

3.1

3.0

3.4

0.4

15.3

December

3.1

3.2

3.3

0.2

4.8

Annual

3.1

3.1

3.4

0.3

9.4

Figure 3.6 shows there can be appreciable variation in total precipitation from day-to-day,
month-to-month and year-to-year within any simulated period. This implies that even
though the mean precipitation is expected to increase, any given future period year could
have less accumulated precipitation than a base period year. This variability is important
to keep in mind when using simulation results in impact studies.
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Figure 3.6 - Probability density functions for ensemble daily mean (top left), five-day mean (top
right), monthly mean (bottom left) and annual precipitation rates.

The four plots in Figure 3.6 are the distributions for mean daily, five-daily, monthly and
annual precipitation. Haerter et al. (2011) showed that bias correction improvements are
limited to the specific timescale at which the corrections take place and in our work the
bias correction focuses on a five-day timescale. Qualitatively the five-day PDF for the
corrected base period matches the observations fairly well, as do the daily and monthly
timescales. However, while the mean of the corrected base period annual timescale is
aligned with observations the year-to-year variance is lower (with a range of roughly 900
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to 1450 mm/year compared to the observed range of roughly 800 to 1600 mm/year),
indicating that the models did not sufficiently capture interannual variability and the bias
correction was unable account for it. Another contributing factor to the discrepancy is
that for the annual timescale PDF there were significantly less data points available - only
30 for observations and 172 for the entire ensemble (not all ensemble members had full
30 year runs available, which is why the total is not 180) - for the creation of PDFs, while
the daily, five-daily and monthly had 62 780, 12 556 and 2064 points respectively. In
other words, the simulated and observed PDFs might have matched better if more data
points were available, especially for the observed data set. A similar pattern is found in
temperature and streamflow PDFs presented later.

The difference between the base and future period precipitation is shown in the monthly
and annual plots. By inspection it is apparent that there will be fewer months and years
with less precipitation and more with greater precipitation, contributing to the overall
increase in precipitation discussed earlier.

Simulated Temperature
Similar to precipitation, mean monthly temperature is found to increase from base period
to future period simulations. As shown in Figure 3.7 and corresponding Table 3.4, the
greatest temperature increases occur between November and February, averaging roughly
3.5 K, while the rest of the year experiences a steady mean temperature increase of
roughly 2.0 K. Keep in mind that, as with precipitation, projected monthly changes in
temperature vary between individual ensemble members (Figure 3.7), with the lowest
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variation occurring in late winter. All ensemble members do agree that there will be a
temperature increase in each month. The mean annual temperature for the base period
simulation is 272.6 K (compared to the observed 272.8K) while the mean annual
temperature for the future period is 2.6 K warmer at 275.2 K.

Figure 3.7 - Mean change in temperature from base to future period simulations.

February and March appear to have the strongest consensus across all ensemble members
on the change in mean temperature, indicating that the temperature change projections for
these two months are relatively robust. There is consistency across ccsm driven ensemble
members, except for June, July and August, indicating that throughout most of the annual
cycle there is relatively little uncertainty introduced by the RCM. Cgcm3 is less
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consistent suggesting a heavier RCM influence on mean temperature change. Both
CRCM simulations are in good agreement, except for November and December,
implying that in this particular case the GCMs contribute less to uncertainty. RCM3 sees
a variety of good and poor agreement throughout the year, which may be an indication of
similar amounts of uncertainty introduced by both RCM3 and the driving GCMs.

Table 3.4 – Ensemble mean monthly and annual changes in temperature.

Mean Temperature (K)
Month

Increase in
Temperature (K)

Observations

Current Period
Simulation

Future Period
Simulation

January

255.4

255.5

259.3

3.8

February

257.0

257.3

260.4

3.1

March

263.7

264.0

266.1

2.1

April

271.5

271.3

273.4

2.1

May

278.4

278.0

280.0

1.9

June

284.4

283.6

285.6

2.0

July

288.8

288.1

290.3

2.2

August

287.9

287.1

289.3

2.2

September

282.6

282.1

284.4

2.3

October

275.8

276.4

278.6

2.2

November

269.0

268.2

271.6

3.4

December

259.4

260.2

263.9

3.7

Annual

272.8

272.7

275.2

2.6

The mean daily, five-daily, monthly and annual temperature PDFs in Figure 3.8 provide
further insight into the projected temperature changes. In particular there is relatively
little overlap between the corrected base and future simulations on an annual timescale,
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indicating that the majority of years in the future are projected to be warmer than most of
the warmest base period years. The “Change from Base to Future” line in the annual plot
highlights this. Similarly for the monthly timescale, though there is some variability as to
the direction of change for non-extreme months, it is apparent that there will be fewer
months with very cold temperatures and more months with higher temperatures.

Figure 3.8 - Probability density functions for ensemble daily mean (top left), five-day mean (top
right), monthly mean (bottom left) and annual temperature.
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As with precipitation, the annual mean simulated temperature has a slightly lower
variability than the observed. Differences in the PDF shapes are due to reasons discussed
previously.

3.7. Hydrological Simulation Results
By using the corrected results corresponding to the Goose Bay grid coordinates from the
base and future period climate simulations, discussed above, as inputs to the
WATFLOOD hydrological model, streamflow for the two timeframes was able to be
simulated. In this section a comparison of mean hydrographs, annual and seasonal flow
as well as a look at peak flow timing and magnitude are presented.

Figure 3.9 - Examples of mean streamflow values for the base (left) and future periods from the
CRCM-cgcm3 ensemble member. 30-year mean streamflow represented by black points.

An example (CRCM-cgcm3) of the simulated daily streamflow values (grey) along with
the 30-year means (black) for both timeframes is found in Figure 3.9. It is clear from
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these plots that while the mean hydrograph is a useful indicator of climatic norms there is
notable variance from year to year, especially in the peak spring flows. Differences in
base and future period plots are discussed below.

Mean Hydrographs
The differences between the ensemble mean base and future period simulated
hydrographs, along with the observation simulation hydrograph are shown in Figure 3.10
and the corresponding Table 3.5. (The “observed” hydrograph in Figure 3.10 and all
subsequent hydrographs refer to the WATFLOOD simulation using observed
climatological variables as input.) There are four noteworthy changes from the mean base
period to the future period simulations:

1 The spring melt, spanning April, May and June, is occurring roughly two weeks
earlier though it appears to be slightly smaller in magnitude. April experiences the
highest relative increase of any month, over 109%, caused by the earlier onset of
the spring melt. The upshot of the earlier melt is that June is simulated to have a
33% decrease in streamflow.

2 November to March streamflow increases substantially.

3 July to October streamflow experiences no substantial change.
4 On a mean annual basis streamflow increases by 8.9%, from 17.6 to 19.2 m3/s.
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Figure 3.10 - Comparison of 30-year ensemble mean simulated base and future period streamflow
(left) and the change in 30-year ensemble mean simulated streamflow, from base to future period
(right).

While there is some inter-model variability throughout the year, the variability of change
in spring melt signal is most noticeable. MM5I-ccsm and WRFG-ccsm both show large
changes in the spring melt, the former shows an increase and the latter a decrease. One
can infer from the difference between these simulations that uncertainty in the projection
of the spring melt magnitude is largely due to the RCM rather than the GCM, as both
models were driven by ccsm.

To determine whether there is a statistically significant difference between the
(simulated) base and future periods a Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test was performed using
monthly means from all six ensemble members. The statistical significance of the
differences between observed and simulated streamflow was not evaluated. This test was
chosen due to the skewed distribution of the mean monthly streamflow values. The
results, in Table 3.5, show there was a difference statistically significant to 1% for the
months of November through June, as indicated by the p-value (p-values less than 0.01
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imply a statistical significance level of 1%). The remaining four months proved not to be
significantly different between the base and future periods, while mean annual
streamflow is shown to be significantly higher.

Table 3.5 – Ensemble mean monthly and annual changes in streamflow.

Mean Streamflow (m3/s)

Month

Increase in Increase in
p-value
Observed
Current
Future Streamflow Streamflow (statistical
(m3/s)
(%)
significance)
WATFLOOD Period
Period
Simulation Simulation Simulation

January

5.8

7.8

11.1

3.3

42.2

2.0x10-9

February

4.3

5.5

7.6

2.0

36.8

7.3x10-9

March

3.4

5.1

7.8

2.7

52.7

1.7x10-7

April

6.9

8.7

18.2

9.5

109.3

1.3x10-13

May

60.2

49.2

57.5

8.3

16.8

0.00040

June

48.9

40.9

27.3

-13.5

-33.1

4.1x10-9

July

20.7

17.8

17.7

-0.1

-0.7

0.61

August

14.4

14.3

14.5

0.2

1.6

0.58

September

13.3

13.8

15.0

1.2

8.4

0.19

October

15.1

16.1

15.9

-0.1

-0.7

0.99

November

15.8

17.2

19.0

1.8

10.5

0.0071

December

10.0

14.8

18.8

4.0

26.8

8.5x10-7

Annual

18.2

17.6

19.2

1.6

8.9

4.0x10-5

*Small discrepancies may exist due to rounding
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It is worthwhile to look at the individual hydrographs produced by the six ensemble
members to see if, at least qualitatively, the results discussed above are consistent across
all ensemble members. In Figure 3.11 each ensemble member shows that the spring melt
begins earlier, winter streamflow increases and late summer and fall streamflow remains
relatively unchanged. The magnitude of the spring melt decreases for two thirds of the
ensemble members. From this figure one can also compare the mean observed
hydrograph to the mean base period hydrographs from ensemble members. Initial
inspection reveals that, while the ensemble members do not perfectly reproduce the
observed hydrograph they represent the main features of the annual cycle (e.g. winter
base flow, spring melt, etc) fairly well, particularly the MM5I-ccsm hydrograph.

Many RCM driven hydrographs illustrate noticeable differences from the observed that
are of similar magnitude to the climate change signal. This is consistently the case for
December streamflow and is also prevalent in the timing and magnitude of the spring
melt. While the results are still useful for investigating the relative changes between base
and future period simulations, caution should be used when interpreting absolute
changes. Further comparison and discussion is found below.

Distribution of Annual and Seasonal Mean Flows
While the simulated mean changes are informative, one needs to consider the
distributions of the results to gain a more useful and robust understanding of the potential
impacts of climate change.
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Figure 3.11 - Mean base and future period simulated hydrographs for the six ensemble members.
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Figures 3.12 and 3.13 show the PDFs for mean annual and seasonal flow respectively,
including a comparison between base period ensemble member results and observed.

Even though there is significant overlap in the mean annual flows there is a clear increase
in magnitude from the base to the future period, as quantified in Table 3.5. The ensemble
mean is similar to that of the observed hydrograph however the latter has a greater spread
of values, most notably on the higher end of flow rates. This is most likely a propagation
of the precipitation and temperature bias correction timescale issues discussed previously.

Figure 3.12 - Probability density functions of mean annual flows for ensemble members during the
base period (left) and the ensemble means for base and future periods.

By breaking down the flow by season, one is able to gain better insight into what time of
the year the significant changes in streamflow are likely to occur. The changes in mean
winter (November to March) flow magnitude are statistically significant (p-value =
1.7x10-8) while any changes in spring (April to June) and summer (July to October) are
not (p-values of 0.24 and 0.79 respectively). In all three seasons the PDFs become flatter
and wider from base to future periods, indicating higher variability in the future.
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Figure 3.13 - Probability distribution functions for mean winter (November to March), spring (April
to June) and summer (July to October) flows, with ensemble member base period results on the left.
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There is greatest agreement amongst ensemble member base period simulations in
summer, while winter shows the least agreement. During spring and summer, the
ensemble member distributions are slightly to the left of the observed indicating a small
underestimation of flow, while the opposite is true of winter.

3.8. Discussion of Results
Various amounts of bias in both precipitation and temperature were identified for each of
the six ensemble members. The greatest magnitudes and variances of bias between
ensemble members occurred in the cold season, while the opposite is true for the warm
season. WRFG-ccsm appeared to have the largest overall precipitation bias for the region
of interest, while RCM3-gfdl had the lowest. Most of the temperature biases found were
relatively consistent throughout the year, with the exception of WRFG-ccsm and RCM3gfdl whose biases appeared more seasonal. The bias corrections brought the base period
simulations for all ensemble members in line with observations. The mean annual bias
corrected simulated precipitation was 3.1 mm/day while observations also suggest an
average of 3.1 mm/day; the mean annual bias corrected simulated temperature was
roughly 272.6 K while observations suggest an average of 272.8 K.

Climate simulations suggest that both mean annual precipitation and temperature will
increase from the base period to the future period, with greater increases expected during
the cold season. Based on WATFLOOD simulations of the Pinus River Basin, the
increase in precipitation over the span of a year will have a greater impact on streamflow
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than increased evaporation that accompanies higher temperatures, resulting in an 8.9%
mean increase in streamflow. This is an expected result for the latitude of the study
region; the intensification of the hydrological cycle is expected to accompany climate
change and most of the moisture in the atmosphere deposited as precipitation over
Labrador originates from lower latitudes, thousands of kilometers away (Bates et al.,
2008; Trenberth, 1998). However, if only July through October are examined, where
there is no statistically significant mean increase in streamflow, then the increase in
precipitation appears to be balanced by increased evaporation and other processes in the
simulation.

The mean annual increase in simulated streamflow corresponds well with previous work
by Bates et al. (2008) which predicts a 10 to 20% increase in streamflow by the years
2080-2099. The Bates et al. simulation follows the SRES A1B scenario that assumes a
path for atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations similar to that of the A2 scenario up
to the middle of the 21st century, after which the A1B scenario becomes more
conservative (IPCC, 2000).

Breaking down the mean flow by season (as previously defined), the simulations show
summer experiences no significant change while winter experiences a statistically
significant increase. This increase can be partly explained by the increase in winter
precipitation from 2.9 mm/day to 3.3 mm/day. For this additional precipitation to
translate into streamflow there needs to be an increase in the amount of time temperature
is above freezing. Figure 3.14 shows the empirical cumulative distribution function
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(CDF) for mean daily winter temperatures. From the intersection of the CDFs with the
vertical lines representing the freezing point, one sees the percentage of days with mean
temperatures below freezing decrease from 92.1% to 85.4%, progressing from the base to
the future period. In other words, the amount of time spent above freezing in the winter
nearly doubles in the future.

Figure 3.14 - Empirical cumulative distribution function for mean daily winter temperatures.
Vertical line indicates freezing point, 273.15 K.

While mean spring flow and the magnitude of the peak spring flow experience no
significant change, the timing of the spring melt does occur earlier by roughly two weeks.
These results correspond with previous work presented by Bourque and Simonet (2008),
which project a higher mean winter flow and an earlier spring melt for a northern Quebec
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watershed. Higher winter temperatures contribute to an increase in runoff throughout the
winter, leaving less water trapped in the snowpack to feed the spring melt. There is
however a mean increase in precipitation throughout the winter that acts to enhance the
snowpack volume. These competing factors provide insight into why some ensemble
members suggest an increase in the volume of mean and peak melt while others show a
decrease, resulting in no statistically significant change.

Sources of Uncertainty
An unavoidable assumption that one must make when using future climate projections
from a model validated by comparison to the current climate is that the relationship
between model output and reality will remain stationary. While bias corrections ensure
statistical consistency between base period model output and observations, the process is
not physically based and one has to assume that the validity of statistical corrections will
also remain stationary in future climates.

By incorporating six different RCM-GCM combinations in this study a broader
understanding of the uncertainty of the simulations, introduced by the RCMs and GCMs,
is developed and thus a more useful approximation of mean changes in precipitation,
temperature and streamflow is produced. However, this approach does not capture the
full range of uncertainty that would be introduced by different emissions scenarios, other
climate and hydrological models not included in the study as well as factors and
processes that may be poorly represented in the models used.
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By examining the range of NARCCAP’s projected precipitation and temperature changes
(Figures 3.5 and 3.7) one is able to see a measure of uncertainty introduced by the various
RCMs and GCMs. There is a wide spread of values projected throughout the year for
precipitation indicating that caution should be used if applying only the ensemble mean
in an impact study as there is a range of equally likely realizations of potential future
precipitation. There was good agreement in late winter for temperature change
projections indicating that the ensemble mean is robust for that time of year, while the
rest of the year showed a much wider spread.

Upon closer examination of individual RCMs and GCMs it becomes apparent that there
was a level of uncertainty introduced by both the regional models and their driving
GCMs. For example, in temperature change projections, all three ccsm runs (CRCM,
MM5I and WRFG) had strong agreement throughout the year, indicating that relatively
little uncertainty was introduced by the RCMs, however the wider variety of ccsm
precipitation change projections indicate the RCMs introduced appreciable uncertainty.
Agreement between ensemble member projections for both precipitation and temperature
vary throughout the annual cycle, signifying that model uncertainty is dependent on the
time of year.

There is also uncertainty introduced by using a hydrological model that relies primarily
on temperature (Hargreaves equation) to simulate evapotranspiration. While
WATFLOOD was adequately calibrated to the energy processes of the current climate,
non-stationary future conditions may result in less accurate hydrological simulations. In
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order to capture the uncertainty of using an empirical evapotranspiration routine one
would have to use also a hydrological model of greater complexity, with a more
physically based representation of the land-surface energy balance.

3.9. Conclusions and Recommendations
The results of this study indicate there will be a mean annual increase in streamflow of
nearly 9% in the Pinus River sub-basin, from the base period (1971-2000) to the future
period (2041-2070). This increase is expected to manifest itself primarily as an increase
in cold season (November to April) streamflow, caused by higher precipitation and
temperatures over the same period. Conversely, no significant change in streamflow is
expected to occur from July through October. Some simulated hydrograph features,
namely December flow and the precise timing and magnitude of spring melt, should be
interpreted with caution as differences between base period simulations and observations
were often of similar magnitude to the climate change signal.

The WATFLOOD hydrological model was driven by bias corrected RCM-GCM
combinations from six ensemble members. The ensemble mean of the bias corrected
climate output suggested a mean annual increase in precipitation of nearly 0.3 mm/day
and a mean annual temperature increase of roughly 2.6 K. Both precipitation and
temperature increases were greatest during the cold season.

The range of results in mean projections from different ensemble members demonstrates
the uncertainty introduced by various RCMs and GCMs, while the probability density
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functions provide a probabilistic measure of climate variability. These measures of
uncertainty and climate variability must be kept in mind when conducting impact studies
as simply employing the mean results ignores the range of possible outcomes.

The following list is recommended work that will contribute to a more complete
understanding of the impacts that climate change may have on the Lower Churchill
Hydroelectric Generation Project:

•

Include more NARCCAP ensemble members as they become available to more
effectively capture the range of uncertainty introduced by RCMs and GCMs. The
inclusion of models driven by other emissions scenarios should also be
considered, however only the A2 scenario is available through NARCCAP so
another data source would be required.

•

As an alternative to the bias correction process used in this paper, attempt a
statistical downscaling approach that includes stochastic weather generation or
some method that is able to accurately reproduce the short and long timescales of
the observed data.

•

Expand the hydrological modeling to the entire Churchill River watershed.
Additional climate and streamflow measuring stations for model calibration
would be invaluable in this effort.

•

Consideration should be given to the use of a more complex hydrological model,
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able to more effectively represent energy balance processes.

•

As this study focused primarily on mean streamflow, there should be some effort
to examine the effects of climate change on extreme hydrological conditions, such
as floods and droughts, in the Churchill River watershed.

•

A reservoir or power generation model should be used to determine how the
altered flow regimes translate into changes in potential power production.
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4. Atmospheric and Terrestrial Water Balances of
Labrador’s Churchill River Basin, as Simulated by
the North American Regional Climate Change
Assessment Program
4.1. Abstract
In an effort to understand the sources of uncertainty and the physical consistency of
climate models from the North American Regional Climate Change Assessment Program
(NARCCAP), an ensemble of general circulation models (GCMs) and regional climate
models (RCMs) was used to explore climatological water balances for the Churchill
River Basin in Labrador, Canada. NCEP driven RCMs were used to support the analysis
of the GCM-RCM ensemble and quantify certain structural uncertainties in the RCMs.
This study quantifies mean atmospheric and terrestrial water balance residuals, as well as
their annual cycles. Mean annual atmospheric water balances had consistently higher
residuals than the terrestrial water balances, due in part to the influences of sampling of
instantaneous variables and the interpolation of atmospheric data to published pressure
levels. Atmospheric and terrestrial water balance residuals for each ensemble member
were found to be consistent between base and future periods, implying that they are
systemic and not climate dependent. With regard to the annual cycle, there was no pattern
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found across time periods or ensemble members as to whether the monthly terrestrial or
atmospheric root mean square residual was highest. Due to the interdependence of
hydrological cycle components, the complexity of climate models and the variety of
methods and processes used by different ensemble members, all causes of the water
balance residuals were impossible to isolate. That being said, the residuals created by
interpolating a model’s native vertical resolution onto NARCCAP’s published pressure
levels and the subsequent vertical interpolation were quantified and several other sources
were explored. In general, residuals were found to be predominantly functions of the
RCM choice (as opposed to the GCM choice) and their respective modelling processes,
parameterization schemes and post-processing.

4.2. Preface
This chapter has been submitted for publication in Atmosphere-Ocean (as a companion
paper for Chapter 5) and is currently under review.
The previous chapter examines a single RCM tile from each of the ensemble members
and looks at the relatively small sub-basin of the Churchill River. Part of the motivation
for choosing a 770 km2 sub-basin, as opposed to the entire 92 500 km2 Churchill River
watershed area, was that the collaborator who setup and ran the hydrological model
WATFLOOD (Amy Pryse-Phillips) was under the time constraints of a masters degree
and the size of the full basin was prohibitive in this respect. This was a good first step in
the overall investigation into the impacts of climate change on the Churchill River,
however the study needed to be expanded to the entire basin.
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This chapter sets the stage for Chapters 5 and 6 by exploring underlying sources of
uncertainty and the internal physical consistency within each ensemble member, as it
relates to the movement of moisture. No analyses of the climate change signals are
undertaken in this chapter but this work is necessary for the analysis in Chapter 5.
Future Period Water Balance
The base period water balance component breakdown is presented as Figure 4.2 and
discussed in Section 4.5, however a similar plot for the future period was omitted for the
sake of brevity. This plot is shown in Figure 4.A.
Existence of Large Water Balance Residuals
It is generally expected that atmospheric and terrestrial water balance residuals within
any given climate model would be limited to rounding error and post-processing issues.
The calculations and analysis presented in this chapter found this situation to not always
to be the case. It may cross the reader’s mind that the analysis may be wrong and there
may be some error in the calculations. This supplementary section, in addition to the
main work within the chapter, aims to dispel any doubts about the accuracy and validity
of the results by providing full details of the calculations as well as summaries of
discussions with NARCCAP team members.
Re-Gridding
GrADS analysis software has the ability to automatically re-grid certain map projections
for the purposes of display and analysis (including North Polar Stereographic used by
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Figure 4.A – Future period water balance component breakdown (as per Figure 4.2)
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CRCM and Lambert Conformal used by MM5I and WRFG) however not all of the
NARCCAP RCM map projections are supported (including HRM3’s Rotated Latitude
Longitude projection and RCM3’s Transverse Mercator projection). As such, bilinear
interpolation (which is used by ECMWF (Bispham 2014)) was used to re-grid all of the
RCM 50 km resolution data to a common 0.25 degree grid used for the analysis. As such,
the re-gridded grid points each represent an area of approximately 500 km2 while the
original grid points represent 2500 km2.
In addition to creating a consistent grid between ensemble members, the re-gridding was
an important step in the calculation of atmospheric moisture convergence. The common
0.25 degree grid had points following lines of latitude and longitude, which was required
to use the GrADS divergence calculation function, hdivg() on NARCCAP’s published
zonal (west to east) and meridional (south to north) wind components. This calculation is
discussed later in detail.
The FORTRAN code written to create the information files required for GrADS to
perform the bilinear interpolation can be found in Appendix C. This code can re-grid any
map projection as long as the latitude and longitude of each grid point is known. To
confirm its effectiveness, Figure 4.B compares the GrADS re-gridding of the CRCM
topography data to that of the custom re-gridding used for all calculations from this point
forward, for Eastern Canada. The results are very similar. Bi-linear interpolation may not
perfectly conserve water, though it is unlikely to have any substantial impact on the
calculations presented here.
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Figure 4.B – GrADS regridding of CRCM topography data (left) and custom regridding (right).
Scale is in metres.

As a check, terrestrial water balance residuals were calculated using ensemble member’s
original 50 km horizontal grid and found to match those of the regridded values used in
this study, to within an order of 1%. An exact match was not expected as data from
different grid spaces were incorporated from the boundaries of the basin during the
interpolation process. The annual cycles were also very similar.

Basin Masks and Data Extraction
Two data masks were created to represent the Churchill River Basin in the re-gridded
map projection. The first mask is the most accurate representation of the basin at a 0.25
degree resolution, and is represented by the grid points inside the thick black line of
Figure 4.1. This mask was used when extracting most variables from NARCCAP’s
published data files, which cover most of North America. The second, extended mask
includes the grid points represented by the first mask plus the grid points represented by
the thick black line in Figure 4.1. This second mask was required to extract data for the
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atmospheric moisture convergence calculations, which require the wind and specific
humidity values for surrounding grid points. (More details on this calculation are given
below.) Each mask represented the basin with values of “1” and grid points outside the
basin with “missing” values, which are ignored during calculations.
Variables that required the first mask were all two-dimensional variables (e.g.
precipitation, soil moisture, etc). The wind and specific humidity values were threedimensional and needed to be extracted for each of NARCCAP’s 28 published pressure
levels and subsequently stored as one file per variable per ensemble member for analysis
purposes. Extraction of each variable was accomplished by applying the mask to the
original published data, which was in netCDF format, isolating the smaller domain of
data and saving it to new binary files. GrADS has functionality for both netCDF and
binary formats. All calculations were then performed on these more manageable basinspecific data files.
Missing Data Calculations
Two required variables, evaporation and precipitable water content, were not published
for all ensemble members and were able to be calculated from other published variables.
Discussions of these calculations and for which ensemble members they were used are
given below.
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EVAPORATION
Evaporation is an important variable for this analysis. As such, to ensure consistency the
method described here was applied to all ensemble members, regardless of whether or not
they had published evaporation rate data. Additionally, the published evaporation rate
was defined as the “Surface Evaporation of Condensed Water” and may not include
contributions such as evaporation from moist soil and evapotranspiration, while the latent
heat flux would. As such, surface evaporation rate, evps, (kg/m2/s) was calculated using
published latent heat flux, hfls, (units W/m2) and the latent heat of vapourization, Lv
(units J/kg), via Equation 4.A.

evps =

hfls
Lv

(4.A)

Water’s latent heat of vapourization is temperature dependent and so Equation 4.B was
€
used in conjunction with surface temperature, T (oC) to determine its value. The equation
is an empirical cubic polynomial curve fit to the data from Table 2.1 in Rogers & Yau
(1984), with fit of R2=0.999988. This equation is valid for temperatures from -40oC to
40oC and gives units of J/g for Lv.

Lv (T) = (−6.14342 *10−5 )T 3 + (1.58927 *10−3 )T 2 − (2.36418)T + 2.50079 *10 3

(4.B)

As a check, this method was applied over an ocean tile and calculated results were found

€
to be identical to published evaporation values for RCM3-cgcm3. The same validation
was performed over land and there was a small discrepancy due to the more
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comprehensive nature of latent heat flux versus the surface evaporation of condensed
water. To illustrate, Figure 4.C shows this discrepancy for 3-hourly data of an arbitrarily
chosen month. (The data point in Figure 4.C with a difference greater than 35% was quite
high as evaporation values were close to zero, making the relative difference appear more
substantial.) This difference was negligible compared to other terms in the water balance
equations.

Figure 4.C – Relative difference between evaporation calculated from latent heat flux and
temperature and published surface evaporation of condensed water, over land for RCM3
cgcm3.
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PRECIPITABLE WATER CONTENT
Precipitable water content (prw), or the total amount of non-condensed water in a column
of the atmosphere, was another variable that wasn’t available for all ensemble members.
This variable was treated as a storage term in the water balance analysis, similar to soil
moisture and snow-water-equivalent in the terrestrial environment, and its tendency (how
it changes with time) rather than its actual values are of interest. Precipitable water
content tendency contributes water volumes several orders of magnitude less than the
other terms in the atmospheric water balance equation. As such, the calculation described
below was only performed for those ensemble members who did not have published prw
values.
Precipitable water content was calculated by vertically integrating the specific humidity
from each level of the atmosphere and was used as part of the “Coordinate Systems and
Post-Processing” discussion in Section 4.6. The GrADS vint() function, which is a sum of
mass-weighted layers, was employed for this purpose and is shown in Equation 4.C.

v int( psfc ,var, ptop ) =

Where:

f
g

∫

p sfc
p top

(var )dp

(4.C)

var = the variable of interest (specific humidity when calculating prw)
€

psfc = surface pressure (hPa)
ptop = pressure of the top atmospheric layer (hPa)
f = pressure scaling factor = 100 Pa/hPa
g = gravity = 9.8 m/s2
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The resulting units of vint() are the units of var multiplied by kg/m2.
The average relative error when looking at calculated precipitable water content values
versus those published for CRCM-cgcm3 (base period) was 8.3% (as per Table 4.5),
while the relative error for precipitable water content tendency was only 1.7%. To
illustrate, an arbitrary month of data from CRCM-cgcm3 comparing the precipitable
water tendencies at the 3-hour timescale is shown in Figure 4.D.

Figure 4.D – 3hour precipitable water tendencies from published (white circles) and
calculated prw (solid grey circles) values.
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Atmospheric Moisture Convergence Calculation
While some discussion of the atmospheric moisture convergence calculation is given in
Section 4.4, more details are provided here. The variables used in the calculation are
zonal and meridional wind components (u and v, respectively, each with units of m/s) and
the specific humidity (q, with units of kg of water per kg of air; kg/kg or g/g). All of the
atmospheric moisture convergence calculations were performed using 3-hourly data.
Once convergence values were found for each 3-hour interval, the monthly totals,
presented in this chapter, were calculated. Following the data extraction and application
of the basin mask as discussed above, steps of the calculation included:
1. Meridional and zonal water vapour flux, qu and qv (with units of kg/kg * m/s),
were determined at each grid point and vertical level by multiplying q with u and
v, respectively.
2. The water vapour flux was then integrated from the vertically lowest pressure
level (above surface pressure) to 50 hPa (the vertically highest level published by
NARCCAP), using vint() from Equation 4.C with var represented by qu or qv.
The resulting integrated water vapour flux (qu_int and qv_int) had units of
kg/m/s.
3. Next, the horizontal divergence ( ∇ H ) of the integrated water vapour flux was
taken using GrADS hdivg() function. This function operates on qu and qv
€ grid coordinate (x,y), qu_int(x+1,y) is subtracted
simultaneously. For a given

from qu_int(x-1,y) and divided by the distance separating the coordinates (x+1,y)
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and (x-1,y). GrADS determines the distance based on the map information
provided in the custom data control files. Similarly the operation is performed on
qv_int(x,y+1) and qv_int(x,y-1). The results of each operation are summed
together to find the total atmospheric moisture divergence for the grid space (x,y).
The results for each grid point within the basin were summed together to find the
total basin atmospheric moisture divergence. The negative of this number is the


atmospheric moisture convergence (represented by −∇ H Q in the atmospheric
water balance equation). The resulting units are kg/m2/s, which are then converted

€ (9.25x1010 m2) and by 1 m3 / 1000
to m3/s by multiplying by the area of the basin
kg water.
Unit Conversion
As streamflow is often reported in cubic metres per second (m3/s) and hydropower
operators find it useful for operational decisions, all of the water balance components
were converted to those units for easy comparison. For the Churchill River Basin, the
conversion to mm/day, which is a common unit used in hydrology, is 1070.6 m3/s for
1.00 mm/day.
Many of the NARCCAP variables were published with units of kg/m2/s (if they were 3hour averages, such as precipitation) and were converted to m3/s by applying the
multiplication factors mentioned above.
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The storage terms precipitable water content and soil moisture were published in kg/m2
as instantaneous values. They were multiplied by the basin area as above and divided by
the time frame (2 months, as represented in seconds – more details in Section 4.6) to
obtain the monthly storage term tendency in m3/s as required for the water balance
equations. Similarly, the instantaneous variable snow-water-equivalent was published
with units of m of water and was converted to m3 by multiplying by the basin area and
was then divided by the time frame to get m3/s.
Personal Communication with NARCCAP Personnel
This chapter was sent in full (except for the preface) along with a summary of the results
highlighting the large atmospheric water balance residuals in RCM3 and MM5I to Dr.
Seth McGinnis, NARCCAP’s Data Manager and User Community Manager. The
purpose of this was to inform the modeling community about the residuals before the
papers were submitted for publication and to see if they were able to provide further
insight into their root cause. As a check, Dr. McGinnis conferred with a colleague at
University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR) who concurred that the
calculations appeared correct (especially since the balances for other RCMs were well
within acceptable limits) and that the residuals were most likely a modeling issue. She
characterized the large imbalances as “disappointing, but definitely not shocking.” In
addition to the reasons discussed in Section 4.6, Dr. McGinnis also mentioned the nesting
might make it impossible for any RCM to guarantee a mass balance. For further insight
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he suggested contacting his colleague Dr. Melissa Bukovsky, who specializes in model
error. (Personal communication with Seth McGinnis, mcginnis@ucar.edu, May 8, 2014.)
Dr. Bukovsky had noticed discrepancies in the RCM3 output in the past and attributed it
in part to the fact that the model had no sea ice (in base period, future period or NCEP
simulations). This may have had strange effects on moisture transport, especially from
the Hudson Bay region. Though it does not explain the apparent loss of water in the
atmosphere; From Figure 4.2 one can deduce anomalously high evaporation rates are not
a concern for RCM3. She also mentioned some issues with MM5I-ccsm were discovered
however she was unable to isolate the problem. (Personal communication with Melissa
Bukovsky, bukovsky@ucar.edu, May 19, 2014.)
Water Balance Component Value Check
Each of the water balance components of RCM3-cgcm3 were compared to those of
CRCM-cgcm3 (CRCM had minute water balance residuals in comparison with RCM3) to
ensure that there were no obvious problems with the magnitudes. All components were
found to have comparable values, however those of RCM3 appeared consistently larger.
Figure 4.E shows an example plot of this check for atmospheric moisture convergence for
the first five years of the base period, which shows that annual cycles and magnitudes are
similar and that there were no obvious issues.
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Figure 4.E – Daily basin total atmospheric moisture convergence plots for RCM3cgcms (white
circles) and CRCMcgcm3 (grey).

4.3. Introduction
There is a growing realization in scientific and engineering communities that a changing
global climate requires the use of high-resolution climate models to aid the design and
planning of large-scale water resource projects (Dimri 2012). Simple use of historical
climate records is inadequate when planning for mean hydrological states and extreme
events as both are influenced by climate change (Trenberth et al. 2003). In order to
determine the effectiveness of a climate model's ability to simulate the hydrological
cycle, and therefore its usefulness to water resource managers, one must examine its
atmospheric and terrestrial water balances (Berbery and Rasmusson 1999). It is
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recognized that simulation of the water cycle and the wide variety of physical processes
involved is a key factor in a model's ability to effectively simulate current and future
climates (Chahine 1992, Hack et al. 1998). Hu et al. (2005) stated that the “examination
of moisture simulation as it relates to climate likely holds the key to our understanding
and eventually resolving issues surrounding model uncertainty.”

General circulation models (GCMs) and high resolution regional climate models (RCMs)
both play an important role in developing an accurate water balance (Berbery and
Rasmusson 1999). Moisture is involved in a diverse range of temporal and spatial scales:
from minutes to decades and from the micro-physical level up to global circulation. It has
been found that water climatologies are different from model to model for a number of
reasons (Wang and Paegle 1996), some of which will be explored in this work.
Additionally, differences in climate sensitivity (defined as the equilibrium global mean
temperature increase caused by doubling atmospheric CO2 concentrations) between
climate models can be explained in part by differences in projected moisture levels,
where the simulation and parameterization of surface and boundary layer processes are
largely responsible (Hu et al. 2005). It is apparent that moisture and its motion is a major
climatological factor for any basin (Liu and Stewart, 2003).

Motivation
There are several reasons for undertaking a water balance study. This section discusses a
selection of motivations for, and examples of, existing studies.
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One motivation is to examine model uncertainty, improve climate model processes and
parameterization and validate the physical consistency of climate models. Along this
vein, Music and Caya (2007) performed a comprehensive validation of water budget
components of a basin with respect to the annual mean and annual cycle. Roads et al.
(1998) evaluated climate models by examining the vertical distribution of water budget
residuals as well as the fit of primary variables to observations. These types of studies
typically focus on one or two specific climate models.

Another common objective is to understand the hydrologic processes of a region and how
they evolve over time. Strong et al. (2002), part of the Global Energy and Water
Exchanges Project (GEWEX), performed water balance study on the Mackenzie River
Basin. The primary objective of GEWEX was to quantify all aspects of the hydrological
cycle of the Mackenzie River Basin for purposes of investigating the impacts of climate
change on the water budget. Jin and Zangvil (2010) calculated moisture convergence,
precipitable water, precipitation and evaporation over the Eastern Mediterranean.

A third reason for water balance studies is to obtain approximations for difficult-toobserve variables. Serreze et al. (2003) use NCEP/NCAR global reanalysis to calculate
precipitation minus evapotranspiration (P-E) from the moisture flux convergence for
several large arctic basins. Seneviratne et al. (2004) and Hirschi et al. (2006) showed that
one can effectively estimate basin scale terrestrial water storage using atmospheric and
terrestrial water balance equations, plus streamflow measurements.
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Accordingly, the purpose of this paper is twofold: (i) To investigate the physical
consistency of a selection of RCMs forced by various GCMs over the Churchill River
Basin in Labrador, Canada; and (ii) to identify reasons why the atmospheric and
terrestrial water budgets do not balance.

Study Region
The Churchill River Basin is located in Labrador, Canada and covers roughly 92 500
km2. It is the site of the existing Churchill Falls Hydroelectric Facility and the Lower
Churchill Hydroelectric Project, the first phase of which is under construction. Figure 4.1
shows the basin outline, topography, and common grid resolution (0.25 degrees) to which
all the models in this study were re-gridded.
Early work on water balances was limited to basins larger than 2x106 km2, due primarily
to low radiosonde observation density and sampling frequency (Min and Schubert 1997,
Rasmusson 1968). More recently, a commonly touted critical size for water balance
computations using atmospheric reanalysis is on the order of 105 km2. That being said,
Hirschi et al. (2006) performed water balances on three Churchill River-sized basins
(84 144, 85 223 and 94 836 km2 respectively) with acceptable imbalances. All studies
mentioning critical basin size have used observation, analysis and reanalysis data sets
with roughly 1 degree resolution and larger. Higher resolution climate models, such as
those used in this study (50 km horizontal grid spacing and 3-hour sampling frequency)
should be able to provide reliable water balances for domains the size of the Churchill
River Basin (Jin & Zangvil 2010). The 0.25 degree grid to which all model output was
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regridded does not provide additional information in this respect, though it does allow for
better representation of the irregular basin boundaries.

Figure 4.1  Churchill River Basin (thick black outline) and regional topography (scale in
metres). The thin black line represents the coastline.

Literature Review
There is a great deal of interdependence within modelling processes as well as
components of the water cycle making the isolation of a single source of imbalance
difficult. Every factor and process involved in water cycle simulation is potentially
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important and should not be discounted without just cause. The following review
highlights potential causes of water balance residuals from the variety of published
literature. These potential causes are organized into categories below.

Vertical Coordinate System and Spatial Resolution

The conversion from a model's native vertical coordinate system to published pressure
levels has been known to introduce mass imbalances up to a relative magnitude of 100%
depending on the region and variable of interest (Serreze et al. 2003, Berbery and
Rasmusson 1999, Trenberth 1991). These imbalances are mostly systemic and decrease
in magnitude as vertical resolution increases. Similarly, some vertical coordinate systems
are more susceptible to the introduction of errors during vertical integration than others
(e.g. pressure levels vs. sigma levels (Liu and Stewart, 2003)).

Complex topography leads to difficulties in simulating water vapour transport at lower
levels, though a sigma level approach has been shown to better resolve the atmospheric
boundary layer and reduce this aspect of bias (Chen et al. 1996, Liu and Stewart 2003).
This is not a predominant factor in the current study as the topography of the basin is
relatively uncomplicated compared to the mountainous regions of other studies. Errors in
surface pressure fields and topography, in addition to the vertical resolution and postprocessing, also play a role balancing the water budget (Min and Schubert 1999).

Roads et al. (1998) found that initializing an 18-level climate model with a 28-level
analysis simulation produced larger budget imbalances than when vertical levels aligned
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(despite the application of a variety of digital filters), showing that discrepancies between
GCM and RCM vertical levels are a contributing factor.

Liu and Stewart (2003) postulated that a small domain size and low spatial resolution
(e.g. only 15 grid points at 2.5 degree resolution), would not effectively capture local
convection events, drastically affecting local water contents.

Temporal Resolution and Sampling Frequency

Inadequate sampling of instantaneous variables (e.g. wind) cannot be compensated for by
using long sample periods, and it has been found that moisture convergence is the
variable most strongly affected by sampling frequency (Chen et al. 1996). Imbalances as
large as the moisture convergence itself over mid-latitude storm tracks were found when
using 12-hourly, or even sometimes 6-hourly sampling. This was a result of the low
sampling frequency being unable to adequately capture the high variability of the diurnal
cycle. Roads et al. (1998) discussed this sampling issue while investigating non-linear
fluxes.

As a subset of moisture convergence, the ability to resolve low-level jets also leads to
errors, though in North America this issue is concentrated primarily in the great plains
regions (Chen et al. 1996). Resolution of the diurnal cycle is important to regions with
low-level jets (Berbery and Rasmusson 1999), which are not a major source of influence
over the Churchill River Basin. They recommend 8 timesteps per day (3-hour intervals)
to effectively capture the diurnal cycle, especially for smaller basins.
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Model Processes and Parameterization

Parameterizations of smaller scale turbulent processes, such as condensation, boundary
layer moisture flux, boundary layer temperature flux, and net radiation flux (shortwave
and longwave) at the surface all contribute to the water budget. Jin & Zangvil (2010)
argue that the residuals in atmospheric water balances can be attributed mainly to the
theoretical treatment of the water budget equations. They found that assimilating
empirical data decreased residuals, though this approach is only viable when using
reanalysis models, such as NCEP or ERA-40.

Ruane (2010) found that regions where seasonal precipitation draws primarily from
atmospheric moisture convergence are sensitive to dynamical processes (e.g. large-scale
waves, circulations or conditions favourable to mesoscale activity) while regions with a
high recycling ratio are more sensitive to processes affecting atmospheric stability (e.g.
land-surface interaction, boundary layer physics and convective processes).

Global fields of precipitation, temperature and motion strongly depend on land-surface
evapotranspiration (Shukla and Mintz 1982), which is generally parameterized as the sum
of soil evaporation, vegetation evaporation and vegetation transpiration (Wang and
Dickinson 2012). Different land-surface models give a wide range of ratios of
transpiration to total evapotranspiration. Parameterized latent heat loss (as
evapotranspiration) typically accounts for about 60% of net surface radiation, though it
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can vary between models from below 50% to almost 90% (Wang and Dickinson 2012,
Trenberth et al. 2009), contributing to inter-model discrepancies.

Terrestrial water storage is a key part of the water balance and hydrological cycle as it
determines the partitioning of the water and energy fluxes at the land-surface (Mueller et
al. 2011). While the importance of soil moisture’s impact on terrestrial water balances is
intuitive it is also important for atmospheric water balances in regions with high
precipitation recycling. As with the evapotranspiration ratio above, estimates of soil
moisture on a regional scale differ greatly from model to model (Hirschi et al. 2006;
Reichle et al. 2004; Schär et al. 1999).

Climate Models
The North American Regional Climate Change Assessment Program (NARCCAP) is an
international collaboration whose primary purpose is to create high-resolution climate
simulation of North America in order to examine uncertainties within the member RCMs
and the driving GCMs (Mearns et al. 2009). NARCCAP ensemble members simulate a
base period (1971-2000) and a future period (2041-2070) under the IPCC A2 emission
scenarios (IPCC 2000) using various map projections at 50 km resolution. To give an
idea of the variety of modelling and parameterization strategies employed by different
modelling groups, a brief synopses of the RCMs and GCMs used in this study are
presented in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. More information can be found at
http://www.narccap.ucar.edu/about/index.html.
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Table 4.1 - NARCCAP RCM Characteristics
RCM

Reference

Dynamics
Core

Vertical
Levels

Vertical
Coordinates

Convective
Parameterization

LandSurface
Scheme

# Veg.
Classes

Spectral
Nudging

CRCM

Caya and
Laprise
(1999)

Nonhydrostatic,
compressible

29

Gal-Chen
scaledheight

Mass-flux

CLASS

21

Yes

HRM3

Jones et al.
(2004)

Hydrostatic,
compressible

19

Hybrid
terrain
following
-pressure

Mass-flux
(incl.
downdraft)

MOSES

53

No

MM5I

Grell et al.
(1993)

Nonhydrostatic,
compressible

23

Sigma

KainFritsch2
mass flux

NOAH

16

No

RCM3

Giorgi et al.
(1993a,b);
Pal et al.
(2000,2007)

Hydrostatic,
compressible

18

Terrain
following

Grell (with
FrischChapel
closure)

BATS

19

No

WRFG

Skamarock
et al. (2005)

Nonhydrostatic,
compressible

35

Terrain
following

Grell

NOAH

24

No

Table 4.2 - NARCCAP GCM Characteristics

Horizontal
Atmospheric
Resolution

Vertical
Layers

Top
Level

Climate
Sensitivity*

GCM

Reference

ccsm

Collins (2006)

1.4° x 1.4°

26

2.2 hPa

2.7 °C

cgcm3

Flato (2005), Scinocca
and McFarlane (2004)

1.9° x 1.9°

31

1 hPa

3.4 °C

gfdl

GFDL (2004)

2.0° x 2.5°

24

3 hPa

3.4 °C

hadcm3

Gordon et al. (2000),
Pope et al. (2000)

2.5° x 3.75°

19

5 hPa

3.3 °C

*Climate sensitivity is defined as the projected change in mean global temperatures when
a GCM is forced by twice the atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations as compared to
pre-industrial levels.
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4.4. Methodology
To determine the movement of moisture into and out of a basin, the atmospheric and
terrestrial water balances were calculated for mean monthly climatologies. The equations
for each water balance are presented below, 4.1 and 4.2 respectively (see Rasmusson
(1968) and Peixoto and Oort (1992) for more details). The units of each component in
Equations 4.1 and 4.2 were converted to m3/s for consistency across each water balance.
For the Churchill River Basin 1070.6 m3/s is approximately 1.00 mm/day.

−

€

Where:

€


∂W
− ∇ H Q = P − E + εA
∂t

R+

∂S
= P − E + εT
∂t

(4.1)

(4.2)

W = precipitable water content of the atmosphere;


−∇ H Q = atmospheric moisture convergence;


Q = vertically integrated horizontal water vapour flux;
€

P − E = precipitation minus evaporation;
€

R = land-surface runoff;

€
S = terrestrial water storage terms, including snow pack and soil moisture;

εA = atmospheric water balance residual;
εT = terrestrial water balance residual.
€
€
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The atmospheric moisture convergence, which reflects how much water is advected into
or out of a basin via the atmosphere over a period of time, is a large component of
atmospheric water balances and Seneviratne et al. (2004) has a detailed description of its
computation. The horizontal water vapour flux was calculated for each grid point by
multiplying the specific humidity by the meridional and zonal (south to north and west to
east respectively) wind components, to get two respective values of flux for each grid
point. The vertical integration of the horizontal water vapour flux was then performed in
the Grid Analysis and Display System (GrADS), using the vint() function, which takes
the sum of the mass-weighted layers between the surface (as defined by surface pressure)
and the top of the atmosphere (as defined by the uppermost pressure level available, 50
hPa). This provided the total vertical column amount of moisture flux in each of the
meridional and zonal directions. The divergence of these vertically integrated values were
then calculated for the entire basin, the negative of which was the resulting atmospheric
moisture convergence.

Tendencies of the precipitable water content (

∂W
∂S
) and terrestrial water storage ( )
∂t
∂t

terms were calculated on a monthly basis. For example, the precipitable water tendency
€
value for April resulted from the difference
between the value of W for€May and March,

divided by the ∂t of two months.
Evaporation was calculated by dividing surface latent heat flux (W/m2) by the latent heat
€
of vaporization of water (the temperature dependent values for which were found in
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Rogers and Yau (1984)). This was necessary because the NARCCAP variable
representing evaporation (evps, “surface evaporation of condensed water”) was not
published for each model. The calculated evaporation was compared to published evps
values (when available) over ocean grid points and was found to be identical, confirming
the validity of the evaporation calculation.

4.5. Results
In this section, various components of the atmospheric and terrestrial water balances,
including absolute and relative residuals, are discussed. As a point of reference, the
Churchill River's observed mean streamflow is roughly 1825 m3/s (1.70 mm/day) (Water
Survey of Canada, 2010) and the mean simulated runoff from all NARCCAP ensemble
members used here is 1539 m3/s (1.44 mm/day) for the base period 1971-2000. Mean
ensemble P-E is 1618 m3/s (1.51 mm/day).

Figure 4.2 shows base period ensemble member simulations and corresponding
observations for precipitation and runoff. Monthly precipitation data was extracted from
the Global Precipitation Climatology Centre’s (GPCC) 0.5 degree resolution data set
(Meyer-Christoffer et al., 2011). The gridded GPCC data was checked against four
corresponding Environment Canada in-situ meteorological stations in, and around, the
Churchill River Basin and any discrepancies in mean monthly values were found to be
less than 0.2 mm/day.
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Figure 4.2  Mean simulated precipitation (left) and runoff (right) compared to observations.

Since roughly three-quarters of the runoff in the Churchill River basin occurs upstream of
the Churchill Falls hydroelectric facility a direct comparison between simulated runoff
and observed streamflow at the river’s outlet would not be useful. Naturalized flow,
which negates the effects of damming and water management, is preferred for model
validation (Music and Caya, 2007). As such, Figure 4.2 uses naturalized streamflow data,
created by Vincent and Latraverse (2000), which accounts for the impact of the reservoirs
and control structures of Churchill Falls. They approximated natural inflows into each
reservoir (IN) (i.e. runoff) by applying Equation 4.3.

dS
= IN + IC − OC
dt

(4.3)

Here, dS/dt is the change in reservoir storage, IC is the controlled inflow into the reservoir
€
(via control structures) and OC is controlled outflow form the reservoir. Direct
precipitation and evaporation over the reservoir are considered to be implicit in the
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measured dS/dt. The mean annual observed streamflow is 1825 m3/s and the mean annual
naturalized streamflow is 1875 m3/s. Observed streamflow is slightly lower due to the
additional evaporation from the reservoirs. Both observed and naturalized flow can be
seen in Figure 4.2.

The observed precipitation and the naturalized flow both fell within the bounds of the
ensemble’s simulations, giving one confidence that the simulations provide adequate
representations of base period precipitation and runoff. The only exception was simulated
November, December and January runoff which was lower than the naturalized flow.

Figure 4.3 plots each ensemble member’s base period component breakdown along with
the atmospheric and terrestrial residuals. (Note that certain components were not
available for all ensemble members.) From Figure 4.3 it is apparent that the precipitable
water tendency (the change in precipitable water over time) contributes the least to the
water balance from month to month. This is an expected result that has been found by
others (Dimri 2012, Berbery and Rasmusson 1999, Chen et al. 1996).

Similar results were found for the future period, however the plot was omitted for space
considerations (Figure 4.A).

Over the span of a year, precipitation contributes the most to each water balance, except
for RCM3 and MM5I members where atmospheric moisture convergence dominates.
Noticeable spikes occur in runoff in spring, which is a direct result of the spring melt’s
decrease in snow water equivalent stored on the land surface. Soil moisture also increases
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as the snowpack melts. HRM3-hadcm3 is the only ensemble member that does not follow
this norm – runoff plateaus in April and remains high into the fall. Also, the amplitude of
its soil moisture tendency is relatively high compared to other models.

Moisture convergence in consistently positive throughout the year for all ensemble
members, indicating that the Churchill River Basin is a moisture sink year round. Both
precipitation and evaporation are highest in the summer for all ensemble members.

Figure 4.3  Base period water balance component breakdown.
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There are clear differences between ensemble members, the largest of which can be
found in atmospheric moisture convergence where RCM3-cgcm3, RCM3-gfdl and
MM5I-ccsm are substantially higher than the bulk of the ensemble, especially in the
summer and fall months.

While some similarities and differences between moisture balance components for a
given time period and ensemble member can be gleamed from the plots, a quantitative
summary of the water balance residuals, as found in Tables 4.3a and 4.3b, will give a
better idea of water balance closure.

Mean Annual Residuals
The mean terrestrial water balance residual ( εT ) was always much less than the
atmospheric ( εA ) for all models and time periods. The future period εA was typically
larger than the base period with the€exceptions of CRCM-cgcm3 and WRFG-cgcm3,

€ the direction of change in ε from base to future varied
€ with each model.
while
T
CRCM and HRM3 ensemble members typically had the lowest mean residuals for both
€
base and future periods, while WRFG was only slightly larger. RCM3 models
consistently had the highest εA and εT . The MM5I-ccsm ensemble member had a
relatively high atmospheric residual, but a relatively low terrestrial residual (future period

€ were€not published at the time of analysis).
data for MM5I-ccsm
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Table 4.3a – Base period atmospheric and terrestrial water balance residual values (m3/s) for all
available ensemble members

Terrestrial Residual (m3/s)

Atmospheric Residual (m3/s)

BASE PERIOD (1971-2000)
CRCM

CRCM

HRM3

HRM3

MM5I

RCM3

RCM3

WRFG

WRFG

ccsm

cgcm3

gfdl

hadcm3

ccsm

cgcm3

gfdl

ccsm

cgcm3

Dec

-109

-96

-100

21

1314

648

28

-240

638

542

Jan

1

-12

-30

60

1450

1119

839

194

701

714

Feb

-2

-50

81

97

1910

783

693

274

774

777

Mar

-35

-46

20

294

1313

419

-209

363

943

583

Apr

-103

-58

399

313

1432

976

1595

426

288

822

May

-98

-4

371

455

2025

1402

1987

121

21

1074

Jun

-127

-44

431

534

3157

1980

1006

36

38

1308

Jul

-320

-213

273

643

862

3949

4044

153

100

1925

Aug

-365

-194

23

225

1016

3327

2798

-171

-23

1498

Sep

-85

-107

-198

51

915

3417

2976

-5

-140

1544

Oct

44

-33

-155

18

1571

2431

2470

-593

133

1286

Nov

-164

-1

-147

41

737

1846

1167

104

443

787

MEAN

-114

-71

81

229

1475

1858

1616

55

326

968

RMSR

164

98

235

311

1606

2179

2025

276

476

1151

Dec

-139

-113

N/A

706

-53

-337

-108

-152

-35

292

Jan

134

37

N/A

-805

-14

-301

-112

58

-69

312

Feb

-69

50

N/A

68

99

-156

-59

-83

-207

112

Mar

-159

-6

N/A

-184

-512

-170

20

-139

1135

455

Apr

-664

-1029

N/A

396

1034

-711

-683

1049

-389

787

May

1812

1771

N/A

868

53

-681

-725

-386

50

1020

Jun

-1044

-460

N/A

-1172

-326

1341

1606

-35

-147

947

Jul

118

-282

N/A

383

139

-1606

-2287

-157

-19

1006

Aug

70

43

N/A

-172

85

-531

-685

290

-2

331

Sep

66

99

N/A

-15

179

-506

-540

-82

61

275

Oct

-72

51

N/A

43

125

-407

-591

-194

67

270

Nov

-30

-41

N/A

40

-97

-630

-711

183

309

361

MEAN

2

10

N/A

13

59

-391

-406

29

63

202

RMSR

640

614

N/A

551

358

747

933

352

367

603

125

RMSR

Tables 4.3b – Future period atmospheric and terrestrial water balance residual values (m3/s) for all
available ensemble members

Terrestrial Residual (m3/s)

Atmospheric Residual (m3/s)

FUTURE PERIOD (2041-2070)
CRCM

CRCM

HRM3

HRM3

MM5I

RCM3

RCM3

WRFG

WRFG

ccsm

cgcm3

gfdl

hadcm3

ccsm

cgcm3

gfdl

ccsm

cgcm3

Dec

-95

41

-117

N/A

N/A

1038

837

427

769

607

Jan

-61

-17

-26

N/A

N/A

530

684

536

782

486

Feb

-58

-60

38

N/A

N/A

681

672

541

907

540

Mar

-18

-15

201

N/A

N/A

676

706

625

740

526

Apr

-56

-45

296

N/A

N/A

1062

582

327

373

508

May

-204

-38

340

N/A

N/A

1734

1324

53

34

839

Jun

-181

-120

426

N/A

N/A

3934

2773

297

-183

1833

Jul

-527

-84

556

N/A

N/A

4387

4557

17

-118

2409

Aug

-421

-79

-69

N/A

N/A

3134

4105

-58

-176

1960

Sep

-166

-26

-118

N/A

N/A

4429

4159

-199

52

2299

Oct

-322

-92

-153

N/A

N/A

2790

3692

-150

-75

1756

Nov

-2

116

-195

N/A

N/A

2079

1544

381

266

998

MEAN

-176

-35

98

N/A

N/A

2206

2136

233

281

1171

RMSR

238

70

263

N/A

N/A

2625

2627

361

489

1429

Dec

-90

7

N/A

N/A

N/A

-364

-314

20

-31

200

Jan

151

-33

N/A

N/A

N/A

-239

-240

95

-121

164

Feb

-305

50

N/A

N/A

N/A

-320

-204

-206

-111

222

Mar

-356

-205

N/A

N/A

N/A

-217

-198

-67

854

406

Apr

286

-807

N/A

N/A

N/A

-1109

-754

890

-153

747

May

812

2031

N/A

N/A

N/A

557

-129

-233

156

930

Jun

-490

-995

N/A

N/A

N/A

-497

76

-183

-391

527

Jul

-116

53

N/A

N/A

N/A

-802

-1289

-91

650

677

Aug

-70

56

N/A

N/A

N/A

-389

-976

495

-390

501

Sep

35

-120

N/A

N/A

N/A

-552

-532

-307

48

341

Oct

-194

173

N/A

N/A

N/A

-457

-327

47

350

291

Nov

-45

-105

N/A

N/A

N/A

-604

-428

50

-238

321

MEAN

-32

9

N/A

N/A

N/A

-416

-443

43

52

250

RMSR

328

700

N/A

N/A

N/A

563

578

328

378

500
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RMSR

For both time periods, CRCM ensemble members had an overall negative mean εA ,
indicating that P-E was typically greater than the contributions of the atmospheric

€
moisture convergence and the precipitable water tendency. All other ensemble
members
had overall positive mean εA , though some months for WRFG models and HRM3-gfdl
showed negative residuals. Both RCM3 ensemble members had negative mean terrestrial

€
water balance residuals
for both time periods, meaning that P-E was typically greater than
the combined contributions of runoff and the terrestrial water storage terms. The other
models tended to be on the positive side (though close to zero), with the exception of
future period CRCM-ccsm.

Annual Cycle of Residuals
In the discussion of the annual cycle, the root mean square residual (RSMR) gives a
better idea than the mean of the magnitudes of εA and εT across the entire ensemble for
each month and for the magnitude of variations from zero for each ensemble member
throughout the year.

€

€

July had the highest atmospheric RMSR for both time periods, though September’s
RMSR was relatively close for the future period. Winter and early spring months had the
lowest RMSRs. May had the highest terrestrial RMSR for both time periods, but July was
a close second for the base period. February had the lowest RMSR for the base period,
while January had the lowest for the future. Periods with large εA correspond with those

€
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times of year when atmospheric moisture transport, precipitation and evaporation are
highest, while large εT corresponds with the transition period of the spring melt.
WRFG and MM5I ensemble members had the lowest overall terrestrial RMSR for both
€
time periods and CRCM-ccsm had an equally low RMSR for the future. RCM3-cgcm3
and RCM3-gfdl had the highest overall terrestrial RMSR for the base period while
CRCM-cgcm3 had the highest for the future period. RCM3 members had the highest
overall atmospheric RMSR for both time periods, while MM5I-ccsm was a distant
second for the base period. CRCM-ccsm and CRCM-cgcm3 had the lowest atmospheric
RMSR for both time periods.

Whether the terrestrial or atmospheric RMSR was larger depended on the time period in
question and on individual ensemble members.

The low mean annual εT and high terrestrial RMSR for the CRCM ensemble members
means that the month-to-month residuals nearly cancel out over the span of a year but

€
there are substantial
residuals when examining individual months, especially during the
spring melt. A similar, but less severe, situation occurs in the WRFG and MM5I
ensemble members.
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Relative Residuals
Table 4.4 presents the mean atmospheric and terrestrial water balance residuals relative to
simulated climatological P-E values. The magnitudes of atmospheric residuals range
from 2.0 up to 102.8%, while the terrestrial residuals range from 0.1 to 19.5%.

For the most part, there is consistency in the relative size of the residuals between the
base and future periods, indicating that the residuals are systemic (the primary exception
being WRFG’s atmospheric residuals). This is beneficial to climate change analyses as
one is still able to gain insight from the differences between base and future periods, even
if the residuals are larger than the climate change signal (which is the case for several
ensemble members). The climate change signal for P-E ranges from 5.8 to 20.1%, with a
mean increase of 8.6%. For a detailed look at the climate change signal of NARCCAP’s
models over the Churchill River Basin see Chapter 5.

Table 4.4 - Atmospheric and terrestrial residuals relative to climatological P-E for base and future

€
€
€
€
€

2041-2070

€

1971-2000

periods, as well as P-E climate change signal Δ(P − E)

P −3 E
(m /s)

εA (%)
εT (%)
P −3 E
(m /s)

εA (%)
εT (%)
Δ(P − E)
(%)

CRCM
ccsm

CRCM
cgcm3

HRM3
gfdl

HRM3
hadcm3

RCM3
cgcm3

RCM3
gfdl

WRFG
ccsm

WRFG
cgcm3

1687

MM5I
ccsm
€
1684

1592

1583

1663

2028

2091

1084

1147

-7.2

-4.5

4.9

13.6

87.6

91.6

77.3

5.1

28.4

0.1

0.6

N/A

0.8

3.5

-19.3

-19.4

2.7

5.5

1739

1761

1761

N/A

N/A

2145

2272

1242

1377

-10.1

-2.0

5.6

N/A

N/A

102.8

94.0

18.8

20.4

-1.8

0.5

N/A

N/A

N/A

-19.4

-19.5

3.5

3.8

9.2

11.2

5.9

N/A

N/A

5.8

8.7

14.6

20.1

€
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4.6. Discussion
Now that the atmospheric and terrestrial water balance residuals have been identified, this
section will shed some light on the sources of imbalance in the current study. As
discussed in the literature review of Section 4.3, there are many possibilities including
choice of sampling frequency, coordinate system, post-processing, model processes and
parameterizations, among others. The impact of each of these will vary and is quantified
when possible.

Sampling Frequency
Published precipitation, evaporation and runoff data are averages over a 3-hour timestep
(so one can easily find 3-hour totals) while specific humidity, wind components,
precipitable water content, snow-water-equivalent and soil moisture are instantaneous
values. The 3-hour sampling frequency of this study's RCMs was adequate to capture the
diurnal cycle for all averaged and instantaneous variables (Chen et al.l 1996, Roads et al.
1998), however there is some imbalance introduced when sampling instantaneous
variables. This is especially true for atmospheric moisture convergence which is the
result of multiplying one instantaneous variable (specific humidity) with two others
(meridional and zonal wind components). That being said, the sampling frequency was
the same for RCM3 as it was for other models and both RCM3 ensemble members
experienced relatively similar (and anomalously large) budget residuals for both base and
future periods (and NCEP driven runs, see Figure 4.4 and Table 4.5). One would expect
the non-linear impact of sampling to be considerably different across ensemble members,
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even if they employ the same RCM. As such, it is unlikely that sampling frequency
contributed substantially to water balance residuals, especially εT . In order to isolate the
impact of sampling frequency, cumulative atmospheric moisture convergence values for

€
each time step would be needed in addition to the instantaneous
values.
Coordinate Systems and Post-Processing
All ensemble members operate in their own native coordinate systems (see Table 4.1) but
the published NARCCAP data have all been interpolated to a common set of pressure
levels (by the respective modelling groups) for the sake of data consistency. Published
precipitable water values are calculated within each model’s native vertical coordinate
system. As such, by comparing the manual calculation of precipitable water (from
specific humidity at each pressure level) to published values (calculated in a model’s
native coordinates) one can quantify the residual introduced to a single variable by
converting to NARCCAP’s pressure levels and undertaking a vertical integration. The
range of these results, calculated using Equation 4.4, can be found in Table 4.5.

εrelative = (

W published − W calculated
W published

) ×100%

(4.4)

This effect would be compounded when investigating moisture convergence as one must
€
multiply specific humidity with wind at each level (meaning the values in Table 4.5 are
conservative estimates). The mean values are relatively consistent for respective RCM
regardless of the forcing GCM or the time period, implying that these residuals are
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systemic. By considering the range of relative residuals one gains an appreciation for the
potential contribution of conversion to pressure levels and vertical integration. Minimum
and maximum values refer to residuals from individual 3-hour timesteps, while the mean
spans the 30-year climatology. Some of the more extreme relative residuals were found
when a precipitable water value (be it published or calculated) was anomalously small.

Table 4.5 - Range of relative residuals ( εrelative ) resulting from conversion to pressure levels and the
subsequent vertical integration

2041-2070

1971-2000

CRCM CRCM
€
ccsm
cgcm3

HRM3
gfdl

Min

-6.7 %

-11.3 % -29.9 %

Mean

8.0 %

8.3 %

Max

28.0 %

28.5 %

Min

-7.4 %

-10.4 % -37.4 %

Mean

8.0 %

8.4 %

7.2 %

Max

38.2 %

28.6 %

24.2 %

HRM3 WRFG WRFG
hadcm3 ccsm
cgcm3
-27.2 %

N/A*

-15.5 %

7.3 %

5.1 %

0.5 %

0.9 %

23.2 %

30.1 %

82.4 %

14.3 %

-60.5 % -12.3 %
N/A

1.1 %

1.0 %

18.1 %

7.3 %

* This value was not available as some precipitable water values were published as zero (an unrealistic
value), resulting in an infinite residual.

Unfortunately, published precipitable water data were not available for RCM3 or MM5I
so manual vertical integration was used to derive the precipitable water tendency for the
water balance of Equation 4.1. Comparing tendencies calculated using published
precipitable water data with those derived from manual vertical integration of other
ensemble members showed this contributed on the order of 1% to precipitable water
tendency values and made no substantial contribution to the overall residuals. Caution
should be used when comparing the relative residuals found in the ensemble members of
Table 4.5 to RCM3 and MM5I; Their respective atmospheric residuals were significantly
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larger than other models and results indicated εrelative is strongly dependent on RCM
choice.

€
On a climatological basis, mean annual residuals have a smaller magnitude than monthto-month values. During analysis, the time frame over which soil moisture, snow water
equivalent and precipitable water tendencies were calculated was found to have an impact
on the magnitude of the month-to-month residuals, predominantly because of snow water
equivalent tendency during the spring melt. The storage tendency terms were calculated
with a ∂t of two months, as represented in seconds (on average, 5 256 000 seconds per
two months). If the tendency calculation was performed with a ∂t of one month (i.e. if

€ April’s value was the difference between April and March or the difference between May
€
and April) then the magnitude of the storage tendency terms would be different. The
impact of this evens out over the span of a year and did not substantially affect mean or
RMS residuals.

Residuals at the 3-hour time interval of published data were also calculated and found to
be almost identical to the mean annual residuals found above (< 1% difference) despite
varying widely from timestep to timestep. The annual cycles of 3-hour residuals followed
the same patterns as monthly residuals.

Modelling Processes and Parameterization Schemes
Labrador has a precipitation recycling ratio (i.e. the percentage of precipitation that
originates from local evaporation) of roughly 6 to 9%, where a high recycling ratio is
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considered to be greater than 20% (Trenberth 1998). Evidence of this can be found in
Figure 4.3 where both atmospheric moisture convergence and land-surface evaporation
play a significant role. The Churchill River Basin’s mid-range recycling ratio implies that
atmospheric water balances are influenced relatively equally by parameterizations and
dynamical processes. Large-scale moisture advection is the only water balance process
that is adequately resolved in most ensemble members. As such, parameterization is
required to represent the unresolved processes (e.g. turbulence, convection, evaporation,
condensation, radiative fluxes, etc.) with impacts on the water budgets that vary
depending on the respective schemes. Some parameterization schemes allow a certain
amount of water to be lost within specified accuracy limits (e.g. CRCM’s land-surface
scheme CLASS has an accuracy limit of 1x10-3 kg/m2 (0.001 mm) per time step
(Verseghy 2009)). More examples of variation have been found by others in evaporation
and soil moisture schemes (see literature review in Section 4.3). The fallibility of
parameterizations is further evidenced by unrealistic output values found in NARCCAP
data, such as negative runoff and zero precipitable water content.

For a comparison of the isolated effects of the RCMs where the driving model is
consistent across all models, Figure 4.4 presents the water balance component breakdown
for four of NARCCAP’s RCMs driven by NCEP Reanalysis II (Kanamitsu et al. 2002),
for the timeframe 1980-2003 (there was insufficient MM5I data and no HRM3 swe data
available for analysis). Table 4.6 explicitly lists the corresponding residuals. The
differences in residuals between models emphasizes the role that individual RCMs and
their respective coordinate systems, parameterizations and modelling processes play in
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atmospheric and terrestrial water balances. There are strong similarities between the
water balance components and residuals in Figure 4.4 and those in Figure 4.3 for each
RCM, confirming the dominant role of the RCM over the forcing model.

Figure 4.4  NCEP Reanalysis II driven RCM water balance component breakdown.
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Tables 4.6 - Atmospheric and terrestrial water balance residual values (m3/s) for all available NCEP
Reanalysis II driven models.

CRCM

HRM3

RCM3

WRFG

RMSR

Dec

-173

103

1390

314

720

Dec

CRCM

RCM3

WRFG

RMSR

-20

-85

36

54

Jan

-96

77

1927

59

966

Jan

Feb

20

215

1786

59

900

Feb

-70

63

-256

158

172

116

-229

178

Mar

112

365

1963

818

1080

Mar

-291

-647

958

688

Apr

147

739

1974

349

1071

May

172

646

2983

72

1529

Apr

-806

-1604

-344

1055

May

1853

628

35

1130

Jun

163

1318

4702

-314

2448

Jul

-38

658

7206

174

3619

Jun

-925

-1458

-218

1005

Jul

162

-563

29

339

Aug

-162

843

4516

-426

2308

Sep

-433

331

3454

-388

1759

Aug

94

-392

89

238

Sep

-151

-550

-108

335

Oct

-436

-74

2782

-46

1409

Oct

150

-573

25

342

Nov

-142

25

1276

-54

643

Nov

-128

-319

-82

204

MEAN

-72

437

RMSR

215

588

2997

51

1515

MEAN

3

-449

-6

259

3430

338

1752

RMSR

655

749

320

604

Terrestrial Residual

Atmospheric Residual

NCEP (1980-2003)

Geographical Considerations
The influence of regional variation and basin size are also worth exploring. Dimri (2012)
found that a similar version of RCM3-ncep had a much smaller water budget residual
over the western Himalayas, despite the complex terrain, than was found here over the
Churchill River Basin. Their study region was over 3.5 times larger and they investigated
a rectangular domain as they weren’t interested in a single basin. Music and Caya (2007)
studied a similar version of CRCM-ncep over the Mississippi River Basin (3.2 x 106 km2)
and found that their water balance residuals followed a similar annual cycle of those in
Figure 4.4 (with largest positive εA in late spring and largest negative εA in autumn),
though they had a consistently smaller magnitude. The largest monthly εA was roughly

€ version of CRCM had
0.2 mm/day compared €
to 0.4 mm/day found here. (A previous
€
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larger mean annual and monthly imbalances. This was mitigated in the current version
due to an adjustment applied to specific humidity values at each grid point.)

Another geographical consideration is that the Churchill River Basin is near the eastern
lateral boundary of the NARCCAP domain. As the basin lies in a predominantly westerly
atmospheric flow it is near the outflow region of each of the RCMs. This relative
proximity to the lateral boundary may be introducing residual, particularly in the
atmospheric water balance. It has been found that the outflow region in limited area
models such as RCMS can exhibit physically inconsistent behaviour due to the
requirement for the RCM data to align with that of the forcing GCM (Lucarini et al.,
2007; Marbaix et al., 2003). This alignment occurs in the buffer zone where moisture
imbalances are common and may result in numerical errors bouncing back into the RCM
domain (Liang et al., 2001).

Various

While condensed moisture (e.g. as water or ice in clouds) is not included in the specific
humidity or precipitable water variables used in this analysis, the contribution it makes is
typically small (on the order of 1%). Atmospheric moisture convergence would also not
account for the conversion of water vapour to cloud water or ice within the domain which
is subsequently advected outside the domain. It is unlikely this accounts for a substantial
portion of the atmospheric residual. Similar to precipitable water, sources of terrestrial
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water storage other than soil moisture and snow pack (e.g. canopy interception) are also
not accounted for in the water balance.

The only RCM in the current ensemble that used spectral nudging (pushing large-scale
variable values for the entire domain closer to those found in the driving GCM) was
CRCM and, as shown in Table 4.3, both CRCM ensemble members had relatively low
residuals. One should not assume that spectral nudging implies a smaller residual as the
onus of water balance closure is then shifted to the driving GCM, which is not guaranteed
to be more physically consistent than the RCM. That being said, GCMs do not need to
accommodate prescribed lateral boundaries and their respective buffer zones, which was
discussed earlier as a potential contributor to RCM water balance residuals. More insight
will be gained once simulation results are published for ECP2 (another NARCCAP
RCM), which also uses spectral nudging.

In general from Figures 4.3 and 4.4 one can see simulated precipitation and evaporation
are relatively consistent across ensemble members and are not substantially affected by
the water closure issues, while the atmospheric moisture convergence varies greatly. This
implies the potentially large biases in the atmospheric moisture convergence are not
strongly communicated to surface hydrology by means of precipitation or evaporation.
This physical inconsistency raises concerns about some models’ suitability for
hydrological analysis.
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4.7. Summary and Conclusions
Mean annual atmospheric and terrestrial water balance residuals were quantified as were
their mean annual cycles. The atmospheric water balance residuals were consistently
higher than the terrestrial residuals, regardless of time period or ensemble member. Some
of this difference can be attributed to the residual resulting from the interpolation of
atmospheric data to pressure levels and its subsequent integration, found in Table 4.5.

With regard to the annual cycle, the winter and early spring months had the lowest
overall RMSRs. The highest atmospheric RMSR was in mid to late summer, while the
highest terrestrial RMSR was during the spring melt. There was no pattern across time
periods or ensemble members as to whether the terrestrial or atmospheric RMSR was the
highest.

Water balance residuals were found to be much more consistent between common RCMs
than common GCMs. This implies that residuals are largely a function of RCM and not
the driving GCM. Similarly, water balance residuals have been found to be
predominantly systemic, implying that anomalies (including inter-annual variation and
the climate signal) are better represented than individual field values.

While it wasn’t feasible to isolate all root causes of the atmospheric and terrestrial water
cycle imbalances this study was able to explore or quantify some causes and eliminate
others. At this point, it would be premature to rank the models for physical consistency,
as the investigation needs to expand to include additional regions of varying
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climatologies and sizes. This can be accomplished by expanding the boundaries of the
Churchill River Basin to cover an area greater than 2 x 105 km2 and comparing the results
to those found here and to an equally sized region (elsewhere in North America)
modelled by NARCCAP. Additional sources of uncertainty that merit further
investigation include the impacts of vertical coordinate system choice (plus vertical
coordinate discrepancies between RCM and GCM), parameterization scheme choices,
and spectral nudging. Detailed investigation of individual parameterization schemes and
dynamic processes is beyond the scope of this paper and would be most effectively
investigated by individual modelling teams.

A further check on the suitability of the models’ for hydrological studies would come in
the form of an energy balance analysis. As water and energy are strongly linked in the
climate and in climate models it would be useful to examine whether similar imbalances
exist in terrestrial and atmospheric energy balances, providing insight into the root causes
of the residuals. If there is a substantial energy imbalance, one can infer the models are
flawed and potentially unsuitable for use in climate change impact studies.

One recommendation that should be incorporated into future ensemble studies is to
publish accumulated moisture convergence fields calculated using an RCM’s native
vertical coordinate system. This would provide a consistent variable across all ensemble
members without the additional residual introduced by converting to, and performing
calculations in, a pressure level coordinate system. (Not to mention drastically reduce the
amount of data to download and store!)
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While NARCCAP’s ensemble is imperfect (as are all simulations), it is still able to
provide much useful information, particularly about the impacts of climate change. Water
balance errors were found to be largely systemic, meaning that anomalies and changes
over time (e.g. under climate change) are more reliable than individual field values
(Berbery and Rasmusson 1999, Trenberth 1991). Even if atmospheric and terrestrial
water balance residuals exist, models still provide useful information about a basin's
moisture flux (Liu and Stewart, 2003). Additionally, long term average moisture
convergence and P-E should equal long term average runoff, providing insight for
practical applications such as water resource management, as investigated in Chapter 5.
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5. Uncertainty in Runoff Projections Under Climate
Change: Case study of Labrador’s Churchill River
Basin
5.1. Abstract
An ensemble of seven climate models from the North American Regional Climate
Change Assessment Program was used to examine uncertainty in simulated runoff
changes from a base period (1971-2000) to a future period (2041-2070), for the Churchill
River Basin in Labrador, Canada. Three approximations for mean climatological runoff
from each ensemble member were included in the analysis: (i) atmospheric moisture
convergence, (ii) the balance between precipitation and evaporation, and (iii)
instantaneous runoff output from respective land-surface schemes. Using data imputation
(i.e. reconstruction) and variance decomposition it was found that choice of regional
climate model (RCM) had the greatest contribution to uncertainty in the climate change
signal while the boundary forcing of a general circulation model (GCM) played a smaller,
though non-negligible role. It was also found that choice of runoff approximation had a
substantial contribution to uncertainty, falling between that of RCM and GCM choice.
Mean and median increases in climatological runoff for the basin were found to be 11.2%
and 8.9% respectively.
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5.2. Preface
This chapter has been submitted for publication in Atmosphere-Ocean (in conjunction
with Chapter 4) and is currently under review.
Chapter 3 presented a climate change analysis of a sub-basin of the Churchill River, and
this chapter expands the climate change analysis to the entire basin using a different
approach. The results presented and discussed in this chapter are supported by the
analysis of Chapter 4 as they are based largely on the differences in both the atmospheric
and terrestrial water balance components. Much of the information from the preface of
the previous chapter (Section 4.2) also applies to this chapter.
Note that if one performs the calculations of mean annual residuals of the previous
chapter and this chapter, the results are not identical. There are two reasons for this. First
of all, the averages of Chapter 4 were calculated based on mean monthly values (and not
all months have the same number of days), whereas here they were calculated using 3hourly data. Secondly, Chapter 4 incorporates rates of change of the storage terms ( ∂t ),
which would were not included in the analysis here.

€
During the data analysis, the impact of climate change on the atmospheric moisture
advection vectors into and out of the Churchill River Basin was also plotted. While these
plots are interesting and may provide inspiration for future work, they do not fall within
the scope of this chapter or the thesis in general. As such, a sample of these plots for
several of the ensemble members can be found in Appendix D.
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5.3. Introduction
Climate change is already having a noticeable impact on earth’s hydrological cycle
(Trenberth et al. 2003; Dery et al. 2009). As the changing climate’s influence becomes
more apparent, the need to investigate its potential future impacts increases. However,
impact assessments are complicated by the uncertainty present in all climate simulations.
Uncertainty results from having limited knowledge of how society will develop, how the
climate system will react to that development and how to accurately represent the
evolution of the climate via computer models. This leads to the inability to predict the
impacts of climate change and necessitates the representation of a range of possible
outcomes (vis-à-vis uncertainty), for which informed adaptation decisions can be made
(Foley 2010).

Primary sources of uncertainty in climate change studies include greenhouse gas
emissions scenarios, climate model selection, downscaling method and sampling
uncertainty (Déqué et al. 2007; Maurer 2007; Thorne 2011; Shrestha et al. 2011). For
hydrological impact studies, the selection and implementation of a land-surface
hydrology model and the ability of a climate model to adequately simulate the water
cycle, with its complex and multi-scale processes, is also of interest (Music and Caya
2007). Multiple studies (e.g. Mitchell and Hulme 1999; Wilby and Harris 2006)
examined several of these sources of uncertainty individually and described the “cascade
of uncertainty” and how it propagates through from emissions scenario down to sampling
uncertainty.
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It is unknown how society will develop in the coming decades and therefore impossible
to ascertain total atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations for the future. There are
several greenhouse gas emissions scenarios that provide a range of plausible future
pathways for carbon dioxide, methane and other greenhouse gas concentrations (IPCC
2000). In order for a climate study to capture this uncertainty multiple emissions
scenarios would need to be employed.

Uncertainty in climate modelling is introduced by an incomplete understanding of the
climate system and all of its processes, as well as an inability to fully and accurately
represent the processes that are understood. No single model is best at simulating all
aspects of the climate system (Christensen and Christensen, 2007; Maraun et al., 2010),
meaning a variety of climate models that use different algorithms and parameterization
schemes (i.e. a multi-model ensemble) should be used to address this type of uncertainty
(Murphy et al. 2004; Kotlarski et al., 2005).

Downscaling of a general circulation model (GCM) can be divided into two approaches:
(i) dynamic downscaling where a regional climate model (RCM) of relatively high
resolution is driven at its geographic boundaries over a specific region by a global GCM,
and; (ii) statistical downscaling where a statistical relationship is established between
large scale atmospheric variables and specific local situations (Fowler et al. 2007a). This
study focuses on dynamic downscaling, where the choice of RCM introduces an
additional level of uncertainty due to differing modelling structures, processes and
parameterization schemes. Statistical downscaling methods, which also have been found
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to introduce additional uncertainty, though less than that of GCM choice (Chen et al.
2013; Vano et al. 2014), are not discussed further here.

Parameterization schemes are methods of approximating physical processes that occur on
too small a scale to be resolved by the climate model. Some examples of processes that
require parameterization schemes include large-scale condensation, convection, soil
processes, snow-albedo feedback, and evaporation, among others. All parameterizations
contribute to bias in RCM output (Hagemann et al. 2004; Fowler et al. 2007), meaning
that variables other than precipitation, which is often the primary focus of hydrological
studies, also contribute to runoff bias (Gagnon et al. 2009). This creates the need to
analyze multiple components of the simulated hydrological system to best capture
uncertainty when investigating the impacts of climate change on the hydrology of a basin.

The primary constraint on quantifying the impacts of climate change on water resources
and the hydrological system is often touted as GCM projection uncertainty (Minville et
al. 2008; Wilby and Harris 2006; Xu et al. 2011; Bennett et al. 2012). Differences
between individual GCMs have been found to result in a larger impact on simulated
hydrological change than differing emissions scenarios (Graham et al. 2007a), though
emissions scenarios still play a role (Jasper et al. 2004). Thorne (2011) found that even
with a prescribed +2ºC global mean temperature change, a selection of GCMs gave
different outcomes for the Liard River Basin in Northern Canada due to the differences in
algorithms, parameterizations and feedback mechanisms. As such, it is recommended that
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multiple GCMs should be selected for use in impact studies (Ghosh and Mujundar 2009;
Kingston et al. 2011; Thorne 2011).

Regional climate model (RCM) formulation has been found to have a comparable, or
sometimes dominant, influence on the uncertainty of simulated variables (Roberts et al.
2012; Rowell 2006; Déqué et al. 2007) and relative contributions to uncertainty vary
according to spatial domain, region, season and variable (Déqué al 2005; Fowler et al.
2007). GCMs and RCMs contribute more uncertainty to simulated runoff than
hydrological models, though the influence of hydrological model selection becomes
stronger during low-flow periods and in arid watersheds (Najafi et al. 2011; Maurer et al.
2010; Velázquez et al. 2013). This increased influence occurs because smaller differences
in variable and parameterization values end up having a larger relative impact on the
overall water balance equations when the total amount of water is less. As such, it is
important to include multiple climate models in a climate change impact study to best
capture the range of uncertainty (Hingray 2007a; Fowler et al. 2007). Sampling
uncertainty, which exists because climate statistics are estimated from a finite sample that
doesn’t cover the entire range of natural variability, is typically marginal (Déqué et al.
2007).

There are many components of the hydrological system represented by climate models
including the advection of moist air in the atmosphere, precipitation and evaporation as
well as runoff. The purpose of this paper is two-fold: (i) To investigate the importance of
the role of atmospheric and terrestrial water balance components on uncertainty in the
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climate change signal; and (ii) to investigate the projected effects of climate change on
the mean runoff of Labrador's Churchill River Basin.

5.4. Background
Churchill River Basin
The Churchill River is located in Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada and has an area of
approximately 92 500 km2. The basin is sparsely populated but contains the sites for
existing and future large-scale hydroelectric power production facilities. Figure 5.1 shows
the location of the Churchill River Basin outlined in the thick black line. The resolution
of Figure 5.1 is the common 0.25 degree grid to which all RCM output was regridded for
this study.

The basin is typically snow covered for more than half the year, as snowfall is the most
common precipitation type from October to May. Mean annual precipitation ranges from
850 to 950 mm, with a relatively even split between rain and snow. The mean annual
temperature ranges from -5 to 0 oC, with record winter extremes reaching below -40 oC
and record summer extremes surpassing 30 oC.

Due to the large amount of snow accumulation in the winter, the spring melt is a
predominant feature in the annual hydrograph of the Churchill River. However the spring
melt signal is subdued by the existence of the Churchill Falls hydroelectric facility and its
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associated reservoirs and control structures. Roughly three-quarters of the runoff of the
Churchill River originates upstream of Churchill Falls.

Figure 5.1  Topography, location and representation of Churchill River Basin (thick black line
– coastline is represented by thin black lines). Elevation scale in metres.

It has been shown that even small changes in the distribution of precipitation can
significantly alter mean annual runoff (Muzik 2001). Additionally, modest perturbations
in natural inflow tend to have amplified impacts on reservoir storage levels (Christensen
et al. 2004; Minville et al. 2008). As such, the impact of climate change on the basin's
runoff is of great interest.
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Climate Models
Frigon et al. (2010) and Eum et al. (2012), among others, recommend using the North
American Regional Climate Change Assessment Program (NARCCAP) for climate
change and uncertainty analysis. NARCCAP is an international collaboration designed to
investigate the uncertainties in future climate projections at a regional level, using a
design of experiments (DOE) approach (Mearns et al. 2007; Mearns et al. 2009). It
employs a selection of RCMs nested within multiple GCMs. The GCMs provide the
initial conditions for the RCMs, as well as boundary conditions including large-scale
atmospheric fields, sea surface temperatures and sea ice. This boundary control from the
GCMs constrains the RCM simulation to be consistent with the global simulation, while
the higher resolution of the RCMs allows for better representation of regional phenomena
(Christensen et al. 2007). The land-surface of the GCM does not directly force that of the
RCM. Each RCM has its own land-surface scheme that interacts with the lower levels of
the RCM atmospheric simulation and evolves without direct input from the GCM landsurface. Each GCM is driven by the SRES A2 scenario, which falls on the higher end of
the IPCC emissions scenario spectrum (IPCC 2000). NARCCAP’s ensemble approach
allows the representation of uncertainties introduced by GCM choice, RCM choice and
their respective structural formulations (Maraun et al. 2010). The timeframes covered are
from 1968 to 2000 for the base reference period and from 2038 to 2070 for the future
period, including three years of model spin up data at the beginning of each run, which
are not included in this analysis.
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Due to budget constraints not all of NARCCAP’s possible RCM-GCM combinations are
being run. Each GCM will be coupled with half the RCMs and vice-versa, resulting in a
representative sample of twelve simulations. While the various ensemble members each
have a 50 km horizontal resolution they employ a variety of map projections, vertical
coordinate systems, dynamics and physics schemes, land surface schemes, vegetation
classes, and timesteps among other varying parameters and characteristics. Output from
the various ensemble members is released incrementally in conjunction with the
completion of postprocessing and only those combinations published at the time of
analysis are included in this work, as highlighted by Table 5.1. The four RCMs and three
GCMs used in this work are briefly discussed below to give an idea of the modelling
processes and parameterization schemes represented.

RCM details (more information available at www.narccap.ucar.edu/data/rcmcharacteristics.html):

•

CRCM (Caya and Laprise 1999) uses the CLASS land-surface scheme, has 29
vertical levels in the Gal-Chen scaled height coordinate system, uses
nonhydrostatic-compressible dynamics and is the only RCM used here to apply
spectral nudging. It employs mass flux cumulus parameterization and removal of
supersaturation for explicit moist physics.

•

HRM3 (Jones et al. 2003) uses the MOSES land-surface scheme, has 19 vertical
levels in a hybrid terrain following and pressure coordinate system and uses
hydrostatic-compressible dynamics. It employs mass flux (including downdraft)
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cumulus parameterization and prognostic cloud liquid and ice for explicit moist
physics.
•

RCM3 (Giorgi et al. 1993a,b; Paj et al. 2000, 2007) uses the BATS land-surface
scheme, has 18 vertical levels in a terrain following coordinate system and uses
hydrostatic-compressible dynamics. It employs Grell with Fritsch-Chapell closure
cumulus parameterization and SUBEX with prognostic cloud water for explicit
moist physics.

•

WRFG (Skamarock et al. 2005) uses the NOAH land-surface scheme, has 35
vertical levels in a terrain following coordinate system and uses nonhydrostaticcompressible dynamics. It employs Grell cumulus parameterization and
prognostic cloud liquid, ice, rain and snow for explicit moist physics.

GCM details (more information available at www.narccap.ucar.edu/about/aogcms.html):

•

ccsm (Collins 2006) has a horizontal resolution of 1.4x1.4 degrees and an
equilibrium climate sensitivity (the mean annual temperature increase resulting
from a doubling of pre-industrial CO2 levels (Randel 2007)) of 3.4oC.

•

cgcm3 (Flato 2005, Scinocca and McFarlane 2004) has a horizontal resolution of
1.9x1.9 degrees and an equilibrium climate sensitivity of 2.7oC.

•

gfdl (GFDL 2004) has a horizontal resolution of 2.0x2.5 degrees and an
equilibrium climate sensitivity of 3.4oC.
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5.5. Methodology
This study uses a three-pronged approach that incorporates a broad range of simulated
hydrological data from an ensemble of RCM-GCMs. This includes the analysis of (i)
atmospheric moisture convergence, (ii) the balance between precipitation and
evaporation, and (iii) instantaneous runoff, herein referred to as the upstream, midstream
and downstream approaches respectively (note: these are analysis approaches and not
part of a physical river). The upstream approach examines upper air climatic variables
(wind and specific humidity levels) that are primarily driven by model dynamics and
minimally influenced by parameterization (Serreze et al. 2003). The midstream approach
uses precipitation and evaporation, which occur at the land-surface and are strongly
influenced by various parameterization schemes. The downstream approach analyzes the
RCM’s simulated runoff, which is the end result of the land-surface scheme and a
multitude of parameterizations.

Each of the analysis streams can be used as an approximation of mean annual runoff
(discussed below) effectively providing three climatological runoff approximations per
model. By incorporating hydrological components in these various stages of simulation
(i.e. a fullstream approach), one is able to capture a range of intra-modelling uncertainty
and provide a more inclusive projection for the amount of runoff in the Churchill River
Basin. Note that the uncertainty of the amplitude of future greenhouse gas concentrations
is not included in this study as NARCCAP models are driven by a single greenhouse gas
scenario.
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Water Balance Equations
The fullstream approach used here is based on the atmospheric and terrestrial water
balances, Equations 5.1 and 5.2 respectively, which can be found in Rasmusson (1968)
and Peixoto and Oort (1992).

−

€


∂W
− ∇ HQ = P − E
∂t

P− E = R+

∂S
∂t

(5.1)

(5.2)


Here, W is the€precipitable water content of the atmosphere, −∇ H Q is the vertically
integrated horizontal atmospheric moisture convergence, P is precipitation, E is

€ storage (including soil moisture and
evaporation, R is runoff, and S is land-surface water
snowpack).

The terrestrial water storage component in Equation 5.2 tends to zero over long periods
of time (as ∂t gets very large), implying that mean climatological runoff can be
represented by P – E. Subsequently, mean climatological runoff can also be represented
by€the atmospheric moisture convergence from Equation 5.1, as the precipitable water
tendency is also negligible over long periods. As such, RCMs are able to provide three
representations of mean climatological runoff for analysis, corresponding to respective


components of the fullstream approach: (i) −∇ H Q , (ii) P − E , and (iii) R.

€

€
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More details on the calculation of the components of Equations 5.1 and 5.2 can be found
in Chapter 4.

Variance Decomposition
There are several interpretations of what uncertainty means in climate simulations. For
the purposes of this work, uncertainty is treated as the variability in ensemble results of
the climate change signal. The approach used in this work follows Déqué et al. (2007),
Ferro (2004), and von Storch and Zwiers (1999) and can be used to isolate and compare
magnitudes of each source of uncertainty. Variance decomposition is used to take full
advantage of DOE for individual statistics while data imputation (the process of replacing
missing data with substituted values) reduces the bias in the overall estimation of
uncertainty due to overrepresentation by a given GCM or RCM.

The average climate response of the change in the modeled representation of runoff over
the entire Churchill River Basin can be denoted by Xijk; where i varies from 1 to 4
according to RCM (R), j varies from 1 to 3 according to GCM (G) and k varies from 1 to
3 according to analysis stream (S). The variance of X can be split into orthogonal positive
contributions, as in Equation 5.3, where a dot (•) represents the mean of the index it has
replaced.
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(5.3)

V (X) = R + G + S + RG + RS + GS + RGS

4

Where:€

R=

1
∑ (X i•• − X••• )2
4 i=1

1 4 3
∑ ∑ (X ij• − X i•• − X• j• + X••• )2
12 i=1 j=1

€

RG =

€

1 4 3 3
RGS = ∑ ∑ ∑ (X ijk − X ij• − X i•k − X • jk + X i•• + X • j• + X ••k − X ••• ) 2
36 i=1 j=1 k=1

To obtain the total amount of variance contributed by RCMs, for example, one needs to
€
sum up the components of variance in X above which contain R: V(R) = R + RG + RS +
RGS. This way one is able to determine the magnitude of varying RCMs, GCMs and
analysis streams with respect to climate response uncertainty.

Data Imputation
To analyze the complete matrix of RCM, GCM and analysis stream combinations in an
unbiased manner, data imputation is required. This is performed by minimizing the
influence of interaction terms from Equation 5.3 (e.g. RG, RGS, etc), as per Déqué et al.
(2007).

The first step in the iterative process is to calculate the full average ( X ••• ) and the double
averages ( X i•• , X • j• and X ••k ) with available data, as they are defined above. This is

€
€

€

€
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relatively straight forward as there are several values for each RCM, GCM and analysis
stream meaning a simple average of available values is taken.

Next, one must calculate the simple averages ( X ij• , X i•k and X • jk ). Some of these
averages cannot be calculated directly due to the missing data (e.g. for X ij• , where i =

€ €
€
CRCM and j = gfdl, there is no data available for any of the three analysis streams), so
€
the principle of minimizing interaction terms is used. For example,
to minimize the RG
interaction term from Equation 5.3 one can set X ij• = X i•• + X • j• − X ••• when X ij• is
missing.

€

€

One can minimize the RGS interaction term from Equation 5.3 as there are first estimates
available for all variables except certain X ijk . Those X ijk that are missing are calculated
by setting X ijk = X ij• + X i•k + X • jk − X i•• − X • j• − X ••k + X ••• , similar to above.

€

€

Now that there are initial estimates for all X ijk one can repeat the above process of
€
calculating full, double and simple averages and minimizing two-term and three-term
interaction terms. This iteration €
continues until the increment of missing X ijk is less than
0.01%.

€
Results, including imputation results, can be found in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.2.
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5.6. Results
Base Period Simulation
Results from the base period simulation of the ensemble members can be found in Table
5.1. The simulated runoff values bookend the Churchill River's observed mean
streamflow of roughly 1825 m3/s (1.7 mm/day) (Water Survey of Canada, 2010) for the
time period in question, though no analysis preference is given to ensemble members that
most accurately represent reality. Analysis of why each of the three streams have
different projections is discussed in Chapter 4.
Table 5.1 - Base period climatological runoff [m3/s] for each ensemble member and analysis stream

RCM

Stream
up

CRCM mid
down

GCM
ccsm

cgcm3

1482

1510

1593

1586

1610

1606

up

1748

HRM3 mid

1665

down

1697

up
RCM3 mid
down
up
WRFG mid
down

gfdl

3899

3732

2030

2092

1631

1688

1114

1474

1084

1152

1119

1218
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Imputation
Ensemble members that have higher than average approximations for simulated runoff in
the base period also have higher than average projected runoff changes, likewise for
members with lower than average values (Table 5.2). This implies that this “overestimation” (or “under-estimation”) is systemic and also manifests itself in the climate
change signal, warranting the study of changes relative to the base period simulation (%).
Absolute changes (m3/s) are also examined to illustrate the climate signal in raw data
output and highlight the results from individual RCM-gcm-stream ensemble members.

To determine whether the imputation procedure produced reasonable results a check was
completed using the RCM3-cgcm3 ensemble member. Each of the three analysis streams
was removed, one at a time, from the data set and then reconstructed using the remaining
data (i.e. RCM3-cgcm3-upstream was removed then reconstructed using the imputation
method in Section 5.5. Likewise for RCM3-cgcm3-midstream and RCM3-cgcm3downstream). Root mean square differences (RMSDs) between actual and reconstructed
values were calculated and compared to RMSDs from other RCM3 and cgcm3 ensemble
members as well as the two remaining streams. As shown in Table 5.3 the RMSD from
the actual values is lowest for the reconstructed RCM3-cgcm3 values, indicating that the
imputation method is satisfactory.
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Table 5.2 - Projected runoff changes, including results of imputation (in grey).

Absolute Change (m3/s)
RCM

Stream

Relative Change

GCM
ccsm cgcm3 gfdl

up

RCM

Stream

ccsm cgcm3

gfdl

83

219

271

146

178

147 CRCM mid

9.2% 11.2% 8.0%

down

110

179

113

down

6.8% 11.1% 6.3%

up

18

5

121

up

12.2% 4.5%

6.9%

95

152

97

6.0%

7.3%

5.8%

down

131

196

121

down

7.9%

9.0%

7.2%

up

533

456

695

up

21.8% 11.7% 18.6%

121

114

182 RCM3 mid

6.7%

5.6%

8.7%

down

99

100

149

down

7.4%

6.1%

8.8%

up

357

180

388

up

32.1% 12.2% 19.3%

159

227

178 WRFG mid

14.7% 19.7% 15.0%

174

218

165

15.5% 17.9% 14.0%

CRCM mid

HRM3 mid

RCM3 mid

WRFG mid
down

up

GCM

HRM3 mid

down

5.6% 14.5% 7.2%

Table 5.3 - Differences between reconstructed RCM3-cgcm3 data and comparable categories

Actual RCM3
Value
-gfdl

CRCM WRFG
Up
Mid
Down
-cgcm3 -cgcm3 stream stream stream

Upstream

42.95

196.60

279.09

318.55

-

384.16

398.39

Midstream

17.97

50.41

45.54

95.18

323.94

-

18.56

Downstream

4.33

53.24

83.46

122.76

360.46

18.56

-

RMSD

46.65

209.83

294.84

354.4

484.63

384.6

399.68

Upstream

0.3%

7.2%

3.1%

0.8%

-

5.8%

5.3%

Midstream

2.8%

0.3%

2.8%

11.3%

3.3%

-

2.3%

Downstream

1.2%

1.5%

3.8%

10.6%

4.4%

1.7%

-

Relative
Changes*

Absolute
Changes
(m3/s)

Category

RMSD
3.1%
7.4%
5.6% 15.5% 5.5% 6.0%
5.8%
*Percentages under Relative Change refer to relative changes in Stream values and not
differences between reconstructed values.
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PDFs are useful in risk analysis and economic decision making. They recognize that
climate projections are not perfect and provide a spectrum of potential outcomes. To fully
take advantage of climate projections in PDF form one must compare the costs and risks
of an erroneously high runoff projection to those of a low runoff projection. For example,
if one were investigating potential climate change impacts for the site of a future dam and
hydroelectric development then a runoff projection that is too low may increase the risk
of wasting water over a spillway. An erroneously high runoff projection on the other
hand may lead to an increase in construction costs (as it would require a higher capacity)
without the benefit of increased power generation. The costs and risks of each scenario
must be balanced to determine the ‘best’ projection to use for project design, which is not
necessarily the annual mean or median.

Figure 5.2  PDFs of absolute (left) and relative changes in runoff (right), including imputed
data

The simulations indicate that climatological basin runoff is expected to increase. The
ensemble median increase is roughly 155 m3/s (0.14 mm/day) , or 9%, while the mean
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increase is roughly 190 m3/s (0.18 mm/day), or 11%. There are some outliers on the far
right side of the PDF that suggest that runoff increases may be as high as 700 m3/s (0.65
mm/day), or 35%, but the increase most likely lies between 25 and 250 m3/s (0.02 and
0.23 mm/day), or 1 and 25%.

Variance Decomposition
Variance decomposition was performed on the full set of data, including imputed values,
the results of which are available in Table 5.4. There also exists a subset of the data
consisting of two RCMs (CRCM and WRFG), two GCMs (ccsm and cgcm3) and all
three streams that contains no holes in the data matrix, negating the need for imputation.
Variance decomposition was performed on this subset (also available in Table 5.4) as
further confirmation of the validity of the data reconstruction method as well as a quick
sensitivity test of the impact of changing the number of RCM-GCM ensemble members.

Table 5.4 - Variance Decomposition Results, in Percentages of Variance Explained

Data
Full Data Set
Data Subset

Change

R G S RG RS GS RGS

Total
R

Total
G

Total
S

Absolute 22 2 20

3

44

7

3

71

15

73

Relative 47 1 11

9

11

9

11

79

31

42

Absolute 20 4 5

11 10 10

40

81

65

65

Relative 28 0 3

8

36

85

55

64

14 12

Total variances do not add up to 100% due to the interaction terms. The term RG, for
example, which is the interaction between RCM choice and GCM choice contributes to
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both the total variance explained by RCM choice and the total variance explained by
GCM choice.

5.7. Discussion
The climate change impacts found here for the Churchill River Basin corroborate those
found in other studies. The IPCC used a multi-model ensemble (Bates et al. 2008) based
on the SRES A1B emissions scenario (IPCC 2000). The results from this courseresolution study indicate that Labrador can expect between a 10 and 20% increase in
mean runoff between 1980-1999 and 2080-2099. Frigon et al. (2010) use a five-member
ensemble of various CRCM-cgcm3 configurations to show that the Churchill River,
upstream of the existing Churchill Falls hydroelectric facility, can expect a change in
runoff to be 21±6% (where 6% was the maximum deviation from the median ensemble
value) from the recent past (1961-1990) to the future (2041-2070). Frigon et al. (2010)
also showed that the ensemble spread of basin runoff related to natural variability is
typically around ±10%. Roberts et al. (2012) used bias corrected precipitation and
temperature from an ensemble of six NARCCAP models to drive a hydrological model in
a sub-basin of the Churchill River. Their results indicate a roughly 9% increase in mean
streamflow.

It is apparent from the variance decomposition of the full set of data that RCM (R) choice
plays a major role in contributing to uncertainty whether investigating absolute or relative
changes (71% and 79% respectively). Analysis stream choice also has a strong influence
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on variability in the climate change signal, with a contribution comparable to RCM
choice for absolute changes (73%) and roughly half the RCM contribution for relative
changes. GCM choice plays the smallest, though non-negligible, role in contributing to
uncertainty.

The results from the data subset corroborate the above results, where RCM choice plays
the dominant role in contributing to uncertainty. GCM choice plays a more influential
role in the subset analysis while stream choice contributes comparably to uncertainty.
This implies that neither the data imputation nor the modification of the ensemble size
had a drastic impact on the relative contributions to uncertainty, providing additional
confidence in the results.

It is important to note that there are several potentially influential sources of uncertainty
that were not included in this study, including greenhouse gas emissions scenario,
downscaling method and hydrological model selection. This means it is not a
comprehensive overview of climate change projection uncertainty and should be
interpreted with caution (Mitchell and Hulme 1999; Chen et al. 2011; Poulin et al. 2011,
Bennett et al. 2012).

There are many potential influencers for each contribution to uncertainty. Uncertainty
from GCM choice can be attributed to model structure, formulations and climate
sensitivity. These factors would influence broad temperature features that, in turn, play a
role in evaporation and precipitation. At a basin scale the RCM would play the dominant
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role in determining exact values and patterns. In addition to the driving GCM data,
differences in RCM vertical coordinate and resolution choice may contribute to
variability in upstream runoff projections. Parameterization schemes for precipitation and
evaporation contribute to differences in midstream runoff projections, though the
parameterization inputs vary between ensemble members and also play a large role. Each
RCM has a different land-surface scheme, which contributes to variability in downstream
runoff projections. Again, inputs into these schemes vary between members.

While the imputation method used minimizes the contributions of interaction terms, the
results of Table 5.4 indicate that interaction is non-negligible when investigating relative
contributions to uncertainty. The interaction effect RS contributes an unusually high
amount to variance in absolute change of the full data set. This is because the upstream
(atmospheric moisture convergence) output of RCM3 was approximately double that of
other RCM3 streams and upstream values of other ensemble members. Correspondingly,
the absolute difference between base and future period simulations was also noticeably
higher. This effect is expectedly less noticeable while analyzing relative changes,
implying that the uncertainty contributions for relative (as opposed to absolute) changes
provide a more useful interpretation of the results. The three-factor interaction effect of
RGS is fairly prominent in the data subset but is less so once the full data set is examined.
This effect is likely caused by the imputation method which assumes that higher-order
interaction terms are minimal. A larger matrix of data would be beneficial in further
understanding the interaction effects.
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5.8. Summary and Conclusions
The work presented here provides a useful method of measuring the impacts of climate
change on surface runoff in a basin. Results of climatological runoff changes are
consistent with a variety of other studies.

The primary contribution of this study highlights the value for investigators to consider
multiple aspects of the simulated hydrological cycle in order to capture the broadest
range of uncertainty possible, given a set of RCM-GCM output. RCM, GCM and analysis
stream all contribute substantially to uncertainty in the climate change signal of the mean
basin runoff, with RCM tending to dominate. These results vary from most uncertainty
attribution studies because runoff, as opposed to temperature or precipitation, is
examined here. While runoff ultimately includes all the factors and inputs that influence
mean simulated temperature and precipitation it also incorporates additional
parameterizations and inputs such as soil moisture and depth, vegetation classes,
evaporation, etc. Many, if not all, of these are strongly dependent on local processes and
result in RCM choice being the greatest overall contributor to uncertainty. Choice of
analysis stream also plays a substantial role because there are different inputs, processes,
parameterizations and assumptions for each, resulting in a variety of approximations for
simulated runoff.

Also of note is the difference in relative uncertainty contribution between absolute and
relative changes in mean runoff. The primary distinction is the importance of analysis
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stream choice, with 73% and 42% of the variance explained for absolute and relative
changes respectively. This is caused primarily by the anomalously high atmospheric
moisture convergence of RCM3 and its proportional impact on the simulated climate
change signal. This implies that with respect to the climate change signal and ensemble
member intercomparison it is more insightful to examine relative changes in runoff where
RCM, GCM and stream choice explain 79%, 31% and 42% of variance respectively. All
of which are substantial and none of which should be ignored.

Future work will include reproducing the analysis on different watersheds to explore
regional influence as well as examining the effects of climate change on the annual runoff
cycle.
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6. Projected Changes in Runoff for Labrador’s
Churchill River Basin using Weighted Climate Model
Ensembles
6.1. Abstract
Several weighted multi-model ensembles are used to investigate the projected impacts of
climate change on streamflow in Labrador’s Churchill River Basin. With eight models
from the North American Regional Climate Change Assessment Program, six weighting
schemes were developed based on five individual weighting criteria. Individual weights
were based on differences between historical observations and model simulations
covering the same time frame, divergence from the ensemble mean as well as the
physical consistency of the model (i.e. the mean annual terrestrial water balance
residual). Each month was weighted separately to provide a full annual cycle of the
impacts of climate change. Results from the six weighting schemes had similar attributes
including an earlier spring melt, an increase in monthly streamflow from October through
May and no substantial change in late summer. Differences include varying levels of
confidence and different sized ranges of uncertainty. Projected mean annual changes
from the weighted ensembles ranged from an increase of 9.8 to 14.6%.
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6.2. Preface
This chapter is currently being prepared to submit for publication.
This chapter is intended to round out the research conducted in the thesis. Chapter 3 used
output from a bias-corrected multi-model ensemble to drive a hydrological model in a
sub basin of the Churchill River to investigate the projected impacts of climate change on
the annual hydrological cycle. Chapter 4 took an initial look at the full range of the
simulated hydrological components for the entire Churchill River Basin. Mean annual
cycles of atmospheric and terrestrial water balances were explored for a range of climate
models and reasons for the existence of residuals were discussed. Chapter 5 took
advantage of the differences found between mean annual atmospheric moisture
convergence, the balance of precipitation and evaporation and the land-surface scheme
runoff to find the range of projected mean annual runoff change over the entire basin.
Finally, this chapter expands the analysis further by investigating the impacts of climate
change on the annual streamflow cycle of the entire Churchill River Basin. A weighted
multi-model ensemble of the impacts of climate change on the annual cycle of climate
model runoff is presented. By applying six weighting schemes, streamflow projections
and ranges of uncertainty are given for each month.

6.3. Introduction
Climate change is projected to impact the earth’s hydrological cycle in significant ways
(IPCC 2014) and some of these changes are already being observed (Trenberth et al.
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2003; Dery et al. 2009). This changing hydrology poses a challenge for those in water
resource management as it is no longer sufficient to base decisions exclusively on
historical data – climate change projections must also be taken into account. The most
powerful tools in projecting climate change are general circulation models (GCMs),
which simulate the impact of changing atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations on the
climate, typically at a grid scale of 200 km or larger.

To investigate impacts on a more local level, downscaling, dynamic or statistical, is used.
Dynamic downscaling employs a limited area, relatively high-resolution regional climate
model (RCM) nested within a lower resolution GCM. Statistical downscaling often
employs empirical relationships between larger circulation patterns and a specific
location. Dynamic downscaling requires substantial computing power as RCMs are
physically based (similar to GCMs), using numerical representations of the NavierStokes equations and thermodynamic processes. Parameterizations are used to represent
processes that cannot be resolved at the RCM grid scale (e.g. precipitation). Statistical
downscaling is computationally much cheaper but is not physically based. Researchers
with limited computing power either employ statistical downscaling or access
dynamically downscaled data that has been created by others.

In order to investigate the impacts of climate change on the hydrology of a given region,
many hydro-climatology studies use climate model output, such as precipitation and
temperature, as input for hydrological models to simulate streamflow (Roberts et al.
2012, Fowler et al. 2007, Bennett et al. 2012, and others). That being said, most climate
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models include land-surface runoff as one of their outputs, which can be used to
approximate streamflow. Roads et al. (2003) and Serreze et al. (2003) describe
streamflow and river discharge as lagged and routed runoff. As runoff is not directly
observed, one can approximate it as observed streamflow divided by the drainage area
and, conversely, one can also approximate streamflow from simulated runoff.

Uncertainty
It is widely known that one of the primary factors limiting useful application of model
output are the uncertainties inherent in climate modelling (Minville et al. 2008; Khalili et
al. 2006; Ludwig et al. 2009). This uncertainty in climate projections and simulation of
the hydrological response to climate changes complicates the understanding of the
impacts on water resources (Minville et al. 2008; Treut et al. 2008; Xu et al. 2011).

While GCM structure and physics has been found to play a majority role in uncertainty,
RCM formulation has been found to have a comparable or sometimes dominant influence
(Roberts et al. 2012; Rowell 2006; Déqué et al. 2007). Relative contributions to
uncertainty vary according to spatial domain, region, season and variable (Déqué et al.
2005; Fowler et al. 2007). Effectively representing the uncertainties involved in climate
change impact projection is essential for helping water managers and hydroelectric
developers create and adopt coherent and informed strategies (Dettinger 2004; Kipari and
Gleick 2004; Maurer 2007).
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Different GCMs produce a variety of climate change signals even when forced with
identical climate forcing (Meehl et al. 2007; Rummukainen 2010). Similarly, RCMs have
large differences even when forced with identical boundary conditions (Jacob et al. 2007;
Eum et al. 2012). This is justification for use of an ensemble of RCMs and GCMs to
produce a best estimate for climate change assessment (Déqué et al. 2007). Combining
ensemble member simulations generally increases the skill, reliability and consistency of
results (Tebaldi and Knutti 2007; Eum et al. 2012). These multi-model ensembles can be
weighted according to the relative performance of each ensemble member, with regard to
certain criteria, or all models can have equal weights (i.e. unweighted).

It has been found that a weighted multi-model ensemble typically improves performance
over a single model (Palmer et al. 2004; Kendon et al. 2008; Eum et al. 2012).
Quantifying the likelihood of each model’s simulation accuracy is suggested by many
(New and Hulme 2000; Eum et al. 2012; Shrestha et al. 2010) to avoid potentially
erroneous analysis, as each model has different skill and simulation capability. Eum et al.
(2012) found that improvements in an ensemble’s output were due to the reliability and
accuracy of the RCMs rather than the ensemble size, though many models are still
required due to the uncertainties of future climate.

It is not clear how to consider model performance when constructing future climate
projections (Weigel et al. 2010; Frigon et al. 2010), though intuitively a model with
larger biases in current climate simulation should be given lower confidence in future
projections. That being said, a small bias in base period simulations doesn’t necessarily
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mean a model will accurately reproduce the future climate. Also, there is no consistent
relationship between skill of present and future simulations (Jun et al. 2008; Knutti et al.
2010a,b), though the amplitude of climate variable responses of the past are a robust
measure of the likelihood of future amplitudes (Eum et al. 2012).

Weighting schemes are based on subjective measures of model skill in reproduction of
past climate characteristics (van der Linden and Mitchell 2009, Christensen et al. 2010).
A straightforward and widely used method is the Reliability Ensemble Averaging (REA)
(Giorgi and Mearns 2002), which uses two weighting criteria: accuracy of historical
simulation and level of convergence with other models while simulating the future. In
other words, “reliability” in this sense refers to agreement of the ensemble with regard to
the reproduction of present day climate and projections of the climate change signal.
Ghosh and Mujundar (2009), who use a modified version of REA, feel convergence is an
important weighting criteria to prevent an overly strong influence of outliers. Fowler at al
(2007) agree that the robustness of responses across models must be considered. Eum et
al. (2012) has a thorough review of various weighting methods.

Model validation and weighting is a necessarily custom and subjective process that
depends on the data available and the specific needs of the end user (van der Linden and
Mitchell 2009). By validating and weighting the models, there is an opportunity to
explore the impact of weighted versus non-weighted ensembles on the relative changes
between base and future simulations. Any agreement between aspects of the weighted
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and non-weighted ensemble projections are less sensitive to the subjective weighting
criteria and can be taken as an indication of the robustness of those results.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the projected changes in runoff of Labrador’s
Churchill River Basin under climate change using weighted multi-model ensembles.
REA and modified REA methods are employed and combined with weighting criteria
based on a model’s physical consistency. Comparisons between the different weighting
schemes and an unweighted ensemble are explored to obtain an idea of which projected
changes are less sensitive to the applied weights, thus giving one measure of robustness.

6.4. Background
Climate Models
The North American Regional Climate Change Assessment Program (NARCCAP)
publishes the output of an ensemble of GCMs and RCMs at a 50 km resolution over
North America. The simulations cover a base period of 1971-2000 and a future period
2041-2070. GCMs used in this study include ccsm (Collins et al. 2006), cgcm3 (Flato
2005, Scinocca and McFarlane 2004), gfdl (GFDL 2004) and hadcm3 (Gordon et al.
2000, Pope et al. 2000), while RCMs include CRCM (Caya and Laprise 1999), HRM3
(Jones et al. 2004), RCM3 (Giorgi et al. 1993a,b; Pal et al. 2000, 2007), and WRFG
(Skamarock et al. 2005). The models are discussed in detail in Chapters 4 and 5 and on
the NARCCAP website (http://www.narccap.ucar.edu/). The eight RCM-GCM
combinations used here are found in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1 – RCM-GCM Combinations of Ensemble Members

GCM
ccsm cgcm3 gfdl hadcm3
CRCM
RCM

X

X

HRM3

X

RCM3
WRFG

X
X

X

X

X

Basin
The Churchill River is located in Labrador, Canada. Near the geographic center of the
basin is the Churchill Falls generating station, which has a capacity of nearly 5428 MW.
The river’s full hydroelectric potential is yet to be developed and there are two potential
development sites downstream (on the “Lower Churchill”) with a combined capacity of
3074 MW. The Lower Churchill Project encompasses Gull Island (2250 MW) and
Muskrat Falls (824 MW), respectively located 232 km and 291 km downstream of the
Churchill Falls station. Construction on Muskrat Falls is currently underway. The entire
Churchill River Basin covers approximately 92 500 km2. The basin is represented in
Figure 6.1 at the common 0.25 degree grid scale to which all the climate model data was
regridded for this work.

Observed and Naturalized Streamflow Data
Since roughly three-quarters of the runoff in the Churchill River Basin occurs upstream
of the Churchill Falls hydroelectric facility a direct comparison between simulated runoff
and observed streamflow at Muskrat Falls would not be useful. Naturalized flow, which
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negates the effects of damming and water management, is preferred for model validation
(Music and Caya 2007). As such, this study will use naturalized streamflow data, created
by Fortin and Latraverse (2000), which accounts for the impact of the reservoirs and
control structures of Churchill Falls. They approximated natural inflows into each
reservoir (IN) (i.e. runoff) by applying Equation 6.1.

Figure 6.1 – The outline of the Churchill River Basin (thick black line) and the topography
(scale in metres)

dS
= IN + IC − OC
dt

(6.1)

Here, dS/dt is the change in reservoir storage, IC is the controlled inflow into the reservoir
€
(via control structures) and OC is controlled outflow from the reservoir. Direct
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precipitation and evaporation over the reservoir are considered to be implicit in the
measured dS/dt. Results of the naturalization procedure for streamflow values from 19721999 as applied to Muskrat Falls are presented in Figure 6.2. The mean annual observed
streamflow is 1825 m3/s and the mean annual naturalized streamflow is 1875 m3/s.
Observed streamflow is slightly lower due to the additional evaporation from the
reservoirs.

Figure 6.2 – Comparison of observed and naturalized streamflow at Muskrat Falls.

While climate model runoff is not routed like measured and naturalized streamflow, there
is still a valid basis to compare streamflow to simulated runoff. (Runoff here refers to the
combination of surface and subsurface runoff.) If one made the approximation that the
water in rivers and streams within the Churchill River Basin flow at an average of 1 m/s
it would take less than 12 days for a drop of water in the headwaters to reach the mouth
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of the river at Muskrat Falls (a route of roughly 1000 km), much less than the monthly
timescale examined in this study. As such, relatively little error would be introduced by
using this approximation.

Throughout this paper “runoff” refers to simulated ensemble member output for either the
base or the future period and “streamflow” refers to the naturalized data and the projected
changes produced by the weighted ensembles.

6.5. Methodology
Weighting
Five weighting criteria, were used here in various combinations: (i) divergence from the
monthly ensemble mean projected change, (ii) reproduction of mean monthly streamflow,
(iii) reproduction of the distribution of mean streamflow for each month, (iv) divergence
from the monthly ensemble mean streamflow distribution, (v) mean annual physical
consistency of models. Once weights were calculated they were subsequently normalized
to ensure the sum of all weights equaled one, for easy comparison. Justification for the
use of each weighting criteria combination is given in the Total Weights subsection,
immediately following Equation 6.7.

(i) Divergence from the monthly ensemble mean projected change, WDi
As per the REA method (Giorgi and Mearns 2002), the weight based on the divergence of
an ensemble member’s projected change in runoff from the ensemble mean was
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calculated according to Equation 6.2. Any values of WDi that were greater than one,
implying that the difference from the ensemble mean was smaller than natural variability,
were set to one. ΔR e is the mean ensemble change in runoff, ΔR i is the mean change in
runoff for ensemble member i and σ nat is the standard deviation of naturalized
€
streamflow for the month in question.

€

€

WDi =

σ nat
σ nat
=
abs(divergence) abs(ΔR e − ΔR i )

(6.2)

(ii) Reproduction of mean monthly streamflow, WBi
€
Two methods for determining model weight based on reproduction of observed runoff
were used. The first (WBi) is based on the REA method (Giorgi and Mearns 2002), while
the second (WCi) follows the style of Ghosh and Mujumdar (2009), described further
below.

WBi was calculated according to Equation 6.3. Any WBi values greater than one,
implying that the mean runoff bias for that month was less than the natural variability,
were set to one. R nat is the mean naturalized streamflow, R i is mean runoff of ensemble
member i and σ nat is the standard deviation of naturalized streamflow for the month in
€
question.

€

€

WBi =

σ nat
σ nat
=
abs(bias) abs(Rnat − Ri )

€
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(6.3)

(iii) Reproduction of the distribution of mean streamflow, WCi
WCi was determined based on a model’s ability to accurately simulate various aspects of
their corresponding historical observations. For each ensemble member, empirical
cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) for both the simulated and naturalized data
were compared. Ten equally spaced points on the CDF curves (5th, 15th, 25th, … , 75th,
85th, and 95th percentiles) were used to calculate the root mean square difference
(RMSDi) between the simulated and naturalized data. The square root of the inverse was
used, as per Equation 6.4, due to the large range of RMSD values (from less than 100 to
nearly 5000).

WCi =

1
RMSD i

(6.4)

(iv) Divergence from the monthly ensemble mean streamflow distribution, WFi
€
WFi is similar to WCi, except RMSDi is calculated with respect to the ensemble mean
CDF as opposed to the naturalized streamflow CDF.

(v) Physical Consistency, WRi
This weight is based on the residual of the mean annual terrestrial water balance, εt found
in Equation 6.5 and discussed in depth in Chapters 4. P is precipitation, E is evaporation,
R is runoff, and S is land-surface water storage (including soil moisture€and snowpack).
Annual residual was chosen because some of the variables required for the calculation of
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monthly residuals (namely snow water equivalent of the snowpack) were not available
for all ensemble members.

P− E = R+

∂S
+ εt
∂t

(6.5)

The terrestrial water storage component in Equation 6.5 tends to zero over long periods
€
of time (as ∂t gets very large), implying that mean climatological runoff should be equal
to P – E. This however is not always the case, as discussed in Chapter 4. As with WCi

€ WF , the inverse of the square root of an ensemble member’s relative residual was
and
i
taken due to the large range of εt values (from 0.56% to 32.73%), as shown in Equation
6.6. Any WRi values greater than one (implying less than 1% residual, which could be
attributed to rounding error) were set to one.

WRi =

1
εt (%)

(6.6)

Total Weights

€
The weights for each ensemble member and for each month were calculated by using
various combinations of the above criteria. Since selection of model weights is largely a
subjective process, multiple approaches were used as a check for weight selection
sensitivity. While many of the weighting criteria are based on the REA approach and may
have similarities, common results found across all approaches can increase the
confidence in said results.
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The six weighting schemes, Wni, are as follows:
(a) W1i = Unweighted (i.e. equal weights)
(b) W2i = WRi
(c) W3i = WDi*WBi

(6.7)

(d) W4i = WFi*WCi
(e) W5i = WDi*WBi*WRi
(f) W6i = WFi*WCi*WRi

W1i was chosen as a baseline for comparison of the other weighting schemes. W2i was
isolated to investigate the impact of exclusively considering the mean annual physical
consistency of ensemble members, which has not been used in model weighting before.
W3i and W4i were used to compare the impact of two methods of weighting an ensemble
members ability to reproduce observations (or naturalized flow in this case). Each of the
two approaches has its advantages. The advantage of using W3i is the simplicity, while
the primary advantage of W4i is the explicit consideration of the interannual variability of
monthly flows, including low and high flows represented by the 5th and 95th percentiles
respectively. WDi and WFi were included because convergence was found to be one of
the criteria required to “yield a high reliability for a given model simulation,” (Giorgi and
Mearns 2002) along with reproduction of observations. W5i and W6i were included to
explore the interaction between established weighting schemes and the impact of an
ensemble member’s physical consistency.

The mean change in runoff was calculated according to Equation 6.8 through an iterative
process. As the weighting of ensemble members will result in a different ensemble mean,
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the divergence weights (WDi and WFi) needed to be recalculated. The weights converged
quickly, typically within five iterations. (It was found that this iteration process had a
relatively minor impact on the end result.) Subsequently, projected future streamflow was
calculated as the base period naturalized streamflow plus ΔR n , where n represents the
weighting scheme from Equation 6.7.
€
8

ΔR n =

Σ W niΔRni

i=1

8

(6.8)

Σ W ni

i=1

Uncertainty Ranges
€
As per Giorgi and Mearns (2002), uncertainty δ was determined using Equation 6.9. This
is based on the equation for root mean square difference, which implies 2δ is centered on
the mean projected runoff change ΔR and approximately covers a 68.3% confidence
interval. This assumes the projected changes in runoff follow a normal distribution.
€
Further to this, the 95.5% confidence interval is represented by 4δ, while the 80% and

90% confidence intervals can be represented by 2.56δ and 3.29δ respectively. Since the
actual distribution of the projected runoff changes are unknown due to the small sample
size available, this uncertainty (and the corresponding confidence intervals) should be
considered a low estimate. The 80% and 90% confidence intervals were used here for the
purposes of illustration.
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8

δ=

Σ W i (ΔRi − ΔR ) 2

i=1

8

(6.9)

Σ Wi

i=1

6.6. Results
€

Simulated Monthly Runoff
Figure 6.3 shows the mean hydrographs for each unweighted ensemble member for both
base and future periods. Notice the similar patterns produced by ensemble members with
common RCMs. This correlation is accounted for by including two ensemble members
for each RCM (each forced by a different GCM), ensuring one RCM is not
unintentionally more influential in the ensemble projection than any of the others (Weigel
et al. 2010). The correlation between GCMs is much smaller and considered unimportant
here.

Figure 6.3 – Ensemble member mean hydrographs for base (left) and future periods (right).
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Figure 6.4 presents simulated runoff CDFs for every month in the base (black lines) and
future period (grey lines) for each ensemble member. Naturalized streamflow is also
shown for comparison purposes.

Figure 6.4 – CDFs of naturalized streamflow as well as simulated base period (black lines) and
future period (grey lines) for each ensemble member.

Most CDFs have a relatively sharp turn in the distribution between probabilities of 0.8
and 0.9, which illustrates the impact of the spring melt on monthly runoff values. For two
months each spring (typically May and June but may vary from year to year and between
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ensemble members) the melting snowpack causes a sharp increase in runoff to well over
2000 m3/s.

There is also a wide range of high runoff values between ensemble members. While
many are similar to the naturalized flow which maxes out at around 6000 m3/s, several
ensemble members are up in the 10 000 and even 14 000 m3/s range. On the low runoff
end, most ensemble members have some months with zero runoff (e.g. RCM3-cgcm3)
while the naturalized flow doesn’t. This may extend from the low winter precipitation
biases found in Roberts et al (2012).

Most of the future period CDFs are consistently further to the right than their base period
counterparts. This shows monthly runoff generally increases under climate change. Some
show an increase in lower end of runoff values (below 0.8 probability) but a decrease or
ambiguous change in higher flows (e.g. CRCM-cgcm3, HRM3-gfdl). This implies that
while monthly runoff is expected to increase for most of the year, the magnitude of the
spring melt may actually decrease or remain constant.

Weights
The normalized weights calculated according Equation 6.7 are plotted by month and
ensemble member in Figure 6.5. There is no plot for the unweighted ensemble as all
(normalized) values would equal 0.125. Similarly for WRi, which has only one value per
ensemble member for the entire year. These values are found in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2 – Ensemble Member WRi Values

WRi

CRCM
ccsm

CRCM
cgcm3

HRM3
gfdl

HRM3
hadcm3

RCM3
cgcm3

RCM3
gfdl

WRFG
ccsm

WRFG
cgcm3

0.047

0.269

0.060

0.269

0.072

0.057

0.133

0.092

Figure 6.5 – Normalized Weights of W3 (top left), W4 (top right), W5 (bottom left) and W6
(bottom right) weighting schemes

It is clear that including WRi in the weighting scheme (bottom two plots of Figure 6.5)
greatly increases the influence of CRCM-cgcm3 and HRM3-hadcm3, which both had
residuals less than 1%. (This low residual may result from tuning between the RCMs and
their respective GCMs and not necessarily from each models’ physical consistency;
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CRCM and cgcm3 are from affiliated Canadian climate modelling centres while HRM3
and HadCM3 are both from the Hadley Centre in the UK.) The difference between the
use of simple ensemble means and their CDFs can be seen by comparing the plots on the
left to those on the right.

Table 6.3 shows the correlations between the individual weights used in each weighting
scheme. WRi was not included as it has a single value throughout the entire year, making
correlation impossible. With one or two exceptions (notably HRM3-hadcm3), the
correlations between individual weights within each weighting scheme are relatively low,
supporting their selection as weights. The average correlation between individual weights
for each weighting scheme is roughly 0.4.

Table 6.3 – Correlations between Weighting Schemes and Individual Weights
Ensemble
Member

Individual Weights for Each Scheme
W3 (WD,WB)

W4 (WF,WC)

W5 (WD,WB)

W6 (WF,WC)

CRCM-ccsm

0.38

0.06

0.42

0.08

CRCM-cgcm3

N/A

0.23

N/A

0.35

HRM3-gfdl

0.56

0.57

0.55

0.55

HRM3-hadcm3

0.63

0.78

N/A

0.80

RCM3-cgcm3

-0.10

0.34

-0.10

0.28

RCM3-gfdl

0.47

0.25

0.47

0.27

WRFG-ccsm

0.57

0.45

0.48

0.48

WRFG-cgcm3

0.66

0.50

0.67

0.44
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Weighted Ensemble Projections
Figure 6.6 shows the mean annual cycle of projected future streamflow, for each
weighted ensemble (as defined by Equation 6.7). The upper 80% and 90% uncertainty
bounds are represented by the dashed light and dark grey lines respectively, while the
lower bounds are represented by dotted lines.

The projected future flow for each of the six plots in Figure 6.6 are quite similar. One
common feature is a decrease in June flow and a corresponding increase in April and
May flows. This means the spring melt will shift earlier in the year. Additionally, all plots
indicate there will be an increase in monthly (cold season) flows, from October through
May and no discernable change in late summer.

One of the differences between the six weighting schemes is the size of the confidence
intervals, particularly in early spring. Table 6.4 shows by weighting scheme those months
where there is greater than 80% confidence projected flows will be different from the
base period naturalized flow. The narrowest confidence intervals fall between October
and March for all weighting schemes.
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Figure 6.6  Mean annual cycle of projected future streamflow, with confidence intervals.
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Table 6.4 – Months with greater than 80% confidence that future streamflow will be different than
base period streamflow. Underline indicates greater than 90% confidence

Month
Scheme D

J

F M A M J J A S O N

W1

X X

X X

W2

X X X

X X

W3

X X

X

X X

W4

X X X

X

X X

W5

X X X

X

X X

W6

X X X

X

X X

X

Where the mean annual base period naturalized flow is 1875 m3/s, the mean annual
change in streamflow for weighting schemes W1 through W6 are 183, 233, 206, 248,
257, and 273 m3/s, respectively. This represents a mean annual increase of between 9.8
and 14.6%. Each weighting scheme projects with 90% confidence that an increase in
mean annual streamflow will occur.

As a relatively small ensemble size was used to calculate the confidence intervals and not
all assumptions can be shown to be valid (e.g. Gaussian distribution of ensemble results),
it is prudent to include a spaghetti plot of the projected streamflow changes, as in Figure
6.7. It is important to keep in mind the confidence intervals in Figure 6.6 are synonymous
with ensemble uncertainty ranges and should not be interpreted as ‘absolute’ probability.
For instance, if global greenhouse gas emissions do follow the A2 scenario (used to force
NARCCAP’s GCMs), all projections that fall within the 80% confidence interval do not
necessarily have an 80% chance of occurring. The analysis used here is frequentist in
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nature and confidence should be interpreted with respect to the uncertainty represented by
the eight-member ensemble, not the full spectrum of possible future climates.

Figure 6.7 – Spaghetti plot of mean annual cycle of projected future streamflow.

Validation
In order to validate the weighting schemes, one ensemble member, CRCM-cgcm3, was
selected and removed from the ensemble. CRCM-cgcm3 was chosen as it was one of the
highest weighted ensemble members for each of the weighting schemes (Figure 6.5) and
its mean hydrograph was relatively similar to that of the naturalized flow (compared with
other ensemble members, seen in Figure 6.3). The base period CRCM-cgcm3 simulation
was then treated as observed (or naturalized) streamflow and new weights were then
calculated for W3 to W6. These new weighted ensemble projections were then compared
to the CRCM-cgcm3 future simulation, as in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.8 – Validation hydrographs for each weighting scheme, as compared to CRCMcgcm3.

October and November were the only months that fell outside the 80% confidence
interval (not shown) for all weighting schemes, primarily because the confidence
intervals for those months were relatively narrow. April of W5 also fell outside the range.
Table 6.5 shows the RMSD between monthly ensemble projected values and CRCMcgcm3 future values. W3 had the smallest RMSD while W6 had the largest though there
was only about 100 m3/s difference between them.

Table 6.5 – RMSD between CRCM-cgcm3 future simulation and weighted ensemble projections

Scheme

W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6

RMSD (m3/s) 291 360 279 307 358 384
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6.7. Discussion
The projected impact of climate change on the streamflow of the Churchill River Basin
found in this study corroborates results of past work. Roberts et al. (2012) used an
unweighted, bias-corrected ensemble of NARCCAP precipitation and temperature data to
drive a hydrological model for a sub-basin of the Churchill River. They found that the
mean annual streamflow was projected to increase by roughly 9%, compared to the 9.8 to
14.6% projected increase found here. Similarly, Chapter 5 found that the mean projected
increase in runoff for the entire Churchill River Basin was roughly 11%. Most of the
Roberts et al. streamflow increase was projected to occur in the late fall and winter with
no significant change occurring during the summer months, which is also what was found
here. Both studies indicated an earlier spring melt on average, but not necessarily one
with a larger magnitude.

The ranges of uncertainty give one an idea of how confident a projected future
streamflow is different from that of the base period. Each weighting scheme produced,
with 80% confidence, that future streamflow in October, November, January and
February will all be higher than the base period, as per Table 6.4. W5 projects with 80%
confidence that streamflow from October to April will be higher in the future. W5 gives
the most confidence for increases in streamflow, with five months 90% confident and
another two months 80% confident. W6 has similar confidence levels though it has one
less month at the 80% level. W1, on the other hand, result in the lowest confidence with
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three months at 90% and one month at 80%. W3 and W2 were similar, though each with
an additional month at the 80% level.

Another difference between the weighting schemes was the size of the range of
uncertainty for March and April, which was noticeably larger for W1 and W2, than W3
through W6. This was because the ensemble members experienced the largest spread of
projections for the spring and, for W1 and W2, there was no weight given to models that
projected changes close to the ensemble mean, resulting in a larger range of uncertainty.

The inclusion of a model’s physical consistency as a weight (W2, W5, W6) caused an
increase in June’s projected change (rather, less of a decrease). They also had larger mean
annual increases in streamflow with an average of 254 m3/s (13.6%) compared to an
average of 212 m3/s (11.3%) for W1, W3, and W4.

By comparing weighting schemes that used simple means (W3 and W5) with those using
CDFs (W4 and W6), it was found that the CDF schemes had a larger increase in
streamflow for November through February but the largest differences occurred in April
and May (71 and 352 m3/s respectively higher than simple-mean schemes). The simplemean schemes had a larger increase in June, and August (by 48 and 56 m3/s respectively)
and there was little difference between the schemes for the remainder of the year. The
CDF schemes also produced a larger inter-month variation in the projected changes, with
a standard deviation of 372 m3/s, compared to 296 m3/s for simple-mean schemes. There
was little difference between the two types of schemes with regard to ranges of
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uncertainty, except during May and June, where CDF schemes had ranges smaller by 100
and 157 m3/s respectively.

When looking at the validation, the simple-mean schemes had a smaller RMSD from the
validation projection (CRCM-cgcm3) than CDF schemes. This shows that using simple
means in the weighting scheme more accurately represents the validation data set, though
it doesn’t necessarily imply that one would find similar results for the actual future
streamflow or even alternative validation data sets. W1 actually had the second smallest
RMSDs from the validation data, even though the ensemble projection results were
unaffected by any weighting criteria.

6.8. Conclusions
The weighting schemes projected a mean annual increase in streamflow of between 9.8
and 14.6%, when compared to base period naturalized streamflow. For each weighting
scheme, at least some future increase in mean annual streamflow was found to occur
within the 90% uncertainty range for the ensemble used.

Overall, each of the weighting schemes W1 through W6 produced similar results.
Common elements included a decrease in June flow and an increase in April and May
flows (as the spring melt moves earlier in the year), an increase in flows from October
through May and no substantial change in late summer. The primary differences, other
than the magnitude of some changes, was the size of the uncertainty range (i.e.
confidence intervals). Though it may be relatively obvious it is worth stating that
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weighting schemes that prioritized convergence to the ensemble mean had tighter
confidence intervals than those that did not.

There is an inverse relationship between the levels of confidence in projected streamflow
changes and the RMSD found during validation. October and November were found by
all weighting schemes to have projected increases at the 90% confidence interval, but
also performed worst during validation. W4, W5 and W6 all had relatively high levels of
confidence in the monthly changes but also had high RMSD during validation. W2,
which used only the weight based on physical consistency, performed relatively poorly in
the validation and also had relatively low confidence in its projected changes. Low (or
high)_confidence in projected changes could mean that the projected future streamflow is
similar (different) to that of the base period and should not be used as a measure of
ensemble ability. Remember, in this study confidence intervals are synonymous with
uncertainty ranges and the ability of each model is indicated by its respective weights.

Results discussed above corroborate the work done by Weigel et al. (2010), who suggest
that weighting adds (a relatively small) level of uncertainty to the analysis and that equal
weighting (W1) is the “safer and more transparent way to combine models.” Weigel et al.
also found that weighted ensembles often perform worse than unweighted ensembles
partly because there is no consensus on how to objectively derive skill based weights.
This is inline with Min and Hense (2006) who show using a Bayesian approach that
present day climate (of mean surface temperatures) is better captured by non-trivially
weighted ensembles.
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Suggestions for future work include the use of a smaller NARCCAP ensemble where the
monthly water balance residuals are included. In such a case, there might need to be some
kind of compensatory action for unequal representation by correlated RCMs. Also,
expansion to include additional weighting criteria based on other observation data sets
would likely provide a broader range of projections.
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7. Summary
This manuscript thesis presented four stand-alone papers (Chapters 3 through 6) which all
contributed to the investigation of projected impacts of climate change on the hydrology
of Labrador’s Churchill River Basin. The initial purpose of this undertaking was to
provide useful information to Nalcor Energy regarding the amount and timing of water in
the Churchill River in the long-term (i.e. several decades from now), which was required
to support design constraints and financing considerations of the Lower Churchill
hydroelectric project. A summary specifically for Nalcor Energy can be found in
Appendix E.
A broad literature review was conducted in Chapter 2, in addition to those found in
Chapters 3 through 6, to provide an overview of the current state of knowledge in the
field of climate modelling, uncertainty and impact analysis and to provide context for this
work as a whole.
There were three separate multi-model approaches used to look at the impacts of climate
change on the Churchill River. Chapter 3 used bias-corrected precipitation and
temperature climate model output and hydrologic modeling to investigate the changes in
mean daily streamflow for the Pinus River, a sub-basin of the Churchill River. Chapter 5
used a new approach (called fullstream analysis) to study the expected changes in mean
annual runoff of the entire basin and took advantage of the full range of simulated
hydrological variables from each ensemble member. Chapter 4 was used to support the
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analysis conducted in Chapter 5 and provided insight into modelling uncertainty and
error. Chapter 6 applied a weighted multi-model ensemble to examine the simulated
impacts of climate change on mean monthly runoff for the entire basin.
Climate model output from the North American Regional Climate Change Assessment
Program (NARCCAP) was used throughout the thesis. Environment Canada historical
meteorological data, Adjusted Historical Canadian Climate Data (AHCCD), data from
the Water Survey of Canada and naturalized streamflow data were all used for
comparison, bias correction and weighting criteria at various stages of the research.
To a large degree, each of these three approaches corroborated the results of the others.
The mean annual increase in runoff/streamflow was found to be 8.9%, 11.2% and
between 9.8 and 14.6% for Chapters 3, 5 and 6 respectively. Both Chapters 3 and 6 found
there to be an increase in cold-season streamflow volumes, an earlier onset of the spring
melt (though not necessarily a larger spring melt) and no discernable change in the late
summer and early fall streamflow.
In addition to the information requested by Nalcor, each of the four chapters provides
insight into modelling uncertainty and applications for the modeling community at
NARCCAP, whose stated primary purpose is “to investigate uncertainties in regional
scale projections of future climate and generate climate change scenarios for use in
impacts research,” (http://www.narccap.ucar.edu/about/index.html). Much of this
research was conducted as soon as climate model output became available, which
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happened at irregular intervals over the past few years. This is largely why the number of
ensemble members used in the analyses increases from Chapter 3 to Chapter 6.
Uncertainty was represented in various ways throughout the thesis. Chapter 3 uses
probability distribution functions (PDFs) to present the likelihood of a certain level of
precipitation and temperature at various time frames (daily, 5-day, monthly and annual).
The differences between base period and future monthly and annual PDFs were also
plotted. The mean ensemble hydrograph for base and future periods was shown, as was a
spaghetti plot showing how each streamflow changed according to each ensemble
member (Figure 3.10), providing a de facto response interval. Streamflow changes were
also broken down by season. Chapter 5 also used PDFs to communicate mean annual
changes in runoff.
Chapter 6 plotted uncertainty ranges around ensemble means of future annual cycles of
streamflow. This allows for one to state with 80% and 90% confidence that an increase in
streamflow was likely to occur for a given month (though one should keep in mind that
‘confidence’ is not absolute and refers only to the likelihood with respect to the ensemble
and weighting schemes used). Spaghetti plots were also presented showing the variety of
base period and future (unweighted) simulations. As model weighting is primarily a
subjective process that should include a sensitivity check, the results of a small variety of
weighting schemes, including equal weighting, were plotted and discussed.
Overall, this thesis presented the potential impacts of climate change on the mean
hydrology of Labrador’s Churchill River Basin while representing the uncertainty
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embodied in NARCCAP’s multi-model ensemble. Given that there were some
differences between the output of approaches used and individual ensemble members, in
general the mean annual streamflow is expected to increase on the order of 10%. This
increase will primarily manifest as additional cold-season (November to March)
streamflow. While the work in this thesis attempted to be thorough, there are always
avenues to expand and improve the approaches and tools developed as well as additional
analysis methods that could be followed. Recommendations for future work are discussed
below.

7.1. Recommended Work
There are several sources of uncertainty unrepresented by NARCCAP’s ensemble. For
instance, only one emissions scenario, A2, was used to force the GCMs. While A2
describes high greenhouse gas emissions relative to many of the other IPCC scenarios it
does not capture the range of possible atmospheric concentrations and resulting impacts.
NARCCAP also employs only four GCMs, and while they represent a range of climate
sensitivities, the most recent IPCC report incorporated several times this number (IPCC
2013). To capture these additional uncertainties data from a source other than NARCCAP
would be required.
Several approaches were used in this thesis to investigate the potential impacts of climate
change on the Churchill River. That being said, it would still be informative to setup and
run a hydrological model, which effectively represents energy balance processes, over the
entire basin and force it with bias-corrected climate model output.
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The majority of this thesis focused on mean runoff and streamflow, at the annual,
monthly or daily scale. There would be some value to water resource managers in
investigating the impacts of climate change on extreme hydrological conditions, such as
floods and droughts, in the Churchill River watershed. Applying a reservoir or power
generation model to determine how the altered streamflow translates into changes in
potential power production would prove to be of further value.
This work is focused exclusively within the Churchill River Basin. It would be insightful
to examine the water balances of, and apply the fullstream analysis method to watershed
areas of similar and larger sizes in different geographic regions across the NARCCAP
domain.
Another research opportunity is to use a weighted NARCCAP ensemble where the
monthly water balance residuals are included. This would be a smaller ensemble given
the current data available but could be expanded to include additional models as more
data is published. In such a case, there might need to be some kind of compensatory
action for unequal representation by correlated RCMs. Also, expansion to include
additional weighting criteria based on other observation data sets would likely provide a
broader range of projections.

One recommendation that should be incorporated into future ensemble studies is to
publish accumulated moisture convergence fields calculated using an RCM’s native
vertical coordinate system. This would provide a consistent variable across all ensemble
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members without the additional residual introduced by converting to, and performing
calculations in, a pressure-level coordinate system.
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9.1. Appendix A – GrADS Scripts for Precipitation and Temperature
Bias Correction
Precipitation Bias Correction Script
# Determine a/b values and applies bias correction for precipitation
# Calculates b such that CV(obs)-CV(now) is minimized, then calculates a
"reinit"
"open pr_OBS_time.ctl"
"open pr_NOW_CRCM_cgcm3.ctl"
"open zmask.ctl"
"open pr_FUT_CRCM_cgcm3.ctl"
"set undef 1.0e+20"
"set t 1 12014"
"set z 1 73"
"define OBSpr=abs(pr.1*mask.3)"
"define NOWpr=abs(pr.2*mask.3)"
# Calculate OBScv
"set gxout stat"
k=1
while (k <=73)
"set z " k
cvcalc(OBSpr)
OBScv.k=_cv
Oave.k=_ave
k=k+1
endwhile
# Secant method, want f(bi)=OBScv-NEWcv(bi)=0 --> b=b1-f(b1)*(b1-b0)/(f(b1)-f(b0))
# Calculate NEWcv
k=1
while (k <= 73)
"set z " k
b1=0.5
b.k=2.5
dif=b1 - b.k
# Calculate initial, then new, f(b1)
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"NEWprb1=pow(NOWpr,"b1")"
cvcalc(NEWprb1)
NEWcv.k=_cv
fb1 = OBScv.k-NEWcv.k
while (dif>0.0001|dif<-0.0001)
b0=b1
b1=b.k
fb0=fb1
"NEWprb1=pow(NOWpr,"b1")"
cvcalc(NEWprb1)
NEWcv.k=_cv
fb1 = OBScv.k-NEWcv.k
b.k=b1-fb1*(b1-b0)/(fb1-fb0)
dif=b.k-b1
endwhile
"NEWprb2=pow(NOWpr,"b.k")"
cvcalc(NEWprb2)
Nave.k=_ave
a.k=Oave.k/Nave.k
k=k+1
endwhile
"undefine OBSpr"
"undefine NOWpr"
# Writes a and b values to binary file ------------------------------"set gxout fwrite"
"set fwrite -le -st -cl pr_ab_CRCM_cgcm3.bin"
k=1
while (k <= 73)
"d " a.k
"d " b.k
k=k+1
endwhile
"disable fwrite"
# Apply a.k and b.k as the bias correction factors ------------------"set gxout fwrite"
"set fwrite -le -st -cl pr_NEW_CRCM_cgcm3.bin"
"set time 01dec1970"
"set z 1"
"q dims"
dimsout=result
timeline=sublin(dimsout,5)
count=subwrd(timeline,9)
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# Write out missing to keep files equal length
missing=1
while(missing<count)
"set t "missing
"d 1.0e+20"
missing=missing+1
endwhile
k=1
while(count < 12014)
"set t "count" "count+4
"d "a.k"*pow(abs(pr.2),"b.k")"
count = count + 4 + 1
k=k+1
if(k=74);k=1;endif
endwhile
"disable fwrite"
"set gxout fwrite"
"set fwrite -le -st -cl pr_FBC_CRCM_cgcm3.bin"
"set time 01dec1970"
"set z 1"
"q dims"
dimsout=result
timeline=sublin(dimsout,5)
count=subwrd(timeline,9)
# Write out missing to keep files equal length
missing=1
while(missing<count)
"set t "missing
"d 1.0e+20"
missing=missing+1
endwhile
k=1
while(count < 12014)
"set t "count" "count+4
"d "a.k"*pow(abs(pr.4),"b.k")"
count = count + 4 + 1
k=k+1
if(k=74);k=1;endif
endwhile
"disable fwrite"
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# Calculates the average, stdev and cv ------------------------------function cvcalc(varname)
"set gxout stat"
"d " varname
statout=result
aveline=sublin(statout,11)
stdline=sublin(statout,13)
_ave=subwrd(aveline,2)
_std=subwrd(stdline,2)
_cv=_std/_ave
return rc
Temperature Bias Correction Script
# Apply the bias correction to NOW(gcm) and FUT
"reinit"
"open ta_OBS_time.ctl"
"open ta_NOW_CRCM_cgcm3.ctl"
"open zmask.ctl"
"open ta_FUT_CRCM_cgcm3.ctl"
"set undef 1.0e+20"
"set t 1 12014"
"set z 1 73"
"define OBSta=ta.1*mask.3"
"define NOWta=ta.2*mask.3"
k=1
while(k<=73)
"set z "k
statcalc(OBSta)
aveOBS.k=_ave
stdOBS.k=_std
statcalc(NOWta)
aveNOW.k=_ave
stdNOW.k=_std
k=k+1
endwhile
"undefine OBSta"
"undefine NOWta"
# Applying bias correction and writing out corrected data -----------"set gxout fwrite"
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"set fwrite -le -st -cl ta_NEW_CRCM_cgcm3.bin"
# Write out missing to keep files equal length
"set time 01dec1970"
"set z 1"
"q dims"
dimsout=result
timeline=sublin(dimsout,5)
count=subwrd(timeline,9)
missing=1
while(missing<count)
"set t "missing
"d 1.0e+20"
missing=missing+1
endwhile
k=1
while(count < 12014)
"set t "count" "count+4
"d "aveOBS.k"+("stdOBS.k"/"stdNOW.k")*(ta.2-"aveOBS.k")+("aveOBS.k""aveNOW.k")"
count = count + 4 + 1
k=k+1
if(k=74);k=1;endif
endwhile
"disable fwrite"
"set gxout fwrite"
"set fwrite -le -st -cl ta_FBC_CRCM_cgcm3.bin"
# Write out missing to keep files equal length
"set time 01dec1970"
"set z 1"
"q dims"
dimsout=result
timeline=sublin(dimsout,5)
count=subwrd(timeline,9)
missing=1
while(missing<count)
"set t "missing
"d 1.0e+20"
missing=missing+1
endwhile
k=1
while(count < 12014)
"set t "count" "count+4
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"d "aveOBS.k"+("stdOBS.k"/"stdNOW.k")*(ta.4-"aveOBS.k")+("aveOBS.k""aveNOW.k")"
count = count + 4 + 1
k=k+1
if(k=74);k=1;endif
endwhile
"disable fwrite"
# Calculates the average, stdev
function statcalc(varname)
"set gxout stat"
"d " varname
statout=result
aveline=sublin(statout,11)
stdline=sublin(statout,13)
_ave=subwrd(aveline,2)
_std=subwrd(stdline,2)
return rc
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9.2. Appendix B – Geographical Influence on Precipitation Bias Plots

Figure B.1 – Precipitation bias of CRCM-ccsm for various regions in the Churchill River Basin
(above) and across Canada (below). (Annual means in parentheses.)
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Figure B.2 – As per Figure B.1 for CRCM-cgcm3.
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Figure B.3 – As per Figure B.1 for MM5I-ccsm.
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Figure B.4 – As per Figure B.1 for RCM3-cgcm3.
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Figure B.5 – As per Figure B.1 for RCM3-gfdl.
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Figure B.6 – As per Figure B.1 for WRFG-ccsm.
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9.3. Appendix C – FORTRAN Code for GrADS Bilinear Interpolation
! Filename: bilin_create.f90
! Purpose: Identifies where desired GrADS gridpoints are wrt RCM projection and calculates xp, yp where appropriate
!
Creates RCM_BILIN.bin file required by GrADS for re-gridding to common 0.25 degree lat-lon grid
PROGRAM BILIN
IMPLICIT NONE
CHARACTER(LEN=17) :: latfile, lonfile
CHARACTER(LEN=19) :: bilinfile
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL

:: lat, lat_top, lat_bot, lat_right, lat_left, lat_up, lat_down ! finding relative location of grads gdpt
:: lon, lon_top, lon_bot, lon_right, lon_left, lon_1st, lon_2nd ! finding relative location of grads gdpt
:: R_lonmin,R_lonmax,R_latmin,R_latmax,R_latm,R_lonl,R_lonr
! lat-lon boundaries of RCM grid
:: lata,latb,latc,lona,lonb,lonc,pal,pbl,pcl,abl,bcl,c1,c2,c3,c4 ! used to calc xp,yp

REAL, DIMENSION(720) :: G_lon
REAL, DIMENSION(360) :: G_lat

!known lon coords for GrADS rectilinear grid
!known lat coords for GrADS rectilinear grid

! **** CUSTOMIZE # for each RCM ****************
REAL, DIMENSION(134,104) :: RCM_lon !*** CUSTOMIZE *** known lon coords for RCM gridpoints
REAL, DIMENSION(134,104) :: RCM_lat !*** CUSTOMIZE *** known lat coords for RCM gridpoints
! **********************************************
REAL, DIMENSION(720,360) :: Ri
!wanted corresponding RCM i values for each GrADS gridpoint
REAL, DIMENSION(720,360) :: Rj
!wanted corresponding RCM j values for each GrADS gridpoint
REAL, DIMENSION(720,360) :: Rwind
!-999 for no wind rotation
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER

:: mcount, ncount, m, n
! grads rectilinear grid
:: xcount, ycount, x_grid, y_grid ! RCM map projection grid
:: xa,xb,xc,ya,yb,yc
! used to calc xp,yp
:: iunit,junit,ierror
! read/write, etc

!size of GrADS display grid
m=720 !# of lon gdpoints
n=360 !# of lat gdpoints
! **** CUSTOMIZE # for each RCM ****************
latfile = 'RCM3_lat.txt'
lonfile = 'RCM3_lon.txt'
bilinfile = 'RCM3_BILIN.bin'
R_lonmin = 202.0 ! CRCM:200.0, ECP2:200.0, HRM3:189.0(-171), MM5I:203.0, RCM3:202.0, WRFG:197.0
R_lonmax = 325.0 ! CRCM:326.0, ECP2:328.0, HRM3:337.0(-23), MM5I:323.0, RCM3:325.0, WRFG:329.0
R_latmin = 19.0 ! CRCM:21.0, ECP2:18.0, HRM3:12.0,
MM5I:20.0, RCM3:19.0, WRFG:17.0
R_latmax = 77.0 ! CRCM:74.0, ECP2:73.0, HRM3:76.0,
MM5I:70.0, RCM3:71.0, WRFG:72.0
x_grid = 134
! CRCM:140, ECP2:147, HRM3:155,
MM5I:123, RCM3:134, WRFG:134
y_grid = 104
! CRCM:115, ECP2:116, HRM3:130(129-u/va)MM5I:99, RCM3:104, WRFG:109
! **********************************************
WRITE (*,*) 'Started'
!populating known lat/lon coords for GrADS rectilinear grid
mcount=0
DO WHILE (mcount <= (m-1))
G_lon(mcount+1) = 180.125 + mcount*0.25
mcount=mcount+1
END DO
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ncount=0
DO WHILE (ncount <= (n-1))
G_lat(ncount+1) = 0.125 + ncount*0.25
ncount=ncount+1
END DO
!Want corresponding RCM i,j values for each GrADS gridpoint
!Sets all inital value to -999 --> overwrite only if a data point is within projection range
DO mcount=1,m
DO ncount=1,n
Ri(mcount,ncount)=-999.0
Rj(mcount,ncount)=-999.0
Rwind(mcount,ncount)=-999.0
END DO
END DO
WRITE (*,*) 'Rectilinear grid arrays populated with initial value of -999.0'
!reads in known lat/lon coords for RCM gridpoints
iunit=10
OPEN (UNIT=iunit, FILE=TRIM(lonfile), STATUS='OLD', ACTION='READ', FORM='FORMATTED', IOSTAT=ierror)
!do all x for one y coord then y=y+1 and repeat
DO ycount=1,y_grid
!DO WHILE (ycount <= y_grid)
DO xcount=1,x_grid !DO WHILE (xcount <= x_grid)
READ(iunit,'(F10.6)') RCM_lon(xcount,ycount)
END DO
END DO
CLOSE(iunit)
iunit=11
OPEN (UNIT=iunit, FILE=TRIM(latfile), STATUS='OLD', ACTION='READ', FORM='FORMATTED', IOSTAT=ierror)
DO ycount=1,y_grid
!DO WHILE (ycount <= y_grid)
DO xcount=1,x_grid !DO WHILE (xcount <= x_grid)
READ(iunit,'(F10.6)') RCM_lat(xcount,ycount)
END DO
END DO
CLOSE(iunit)
WRITE (*,*) 'RCM lat/lon read'
WRITE (*,*) 'Performing grid interpolation calculations ....'
!identify where grads gdpt is wrt RCM projection and calculate xp, yp where appropriate
DO ncount=1,n !DO WHILE (ncount<=n)
DO mcount=1,m !DO WHILE (mcount<=m)
lon = G_lon(mcount)
lat = G_lat(ncount)
! Quick rough check for outside of domain
IF( ( lon >= R_lonmin .AND. lon <= R_lonmax ) .AND. ( lat >= R_latmin .AND. lat <= R_latmax ) ) THEN
! continute to refine location of gdpt
DO xcount=1,(x_grid-1)
DO ycount=1,(y_grid-1)
IF (RCM_lat(xcount,ycount+1) == RCM_lat(xcount+1,ycount+1)) THEN
lat_top=RCM_lat(xcount,ycount+1)
ELSE
lat_top=max(RCM_lat(xcount,ycount+1),RCM_lat(xcount+1,ycount+1))
END IF
IF (RCM_lat(xcount,ycount) == RCM_lat(xcount+1,ycount)) THEN
lat_bot=RCM_lat(xcount,ycount)
ELSE
lat_bot=min(RCM_lat(xcount,ycount),RCM_lat(xcount+1,ycount))
END IF
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IF (RCM_lon(xcount+1,ycount) == RCM_lon(xcount+1,ycount+1)) THEN
lon_right=RCM_lon(xcount+1,ycount)
ELSE
lon_right=max(RCM_lon(xcount+1,ycount),RCM_lon(xcount+1,ycount+1))
END IF
IF (RCM_lon(xcount,ycount) == RCM_lon(xcount,ycount+1)) THEN
lon_left=RCM_lon(xcount,ycount)
ELSE
lon_left=min(RCM_lon(xcount,ycount),RCM_lon(xcount,ycount+1))
END IF
!quick check to see if GrADS gridpoint is close
IF ((lat_bot<=lat .AND. lat<=lat_top) .AND. (lon_left<=lon .AND. lon<=lon_right)) THEN
!CLOSE --> continue refining domain
! determining if the GrADS grid point is within four RCM grid points (ie. within trapezoid)
!find corresponding coords to above
IF (lat_top == RCM_lat(xcount,ycount+1)) THEN
lon_top = RCM_lon(xcount,ycount+1)
ELSE !if (lat_top == RCM_lat(xcount+1,ycount+1)) THEN
lon_top = RCM_lon(xcount+1,ycount+1)
END IF
!IF (lat_bot == RCM_lat(xcount,ycount) .AND. lon_top /= RCM_lon(xcount,ycount+1)) THEN
! lon_bot = RCM_lon(xcount,ycount)
!ELSE !IF (lat_bot == RCM_lat(xcount+1,ycount)) THEN
! lon_bot = RCM_lon(xcount+1,ycount)
!END IF
!Test statement
IF (lon_top == RCM_lon(xcount,ycount+1)) THEN
lon_bot = RCM_lon(xcount+1,ycount)
ELSE !IF (lon_top == RCM_lon(xcount+1,ycount+1)) THEN
lon_bot = RCM_lon(xcount,ycount)
END IF
IF (lon_right == RCM_lon(xcount+1,ycount) ) THEN
lat_right = RCM_lat(xcount+1,ycount)
ELSE !if (lon_right == RCM_lon(xcount+1,ycount+1)) THEN
lat_right = RCM_lat(xcount+1,ycount+1)
END IF
!IF (lon_left == RCM_lon(xcount,ycount) .AND. lat_right /= RCM_lat(xcount+1,ycount)) THEN
! lat_left = RCM_lat(xcount,ycount)
!ELSE !IF (lon_left == RCM_lon(xcount,ycount+1)) THEN
! lat_left = RCM_lat(xcount,ycount+1)
!END IF
!Test statement
IF (lat_right == RCM_lat(xcount+1,ycount)) THEN
lat_left = RCM_lat(xcount,ycount+1)
ELSE !IF (lat_right == RCM_lat(xcount+1,ycount+1) THEN
lat_left = RCM_lat(xcount,ycount)
END IF
! Check to see which region / quadrant of the trapezoid the point falls near / within
!Finding latitudes of intersection between point's longitude and side of trapezoid
!TOP HALF (lat_up)
IF (lon < lon_top) THEN !TOP LEFT SIDE OF TRAP
lat_up = lat_left + (lat_top - lat_left)*( (lon - lon_left) / (lon_top - lon_left) )
ELSE IF (lon == lon_top) THEN
lat_up = lat_top
ELSE !IF (lon >= lon_top) THEN !TOP RIGHT SIDE OF TRAP
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lat_up = lat_right + (lat_top - lat_right)*( (lon - lon_right) / (lon_top - lon_right) )
END IF
!BOTTOM HALF (lat_down)
IF (lon < lon_bot) THEN !BOTTOM LEFT SIDE OF TRAP
lat_down = lat_bot + (lat_left - lat_bot)*( (lon - lon_bot) / (lon_left - lon_bot) )
ELSE IF (lon == lon_bot) THEN
lat_down = lat_bot
ELSE !IF (lon >= lon_bot) THEN !BOTTOM RIGHT SIDE OF TRAP
lat_down = lat_bot + (lat_right - lat_bot)*( (lon - lon_bot) / (lon_right - lon_bot) )
END IF
!Finding lonitutes of intersection between point's latitude and side of trapezoid
!LEFT HALF (lon_1st)
IF (lat < lat_left) THEN ! BOTTOM LEFT SIDE OF TRAP
lon_1st = lon_left + (lon_bot - lon_left)*( (lat_left - lat) / (lat_left - lat_bot) )
ELSE IF (lat == lat_left) THEN
lon_1st = lon_left
ELSE !IF (lat >= lat_left) THEN ! TOP LEFT SIDE OF TRAP
lon_1st = lon_left + (lon_top - lon_left)*( (lat - lat_left) / (lat_top - lat_left) )
END IF
!RIGHT HALF (lon_2nd)
IF (lat < lat_right) THEN ! BOTTOM RIGHT SIDE OF TRAP
lon_2nd = lon_bot + (lon_right - lon_bot)*( (lat - lat_bot) / (lat_right - lat_bot) )
ELSE IF (lat == lat_right) THEN
lon_2nd = lon_right
ELSE !IF (lat >= lat_right) THEN ! TOP RIGHT SIDE OF TRAP
lon_2nd = lon_top + (lon_right - lon_top)*( (lat_top - lat) / (lat_top - lat_right) ) ! was (lon_top-lon_right)
END IF
IF ((lat_down<=lat .AND. lat<=lat_up) .AND. (lon_1st<=lon .AND. lon<=lon_2nd)) THEN ! FALLS WITHIN TRAP
!want corresponding RCM i,j values for each GrADS gridpoint
!RCM gdpt coords
!xa=xcount
!xb=(xcount+1)
!xc=(xcount+1)
!ya=(ycount+1)
!yb=(ycount+1)
!yc=ycount
!lat/lon of RCM gdpts
lata=RCM_lat(xcount,(ycount+1))
latb=RCM_lat((xcount+1),(ycount+1))
latc=RCM_lat((xcount+1),ycount)
lona=RCM_lon(xcount,(ycount+1))
lonb=RCM_lon((xcount+1),(ycount+1))
lonc=RCM_lon((xcount+1),ycount)
! line length
pal=SQRT( (lat-lata)*(lat-lata) + (lon-lona)*(lon-lona) )
pbl=SQRT( (lat-latb)*(lat-latb) + (lon-lonb)*(lon-lonb) )
pcl=SQRT( (lat-latc)*(lat-latc) + (lon-lonc)*(lon-lonc) )
abl=SQRT( (latb-lata)*(latb-lata) + (lonb-lona)*(lonb-lona) )
bcl=SQRT( (latc-latb)*(latc-latb) + (lonc-lonb)*(lonc-lonb) )
! See notebook for calculation proof
c1=(pal/abl)*(pal/abl) - xcount*xcount - (ycount+1)*(ycount+1)
c2=(pbl/abl)*(pbl/abl) - (xcount+1)*(xcount+1) - (ycount+1)*(ycount+1)
c3=(pcl/bcl)*(pcl/bcl) - (xcount+1)*(xcount+1) - ycount*ycount
c4=(pbl/bcl)*(pbl/bcl) - (xcount+1)*(xcount+1) - (ycount+1)*(ycount+1)
Ri(mcount,ncount)=(c1-c2)/2
Rj(mcount,ncount)=(c3-c4)/2
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END IF ! Not within trapezoid
END IF ! Not close to trapezoid --> continue search
END DO
END DO
END IF ! Not within max RCM boundary --> Move on to next grads gdpt
END DO
END DO
WRITE (*,*) 'i,j values found and stored'
iunit=20
OPEN (UNIT=iunit, FILE=TRIM(bilinfile), STATUS='REPLACE', ACTION='WRITE', FORM='BINARY',
ACCESS='STREAM', IOSTAT=ierror)
!writing three matrices (i.e. BILIN file) - varies x then y
DO ncount=1,n
DO mcount=1,m
WRITE (iunit) Ri(mcount,ncount)
END DO
END DO
DO ncount=1,n
DO mcount=1,m
WRITE (iunit) Rj(mcount,ncount)
END DO
END DO
DO ncount=1,n
DO mcount=1,m
WRITE (iunit) Rwind(mcount,ncount)
END DO
END DO
CLOSE(iunit)
WRITE (*,*) 'BILIN file written'
WRITE (*,*) ' '
WRITE (*,*) '!!!!! FINISHED !!!!!'
WRITE (*,*) 'BILIN file should be 3 110 400 bytes'
END PROGRAM BILIN
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9.4. Appendix D – Atmospheric Moisture Advection Vectors

Figure D.1 – CRCM-ccsm mean base period moisture advection vectors (top) and
the influence of projected climate change (bottom).
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Figure D.2 – As per Figure D.1 for CRCM-cgcm3.
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Figure D.3 – As per Figure D.1 for HRM3-gfdl.
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Figure D.4 – As per Figure D.1 for RCM3-cgcm3.
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Figure D.5 – As per Figure D.1 for RCM3-gfdl.
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Figure D.6 – As per Figure D.1 for WRFG-ccsm.
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Figure D.7 – As per Figure D1 for WRFG-cgcm3.
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9.5. Appendix E – Nalcor Energy Summary
This brief includes a results summary for Jonas Roberts’ PhD thesis, the primary
objective of which was to investigate the potential impacts of climate change on
Labrador’s Churchill River. The results presented here are only a fraction of the research
discussed in the thesis and if the reader requires additional details it is recommended they
consult the full work.
Overview
Three separate multi-model approaches, each using climate model output from the North
American Regional Climate Change Assessment Program (NARCCAP), investigated the
impacts of climate change on the Churchill River. The first approach used bias-corrected
climate model precipitation and temperature data in conjunction with hydrologic
modeling to investigate the changes in mean daily streamflow for the Pinus River, a subbasin of the Churchill River. The second used a new approach (called fullstream analysis)
to study the expected changes in mean annual runoff of the entire basin and took
advantage of the full range of simulated hydrological variables from each ensemble
member. The third approach applied weighted multi-model ensembles to examine the
simulated impacts of climate change on mean monthly runoff for the entire basin.
To a large degree, each of these three approaches corroborated the results of the others.
The mean annual increase in runoff/streamflow was found to be 8.9%, 11.2% and
between 9.8 and 14.6% for the three approaches respectively. There was also found to be
an increase in cold-season streamflow volumes, an earlier onset of the spring melt
(though not necessarily a larger spring melt) and no discernable change in the late
summer and early fall streamflow.
Uncertainty was represented in various ways throughout the thesis. For the Pinus River
study, probability distribution functions (PDFs) were used to present the differences
between base period and future streamflow. The mean ensemble hydrograph for base and
future periods was shown, as were “spaghetti” plots showing how each streamflow
changed according to each ensemble member. Streamflow changes were also broken
down by season. The fullstream analysis also used PDFs to communicate mean annual
changes in runoff.
The results of the weighted ensembles were plotted with uncertainty ranges around
ensemble means of future annual cycles of streamflow. This allows for one to state with
80% and 90% confidence that an increase in streamflow was likely to occur for a given
month. Spaghetti plots were also presented showing the variety of base period and future
(unweighted) simulations. As model weighting is a necessarily subjective process that
should include a sensitivity check, the results of a small variety of weighting schemes,
including equal weighting, were plotted and discussed.
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Pinus River Hydrological Modelling
The differences between the ensemble mean base and future period simulated
hydrographs for the Pinus River, along with the observation simulation hydrograph are
shown in Figure 1. (The “observed” hydrograph in Figure 1 refers to the WATFLOOD
simulation using observed climatological variables as input.) There are four noteworthy
changes from the mean base period to the future period simulations:
1 The spring melt, spanning April, May and June, is occurring roughly two to three
weeks earlier though it appears to be slightly smaller in magnitude. April
experiences the highest increase of any month, over 109%, caused by the earlier
onset of the spring melt. The upshot of the earlier melt is that June is simulated to
have a 33% decrease in streamflow.
2 November to March streamflow increases substantially.
3 July to October streamflow experiences no substantial change.
4 On a mean annual basis Pinus River streamflow increases by 8.9%, from 17.6 to
19.2 m3/s.

Figure 1 - Comparison of 30-year ensemble mean simulated base and future period streamflow (left)
and the change in 30-year ensemble mean simulated streamflow, from base to future period (right).

Even though there is significant overlap in the mean annual flows, shown in Figure 2,
there is a clear increase in magnitude from the base to the future period. The ensemble
mean is similar to that of the observed hydrograph however the latter has a greater spread
of values, most notably on the higher end of flow rates.
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Figure 2. Probability density functions of mean annual flows for ensemble members during the base
period (left) and the ensemble means for base and future periods (right).

By breaking down the flow by season in Figure 3, one is able to gain better insight into
what time of the year the significant changes in streamflow are likely to occur. The
changes in mean winter (defined here as November to March) flow magnitude are
statistically significant while changes in spring (April to June) and summer (July to
October) are not. In all three seasons the PDFs become flatter and wider from base to
future periods, indicating higher variability in the future.
There is greatest agreement amongst ensemble member base period simulations in
summer, while winter shows the least agreement. During spring and summer, the
ensemble member distributions are slightly to the left of the observed indicating a small
underestimation of flow, while the opposite is true of winter.
Fullstream Analysis: Projected Changes in Mean Annual Streamflow of Churchill
River Basin
The approach used here is based on the atmospheric and terrestrial water balances in
Equations 1 and 2, respectively.

∂W
[1]
−
− ∇ HQ = P − E
∂t
P− E = R+

∂S
∂t

[2]


Here, W is the €
precipitable water content of the atmosphere, −∇ H Q is the vertically
integrated horizontal atmospheric moisture convergence, P is precipitation, E is
evaporation, R€
is runoff, and S is land-surface water storage (including soil moisture and
snowpack).
€
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Figure 3. Probability distribution functions for mean winter (November to March), spring (April to
June) and summer (July to October) flows, with ensemble member base period results on the left.
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€

The terrestrial water storage component in Equation 2 tends to zero over long periods of
time (as ∂t gets very large), implying that mean climatological runoff can be represented
by P – E. Subsequently, mean climatological runoff can also be represented by the
atmospheric moisture convergence from Equation 1, as the precipitable water tendency is
also negligible over long periods. As such, RCMs are able to provide three
€representations of mean climatological runoff for analysis, corresponding to respective

components of the “fullstream” approach: (i) −∇ H Q , (ii) P − E , and (iii) R. (Note
fullstream does not refer to any physical portion of a river but to the corresponding, and
figurative,
 upstream, midstream and downstream approximations of runoff represented
by −∇ H Q , P − E and R respectively.)
€
€
The mean annual streamflow measured at Muskrat Falls by the Water Survey of Canada
is roughly 1825 m3/s. Ensemble members that have higher than average approximations
for
€ simulated runoff in the base period also have higher than average projected runoff
changes, likewise for members with lower than average values. This implies that this
“over-estimation” (or “under-estimation”) is systemic and also manifests itself in the
climate change signal, warranting the study of changes relative to the base period
simulation (%), as in Table 1. Absolute changes (m3/s) are also examined to illustrate the
climate signal in raw data output and highlight the results from individual RCM-gcmstream ensemble members.
Table 1 - Projected runoff changes, including results of data reconstruction (in grey).
Absolute Change (m3/s)
RCM

CRCM

HRM3

RCM3

WRFG

Stream

Relative Change

GCM
ccsm

cgcm3

gfdl

up

83

219

271

mid

146

178

147

down

110

179

up

18

mid

RCM

Stream

GCM
ccsm

cgcm3

gfdl

up

5.6%

14.5%

7.2%

mid

9.2%

11.2%

8.0%

113

down

6.8%

11.1%

6.3%

5

121

up

12.2%

4.5%

6.9%

95

152

97

mid

6.0%

7.3%

5.8%

down

131

196

121

down

7.9%

9.0%

7.2%

up

533

456

695

up

21.8%

11.7%

18.6%

mid

121

114

182

mid

6.7%

5.6%

8.7%

down

99

100

149

down

7.4%

6.1%

8.8%

up

357

180

388

up

32.1%

12.2%

19.3%

mid

159

227

178

mid

14.7%

19.7%

15.0%

down

174

218

165

down

15.5%

17.9%

14.0%

CRCM

HRM3

RCM3

WRFG

PDFs, shown in Figure 4, are useful in risk analysis and economic decision-making. They
recognize that climate projections are not perfect and provide a spectrum of potential
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outcomes. To fully take advantage of climate projections in PDF form one must compare
the costs and risks of an erroneously high runoff projection to those of a low runoff
projection. For example, if one were investigating potential climate change impacts for
the site of a future dam and hydroelectric development then a runoff projection that is too
low may increase the risk of wasting water over a spillway. An erroneously high runoff
projection on the other hand may lead to an increase in construction costs (as it would
require a higher capacity) without the benefit of increased power generation. The costs
and risks of each scenario must be balanced to determine the ‘best’ projection to use for
project design, which is not necessarily the annual mean or median.

Figure 4 - PDFs of absolute (left) and relative changes in runoff (right), including imputed data

The simulations above indicate that climatological basin runoff is expected to increase.
The ensemble median increase is roughly 155 m3/s (0.14 mm/day), or 9%, while the
mean increase is roughly 190 m3/s (0.18 mm/day), or 11%. There are some outliers on the
far right side of the PDF that suggest that runoff increases may be as high as 700 m3/s
(0.65 mm/day), or 35%, but the increase most likely lies between 25 and 250 m3/s (0.02
and 0.23 mm/day), or 1 and 25%.
Weighted Ensembles: Change in the Annual Streamflow Cycle of the Churchill
River Basin
Figure 5 shows the mean hydrographs of climate model runoff for each unweighted
ensemble member for both base and future periods.
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Figure 5 – Ensemble member mean hydrographs for base (left) and future periods (right).

Figure 6 presents simulated runoff CDFs for every month in the base (black lines) and
future period (grey lines) for each ensemble member (note the scale differences between
plots for the x-axes). Naturalized streamflow (observations accounting for the reservoirs
and control structure of Churchill Falls) is also shown for comparison purposes.
Most CDFs have a relatively sharp turn in the distribution between probabilities of 0.8
and 0.9, which illustrates the impact of the spring melt on monthly runoff values. For two
months each spring (typically May and June but may vary from year to year and between
ensemble members) the melting snowpack causes a sharp increase in runoff to well over
2000 m3/s.
There is also a wide range of high runoff values between ensemble members. While
many are similar to the naturalized flow which maxes out at around 6000 m3/s, several
ensemble members are up in the 10 000 and even 14 000 m3/s range. On the low runoff
end, most ensemble members have some months with zero runoff (e.g. RCM3-cgcm3)
while the naturalized flow doesn’t.
Most of the future period CDFs are consistently further to the right than their base period
counterparts. This shows monthly runoff generally increases under climate change. Some
show an increase in lower end of runoff values (below 0.8 probability) but a decrease or
ambiguous change in higher flows (e.g. CRCM-cgcm3, HRM3-gfdl). This implies that
while monthly runoff is expected to increase for most of the year, the magnitude of the
spring melt may actually decrease or remain constant.
Figure 7 shows the mean annual cycle of projected future streamflow, for each of the six
weighted ensembles. W1 represents the unweighted (or equally weighted) ensemble.,
while five weighting criteria, were used in various combinations to create the weighting
schemes W2 through W6: (i) divergence from the monthly ensemble mean, (ii)
reproduction of mean monthly streamflow, (iii) reproduction of the distribution of mean
streamflow for each month, (iv) divergence from the monthly ensemble mean streamflow
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distribution, (v) mean annual physical consistency of models. The upper 80% and 90%
uncertainty bounds are represented by the dashed light and dark grey lines respectively,
while the lower bounds are represented by dotted lines.

Figure 6 – CDFs of naturalized streamflow as well as simulated base period (black lines) and future
period (grey lines) for each ensemble member.

The projected future flows for each of the six weighted ensembles in Figure 7 are quite
similar. One common feature is a decrease in June flow and a corresponding increase in
April and May flows. This means the spring melt will shift earlier in the year.
Additionally, all plots indicate there will be an increase in monthly (cold season) flows,
from October through May and no discernable change in late summer.
One of the differences between the six weighting schemes is the size of the confidence
intervals, particularly in early spring. Table 2 shows by weighting scheme those months
where there is greater than 80% confidence projected flows will be different from the
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base period naturalized flow. The narrowest confidence intervals fall between October
and March for all weighting schemes.

Figure 7 - Mean annual cycle of projected future streamflow, with confidence intervals.
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Table 2 – Months with greater than 80% confidence that future streamflow will be different than
base period streamflow. Underline indicates greater than 90% confidence

Scheme D

J

F M A M J J A S O N

W1

X X

X X

W2

X X X

X X

W3

X X

X

X X

W4

X X X

X

X X

W5

X X X

X

X X

W6

X X X

X

X X

X

Where the mean annual base period naturalized flow is 1875 m3/s, the mean annual
change in streamflow for weighting schemes W1 through W6 are 183, 233, 206, 248,
257, and 273 m3/s, respectively. This represents a mean annual increase of between 9.8
and 14.6%. Each weighting scheme projects with 90% confidence that an increase in
mean annual streamflow will occur.
Conclusion
Overall, the thesis presented the potential impacts of climate change on the mean
hydrology of Labrador’s Churchill River Basin while representing the uncertainty
embodied in NARCCAP’s multi-model ensemble. Given that there were some
differences between the output of approaches used and individual ensemble members, in
general the mean annual streamflow is expected to increase on the order of 10%. This
increase will primarily manifest as additional cold-season (November to March)
streamflow.
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